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PREFACE

"WHERE ARE our intellectuals?" h his f 92 1 book, A m e ~ c ~
and the Young I n t e l l e c ~ l ,Harold Stearns (1891-1943), a
chronicler of his generation, asked this question.' He found them
fleeing to Europe, an act he supported and soon followed, joining what &came the most celebrated of American inteHectual
groupings, the lost generation.
Steams's question may speak to the present, but his answer
does not, We believed that the hostility of a commercial civilization to youth in general, and to intellectuals in particular, drove
young writers to Europe. This does not capture the cumnt simtion. Youth is lionized; intellectuals, if noticed, are usually
blessed or subsidized. The young head for Europe not to flee,
but for vaatianf, sornetirnas for conferences. Few Americsn intellectwls live in exile, The question still glands. W e r e are the
Is? It is my starting point.
I have not bcated many-and I am using a criterion of
"young," under forty-five or so, that will scandalize the authentically young. Nor are my standards absolute. The "last" generation of American intdlectuals is my knchmark, therse born in
the first decades of this century. They possessed a voice and presence that younger intellectuals have failed to appropriate.
Yet this misleads; the issue is not a moral lapse but a generational shiH. The experience of intelleduals has changed; this is
not exactly news, but the causes are unexplored, and one consequence-at least--& unnoticed and profoundly damaging: the
impoverishment of public culture.
Intellectuals who write with vigor and ckrity may be as scarce
as low rents in New York or San Fmncisco. R a i d in city streets

and cafes kfore the age of massive universities, 'lastt"\eneration
intellectuds wrste fot the eduwted reader. They have been supplanted by high-tech intellectuals, consultants and professorsanonymous souls, who may be competent, and more than competent, but who do not enrich public life. Younger intellectuals,
whose lives have unfolded almost entirely on campuses, direct
themselves to professional colleagues but are inaccessible and
unknown to othen. This is the danger and the threat; the public
culture relies on a dwindling band of older intellectuals who
cornmad the vernacdar that is slipping out of reach of their
succemCS*
In the following chapters i survey this breach in cultural generations; X oEer some psibilities and ilapraise the costs. Nothing
nore. A smll h k mhonting a large subject requires a thousand qualifications. 1 will skip most of them, but several are in
order.
Apart from some references to novelists marking the landscape, 1 confine my account to nonfiction, especially literary,
social, philosophical, and economic thought, where 1believe the
genentiond break is most emphatic, most injurious. I am excluding music, dance, painting, poetry, and other arts. No single
proposition applies to all cultural forms. To be sure, none exist
in isolation from the larger society; and I suspect a critical and
generational inquiry into other areas might be revealing.
For instance, the migration of fiction into the universities-the establishment of "creative writing" centen and writers "in
residence"; the rise of the academic or English department
novel; the absence of an avant-garde for years, even decadesall this suggests that newer fiction registers the same pressures as
nonfiction. The increasing prominence of novels by Latin
Americans, Eastern Europeans, and black women also suggests
that the creative juices flow on the outsides, the margins, as malls
and campuses cement over the center.
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Nevertheless the traiectoly of fiction is more complex than
nonfiction. Perhaps because the poets and novelists were always
outsiders, only wcaiondy noticed, they can subsist as they always have, picking up crumbs off the table.' The plethora of
small literary periodicals, sometimes called "little, little" magazines, that print fiction and poetry, indicates that imaginative literature flourishes.
Yet even the moving spirits of the "little, little" magazines
allow that their moment seems over; that there are too many
journals, the by-product of cheap offset printing and subsidies;
and that they seem to have lost their zeal and direction. Insofar
as they print exclusively fiction and poetry, unlike their distinguished predecessors, they also tes~fyto cultural hagmentation.
Few of these magazines, notes a coordinator of small literary
journals, '"take a critical shnd; essays, even book reviews and
correspondence, are less and less common." Nowadays they
seem to be devoted to "hitting up the tattered edges of the
present.
My generafizations are b a d on American (and Canadian)
intellectuals. I exclude the foreign-born and foreign-educated
(the Bmno Be~elheirns,Hmnah Arendts, Wilhelm Reichs) not
because of their minimal impad-the opposite is true-but simply to distil1 out the American generational life. Once they are
excluded, their cofossal impact can 'be $imps&. The individuals
I do include hardly add up to the whole. Evey selection of intellectuals can be answered by another. There b no royal road to the
zei$eist. Intellectual life resists neat charts; to demand precision
when culture itself is imprecise damns an inquiry to trivia. The
discussion of a missing generation requires sweeping statements;
it means scrutinizing some writers while ignoring othen. It necessitates dcding in the glittery coin of generations, long a mainstay of cultural counterfeiters. It also means the risk of being
wrong.

"'

I wilt employ, but not exhaustively define, v a ~ o wcategories-bhemia, intellectuals, generations, cultural life. Too
many definitions, too much caution, kill thought. Modern analytic philosophy, labring for decades to establish sound concep
tual methods, has only established its inability to think. Its bleak
record, af course, daes not w m n t redess judgments. With
care the coin of decades and generations can be traded.
Since I probe, sometimes ungently, the oeuvre of younger
intellectuals, and I question the impact of universities on cultural
I&, I should state: I do not write as an outsider. When I say
"they" or "younger intellectuals," l mean "we." When I take
up a "missing" generation, I am discussing my own generation.
When I question academic contributions, I am inspecting the
writings of my friends and myselt I have published articles in
asadlemic journaIs and a b l c with a university press. I read academic monog?rapho and periodicals. I love university libraries,
endless boolrstaclis, giant periodical rooms. I have taught at a
number of cotleges. I do not for an instant pretend that I am
m&of d8erent and better s M . My critique sf the missing
intellectuals is also a self-critique.
I should add, however, that I am not a complete academic
insider. In a dozen years I have wandered through seven universities and several disciplines. 1 have more than once made a stab
at living as a free-lance writer. P e r b p I should also note that this
book was aided by no foundation largesse or university granb; I
cannot thank team of research assistants and graduate students.
Nor can I thank the center for the advanced study of this-or-that
for a year of support.
At the risk of false advertising-pretending something is more
controversial than it is--I might state: no one will completely
agree with this book. It violates conventional loyalties. My
friends, generation, and self are not the heroe
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prize a younger left inteIligentsia that I believe has surrendered
too much, E take as a measuring rod an older generation of intelEec~als,whose work I often criticize; f value consewative intellectuals whose estimable vigor covers y m i n g hypocrisies and
contradictions. Thought shrivels when it honors friends and labels before thinking.
Some final remarks; the title, "the last inteilectmls," is delikrately ambiguous-it refers to a final generation of intellectuals,
as well as to the generation mmt recentiy past (as in last year),
irnpliying there soon wiI1 be another. I write with na optimism,
but not as a seer, As I was completing this work a nunrber of
book in diverse areas began to appear, each challenging a single
discipline-hob such as The Trqedy ofPoIitiedl Sienee, The
Rheta~cof&ammieg, Inbenzational Studies an$ Acadcrmk Ent e r ~ ~and
~@
hdical
,
Political EEonomy Since the Sixties.' They
do not uphold a single position, but they evidence discontent
with excessive professionalization; they hint at a reversal, a delayed effm to recapture a public cdture.
There are other signs. A spcter haunts American uniwrsilies
or, at least, its farcdties: b o r e h , A generation of professors entered the universities in the middle and wake of the sixties, when
campuses craekted with energy; today these teachers are visibfy
b r e d , if not demoralized. One report found college and university faculties "deeply troubled" with almost 40 percent ready and
willing to leave the academy.' This subterranean discontent
might surface, reconnecting with public life. Conservatives suspect and fear this; hence they continuously rail against what they
imagine as the threat from the universities. I think they are
wrong. I hope they are right.
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INTRODUCTION
TO THE 2000 EDITION

AT THE TIME The Last Intellectuals was published in
1987 T could not anticipate that my argument on the eclipse
of public intellectuals would soon be disproved. I could not
foresee the explosion of university-based public intellectuals who would enrich political and cultural life; nor did I
imagine the battalions of new specialist intellectuals who
would subvert the establishment from within, I. failed to
predict these things because I was wed ta an obsolete model
of intellectual life, privilcging old white guys and gals from
the past. My shaq-eyed critics upb~aidedme for these deficiencies.
I f this admission is diplomatic, it is also disingenuousand rubs against my own inclinations. The Last Izltdecrtzals
is hardly perfect, but happenings since its publication do not
cause me to revise its main paints, The book's working title,
""The Last Generation: The Eclipse of Public Intellectualsftf
captured its tenor. I percdved a generatianal move from public intellectuals earlier in the century to university thinkers
at its end. Intellectuals have nst disappeared, but someLhing
has altered in their composition. They have become more
professional and insular; at the same time they h w e lost
command of the vernacular, which thinkers from Galileo to
Freud had mastered. Where the Lewis Mumfords ox JValter
Lippmanns wrote for a public, their successors "thearizefi
about it at academic conferences.

htrodactian to the 2000 Edl'dan
fudging from its reviews, the book touched a nerve, a
widespread feeling that intellectual life had shifted, perhaps contracted. At the very least it put into circulation a
term, the public intellectual, which has traveled far
beyond its pages. The phrase pops up in millions of places
nowadays. Onc recent example is that of Alan Brinkley
closing an appreciation of Henry Steele Cornmanger by
stating that he played the role of '"hat we now call a public intellectual.'" As far as X knovv, X was the first to use
this term.
I mainly attended to leftist thinkers and writers in the
hook, but in the last chapter highlighted the singular role
of conservative intellectuals. Loyal to an old-fashioned
intellectual style, some conservatives mounted ;m effect i v e criticisxn of yrrofessionaXizatlion and academization.
Distrusting the cost af bureaucratic success, they prized
the lucid prose that career grofcssionds often surrendered. It was partly for this reason that they lsomed large
in the "cultural. warsfVthat have ebbed and flowed aver
the last fifteen years, It was easy to list the conservative
tracts decrying educational misdeeds jl2liberal Educution,
Tenured Radicals, The Closing of the Amen'can Mind),
but where were the rejoinders? The liberal professors
growled and scowled, but had trouble answering in
limpid English; instead they collected conference
papers.2 When their books finally appeared, they lacked
bite. fn the liberal view, education proceeded swimmingly; it had bccorne more diverse, multicultural, and
exciting, a fact only crabby conservatives failed to f athom. ?A strange inversion had taken place; liberals and
leftists, once critics of the establishment, had become
its defenders.

The Last Zntcrflecttkals was widely discussed, often with
great venom. Milk-toast professors turned purple. Thornas
Bender, a New York University historian, damned the book
as '"areless, ill-conceived, a d perhaps even irresponsible;'"
4 Len P+Ribuffo, a George Wshingtsn University professor,
denounced it as '"glib, superficial, and oraeulan."5 What Bustered the placid dons? Often my failure to acknowledge the
brilliant work of their colleagctes, friends, and selves. I had
armed that a recent generation was ""missingt'9that it lacked
the profile and presence of earlier
erican intellectuals. ]E
had specified that my argument '"as not a statement about
personal integrity or genius; nor does it depend on any particular writers or artists." 1 was trying to generalize about
large-scale cultural and intellectual shifts. No matter.
'There" plent-y of intel lectual activity going on in
h e r i c a now," grumbled Walter Kendrick in one of the Arst
ry
reviews, tvhieh appeared in the Voice L i t e ~ ~ Supplemc?nt.
For instance, 'The very existence of the Voice Literary
Supplement (a public intellectual journal] proves that the
situation isn't. quite so bleak as Tacoby maintains.'" This
turned out to be a stock response. Reviewers championed
themselves, their iournafs, and their friends as reiuting my
arwment. "'The reason Tacoby can" find young radical intellectuals is that he looks for them in the wrong places,"
chimed Lynn Garafola, a historian of dance, What are the
right places? Periodicals like Cineaste, Performing Arts
fsurnal, and The D r a m litevietv; she finds many public
intellectuals, some very close to home, actually one in her
hame {herhusband, Eric Foner, author af "widely read volumes"], as well as peafie down the block such as ""Octohex
editor Rosalind bauss, an art critic SQ well known that a
New Y ~ r k eprofile
r
(on someone else] opened with a descrip-
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tion sf her living rosmn."7 The last is pmicularly touching. A
description of me's bving room in a N;ew Yordrer profile bf
someone else] ratifies status as a public intellectual. How
could I miss that?
Beyond slighting their friends and acquaintances, my
critics charged nne with the primal crime for all progressive~:nostalgia. For many of my reviewers history only
advances, as if twentieth-century death camps iIllproved
upon nineteenth-century prisons. 9"0 suggest otherwise
brands one a hopeless ramantic. These reviewers operate
with ossified categories: Either toot your horn for the contemporary intelleauals or cry in your soup for the past. 1
was emphatic in my book that 1950s figures were hardly
giants of intellect and prase, and 1 oflered, for instance,
harsh assessments of Lionel Trilling and Sidney Hook.
Moreover, f outlined the irreversible sscial conditiorrsdemise of urban bohemia and explosion of university
employment-that made independent intellectuals an
endangered species. Nonetheless, a dozen reviewers complained that I longed for Lionel Trilling. This has become
almase the standard line about The Last IntelIect-uafs;it is a
dirge for the scintillating cultural life of the 1950s. Not
true,
Yet it would be churlish to say that my critics made no
telling points at all or that nothing has happened since
1987 that would cause me to refoxmulate my arguments.
Several reviewers, fox instance, raised good questions about
how to define an intellectual generation and how to identify public intellectuals. Others challenged the category of
the public /and the yuhlic intellectual); some suggested
teaching itself was a form of political activity. Inasmuch as
intellectuals are now professors, and millions go to college,
xriii
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teaching constitutes a public engagement. In the limited
space I have here, I mention three areas to rethink.
At the end of my original preface, I indicated passible
change in the offing. Driven by academic discontent and
boredom, professors might want to reinveat themselves as
public witers. To a limited extent I think this has happened in tbe last ten years. In the domain of philosophy, for
example, Richard Rorty represents an effort to invigorate a
public philosophy, and he has been followed by a number of
others. Historians and literary critics increasingly try to
break out of closed discussions imo a larger public. Vet
these professionals are not heeding but bucking institutisnal imperatives that reward esot;eric rather than public contributions. Will they be successful? It is not clear.
In the last decade, the emergence of what has been called
the new black public intellectuals has generated much:
attention, For the first time in many years a group of
African American intellectuals have burst upan the scenefigures such. as Henry Louis Gates, Gerald Early, AdoXph
Reed, fr., Randal Kennedy, and Cornel West. These are
smart, hard-hitting and often grraeeful writers who weigh
into public problems of race, sports, politics, law, and culture, They have been both acclaimed as successors to the
New York intelectuals and criticized as publicity hounds
who ignore earlier black intellectuals such as W. E. B.
Dubclis and C. R. L. fames.Vn no way did my bovk anticipate their appearance. Yet to conclude that their very existence refutes my arpment seems facile, In fact, I see their
success as weakening one frequent charge against The Last
htellectuals, a version of the nostalgia accusation. Many of
my critics bclieved that an irrevocable demise of a literate
public uaderrnined public intellectuals, who necessarily
xix
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yielded to professional thinkers more appropriate for an age
of specialization. Yet it seems to me that the ncw black
intellectuals demonstrate that a literate, indeed hungry,
public still exists, What is lacking is the will and ability to
adhess it.
Not by evelyone. Another promising recent development
is the increasing importance of what is sometimes called
the new science writers, many of whom have been writing
for decades, I had said nothing about them in The Last
Intellectuals, but their growing impact seems to confirm
that a public has not disqpeared, While scientists are often
belittled as technicians and positivists-usually by conformist postmodern theorists-a group of science writers
has more or less filled the space vacated by humanists, I am
thinking of people such as Stephen fay Gould, Oliver Sacks,
the late Carl Sagan, fared Diamond, jonathasl Weiner, and
jererny Bernstein, among arhers.Were are professionals
who do not disdain to write with clarity on matters of wide
intellectual. interest. Their success with a literate public
raises numerous questions. What does it mem if humanists
lose the ability to think and write lucidly, while scientists
become penetrating, engaged, and accessible? '9 deeply
deplore the equation of popular writing with pap and cfistortian," says Stephen jay Gauld-lQFew contemporary hurnanists or social scientists would agree. Why is that?
The Last Intellectuals was less a lament than a call for
intellectuals tr:, reclaim the vernacular and reassert thexnselves in public life. Some reviewers saw this as an injunction to sell out--or just plain sell--an anti-intellectual
demand to exchange dense and unpopular work for media
coverage. I don't think so. No one can do everything, but
intellectual work need not be pitched in a single regist-cr. It
XX

should be possible for thinkers and witess to be bath serious and accessible-not always at the same time, but aver
time. After all, those thinkers touted as the most original
and complex have often sought a broad public, Even the
famously difficult Adorno sweated over his radio lectures to
ensure they would be clear and understandable. Ultimately,
it is not only the larger public that loses when intellectuals
turn inwad to fetishize their profunciity, but inteflestuds
themselves. Their work tuxns arid, their axgtlrnents thin,
their souls parched. Ln the life of the mind, as in life itself,
vitality requixes resisting the lure of the familiar and the
safe,
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Pebruary, 2000
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CHAPTER l

Missing lnte

TO WALK INTO a familiar room and spontaneously identify
a new object--a lamp, a picture, a clock--is a common experience. T o walk into a familiar room and instantly name an object
recently removed is rare. While our eyes and ears effortlessly
register additions, "subtradions," objects or sounds that have
k e n eliminated, often go unnoticed, Week, months, or years
without our recognizing their absence. One bay, perhaps, on entering the room we feel a vague uneasiness surging
up: something is missing. What?
This book is a b u t a vacancy in culture, the absence of younger voices, perhaps the absence of a generation. The fewextremely few-significant American intellectuals under the age
of thirty-he, even forty-five, have seldom elicited comment.
They are eacy to miss, especially because their absence is longstanding. An intellectual generation has not suddenly vanished;
it simply never appeared. And it is already too late--the generation is too oId-to show up.
The issue, if hardy discussed, is also charged; it provokes
heated responses. Writers and editon draw back, as if insulted.

Aren't the young authors tdy-themselves and their friendsas talented and compelling as those from the past? Offended professors list Young Turks shaking up their fields. Leftists recoil,
detecting the primal heresy, nostalgia, in talk of a passing generation. Aren't younger radicals, products of the 1 9 6 0 as
~ ~brilliant
as past radicals, and even more numerous! A recent elegy for
the New York intellectuals in The Nov York Times M4garine
sparked several angry replies: intellectual life is thriving outside
New York; no need to bemoan the decline af Manha@anysintellectuals. The 1960s drove them into early retirement and senility. So much the better.'
This is whistling in the dark. i should say at the outset: the
proposition of a missing generation does not malign individuals.
It is not a sbternent a b u t personal integrity or genius; nor does
it depend on any particular writers or artists. Complex factors
stamp or undercut the fornation of an intellec-1 generation; it
would not be the first time that one hiled to Ijalvanize. However,
more is at stake than an interesting absemation; the issue is the
vitality of a public culture.
Nor is it a simple political issue, at least not in conventional
terms. There hm been much talk of the rise of neoconsewatism
and the demise of radicalism, even of Iihrdism, Of course, the
dominance of neoconsewatives and the eclipse of radical intellectuals correspond to shifts in political realities. Neoconsewatives dine at the White H o w ; they are blessed with public attention, grants, government surpwrC,
It might be satisfying to conclude that this fully explains the
vagaries of intellectual life: younger intellectuals, generally more
radical than the neoconsewatives, are ignored for political reasons; they are out of step with the times. Perhaps. But this leaves
too much obscure. Compared to the 1950s, the left has prospered. Marxist professors teach everywhere; radicals publish end-

lessly; and the wider left hardly fears a McCarthyite repression.
Yet younger left intelleduals seem publicly invisible. Why! The
political realities cannot be ignored, but deeper currents--social
and economic-inbrm intellecbal life.
To declare an intellectual generation "invisible" is fraught
with difficulties. The statement seems to accept the judgment of
the "public spherep'-newspapers, book reviews, talk showsas tmth itself; it risks confounding glitter with substance, W
exposure with intellectual weight. The pttblic sphere is hardy
neutral; it responds to money or power or drama, not to quiet
talent or creative work. For decades, even for centuries, writers
and critics have decried the press for distorting cultural life. Inasmuch as the public sphere is less a free market of ideas than
a market, what is publicly visible registers nothing but market
foreese2
If true, this observation easily degenerates into a clich6 that
the ruling ideas are the ideas of the mling class; culhrral studies
vanish into eeonornks. Intellectual life, which includes boks,
articles, magazines, lectures, public discussions, perhaps university teaching, is obviously subject to market and political forces
but cannot be reduced to them. The impact of networlr tekvision
or national newsweeklieson cultural life can scartely be underestimated; but it is not the whole story. The restructuring of cities,
the passing of bhemia, the expansion of the university: these
also inform culture. They are my subjects.
My concern is with public intellectuals, wrikr-s and thinkers
who address a general and educated audience. Obviously, this
excludes intellectuals whose w ~ r are
k t m technical or di6cult
to engage a public. Nevertheless I believe it is a myth that private
intellectuals thrive while public culture decays. The relationship
between "private" and "public" intellectual work is complex. At
least this can be said: there is a symbiotic relationship. The great-

est minh from Galtileo to Freud have not been content with
private discoveries; they sought, and found, a public. If they seem
too distant, too high a standard, the last generation of American
intellectuals is my benchmark. They also embraced a public; the
successor generation has not,
Perhaps there is no one to embrace. The public has changed
during the last decades, even centuries. A public that once
snapped up pamphlets by Thomas Paine or stood for hours
listening to Abraham Lincoln debate Stephen Douglas hardly
exists; its span of attention shrinks as its fondness for television
increases.' A reading public may be no more. If younger intellectuals are absent, a missing audience may explain why.
This is true, but it is not the whole h t h . A public that reads
seriou h&, magazines, and newspapers has dwindled; it has
not vanished. The writings of older intellectuals from John Kenneth Calbraith to Daniel Bell continue to elicit interest and discussion, which suaests that a public has not evaporated. The
adience may be contracting, but younger intellectuals are mising, That is the emphasis here, less on the eclipse of a public
than on the eclipse of public intellectuals.
To put it sharply: the habitat, manners, and idiom of intellectuals have been transformed within the past fifty years. Younger
intellectuals no longer need or want a larger p&lic; they are
almost exclusively professors. Campuses are their homes; colleagues their audience; monographs and specialized journals
their media. Unlike past intellectuals they situate themselves
within fields and disciplines-for good reason, Their jobs, advancement, and salaries depend on the evaluation of specialists,
and this dependence affects the issues broached and the language
employed.
Independent intellectuals, who wrote for the educated reader,
are dying out; to be sure, often they wrote for small periodicals.
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Yet these journals participated, if only through hope, in the larger
community. "W 1~akedupan art as a sharing of life," "ted the
1917 farewell editorid of The
Arts, a vital cultural
monthly, "a communism of experience and vision, a spiritual
root of nationalism and internationalism,""she contfibutors
viewed themselves as men and women of letters, who sought and
prized a spare prose. They wrote for intelleduals and sympathizers anywhere; small in size, the journals opened out to the world.
Far this reasen their writers could be read By the educated public,
and later they were. Schooled in the little magazines, the Max
Eastmans or Dwight Macdonalds or Xnring Howes easily shifted
to larger peridicals and publics,
Today nonafademie intetIectuals are an endangered species;
industrial development and urban blight have devastated their
environment, They continue to loom hrge in the cultural world
because they mastered a public idiom, The new academics far
outnumber the independent intellectuals, but since they do not
ernploy the vernacular, outsiders rarely know of them.
Academics write for professional journals that, unlike the liittle
magazines, create insular societies. The p i n t is not the respective circulation-professional periodicals automatically sent to
memhrs may list circulation far higher than small literary reviews-but the different relationship to the lay public. The professors share an idiom and a discipline. Gathering in annual conferences to compare notes, they constitute their own universe.
A ""famous" soeiola,gist or art historian means famous to other
sociologists or art historians, not to anyone else. As intellectuals
became academics, they had no need to write in a public prose;
they did not, and finally they eaufd not.
The transmission belt of culture--the ineffable manner by
which an older generation passes along not simply its knowledge
but its dreams and hopes-is thredened. The larger culture rests

on a decreasing number of aging intelfectuls with no succesmrs,
Younger intellechtals are occupied and preoccupied by the demands of university careen. As professional life thrives, public
culture grows poorer and older.
An irony colors this inquiry into a missing generation. The
intellectuals absent from public life are largely those who came
of age in the 1960s-a short term for the upheavals that lasted
almost 6fieen years.. How is it possible that these veterans of
movements, who often targeted the university, derided their
teachers, and ridiculed past thinkers could mature into such earnest prokssionah, quieter than ofder intellectuals? I offer no single or simple answer, yet the irony hinh of the magnitude of
cultural restructuring. By the 1960sthe universities virtuaily monopolized intellectual work; an intellectual life outside the campuses seemed quixotic. After the smoke lifted, many young intellectwfs had never left schaol; others discovered there wm
nowhere else to go. They became radical sociologists, Marxist
historians, feminist theorists, but not quite public intellectuals.
W o w can the absence oC a generation be inferred? There is no
guide. A moment's reflection, I believe, hints of the vacancy.
Name a group of important younger American critics, philosophers, or historians. Perhaps this is unfair; few names pop up.
Yet it was not always difficult to name the "young" intellectuals.
Once writers and critics regularly, ofien abwssively, monitored
the new generation; they differed not so much over the names
but over their merits. Today even the briefest list would include
many blanks: leading younger critics? sociologists? historians?
philosophen! psychologists? Who are they? Where are they?
A quick view of the fifties yields a score of active critics, young
and old: Mary McCarthy, Philip Rahv, C. Wright Mills, Dwight
Macdonald, Lionef Trilling, David Reisman, lwing Howe,

Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., Edmund Wilson, Lewis Mumford, Malcalm Cowley, Sidney hook, and numerous others. Or consider
the many vital works from the late 1950s and early 1960s: John
Ijel~yEriedan's The
Kenneth Galbraith's The Aflurnt W@@,
Feminine Mystique, Paul Goodman's Growing Up Absurd, Jane
Jacobs's The Death and Life of Great American Cities, C.
Wright Mills's The Power Elite,
W. W)~te'sT h &gmizdtion M@n,and Michael Harrington's The Other Ameeca.
Simply listing these books and authors suggests two striking
truths a b u t the current scene: the same haks or individuals
command the cultural heights today, and very few books or people have been added. Today, a quarter of a century later, we
continue to listen to the same inteiiectuals, Noman Mailer ar
Daniel Bell or John Kenneth Galbraith or Gore Vidal, who first
gained attention in the 1950s.
While isolated younger intelleduak have shown up-and
usually receded-no generation has coalexed to challenge, or
even to supplement, the older contributors. For a group of intellectuals to eommand the p s t s for thirty-sdd years-from the
1950s to the 1980s--is amazing; in a society that prides itself on
youth and dynamism, it is astonishing. While the aging industrial
plant of America elicits much talk, the aging intellectual plant
passes unnoticed. Where is the younger intellectual generation?
Over ten years al~oa sociologist studying influential intellectuals commented on the absence of younger thinkers and critics.
Charles Kadushin presented the findings of an extensive empirical study of American thinkers; he wanted to characterizename and describe-America's '~ntellectualelite," To do this
he interviewed l f 0 inftuential intelleetwls, who were identified
by regularly appearing in "influential" periodicals, such as The
New Yod Review of Books, Commentary, Harper", Atlantic,
The New Yorber, and The New York Times Book Review.'

From his study Kadushin obtained cartons of interesting and
not-so-interesting information, including a list of the most prestigious intellectuals. In 1970 the ten leading intellectuals were:
Daniel Bell, Noam Chomsky, John Kenneth Gabraith, lrving
Howe, Dwight Macdonald, Mary McCarthy, Norman Mailer,
Robert Silvers, Susan Sontag, and "tying" at tenth place, Lionel
Trilling and Edmund Wilson.6 None could be considered
young, with the possible exception of Susan Sontag (thirty-seven
in 1970).The absence of the young even on the exknded list of
the "top" seventy intellectuals troubled Kadushin. He did not
fault his research metha&,
"The fact there are few young intellectuals [on the list] is not
an "error'; it reflects the strudure of intellectual life in the United
States at this time," concluded Kadushin. Young inteIlectualsare
simply not present in cultural life, nor have they been for some
time. Moreover, the aging "elite" did not recently fall into place;
it had assumed prominence twenty years earlier. "The elite
American intellectuals as we saw them in 1970,'' Kadushin
noted, "were basically the same ones who came to power in the
late 1940s and early 1950~."~
Kadushin asked this '%hte'' tto identify younger intellectuals
on the horizon; they were unable to do so. Doubting that this
indicated a permanent vacancy, Kadushin surmised that "the
heirs have not yet made themselves known." He confidently suggested that this situation would soon change. Fifteen years later
this confidence looks ill-founded; the heirs have still not made
themselves known. A list of significant intellectuals today would
look very much like Kadushin? (minus the deaths)-and the list
was yellowing fifteen years ago.
Other, more informal, surveys of the intellechal scene have
also appeared since the Kadushin study. Although they do not

deplore, or even note, a missing generation, their findings evidence the absence. Daniel Bell, for instance, mapped several
generations of New York intellectuals. The most recent, a "second generation," included no sufprises, no new names (Norman
Podhoretz, Steven Marcus, Robed Brustein, Midge Decter, Jason Epstein, b b e r t Silvers, S w n Sontag, Norman Mailer,
Philip Roth, T h e d o r e Solotaroff).%urrent anthologies of leading opinion display the same aging literati; the fiftieth anniversary
issue of Partisan Review ( 1984)-almost 400 pages--reveals
few younger faces. Even more popular efforts to parade young
talent come up short. &quire magazine regularly runs a fat annual issue on "the best of the new generation: men and women
under forty who are changing America." They cast a wide net,
filling the issue with sketches of bright young people. Leaving
s i d e computer whizzes, architectq and art administrators, their
1984 and 1985 issues oEer almost no writers or critics who are
major figures outside their specialities.
Of course, none of these sources are beyond criticism. For
example, Kadushin" study, awsh in funds from five b u d tions, and painstakenly empiricaf and ""scientific," i s isfundamentally circular. Influential intellectuals were asked to name influential intellectuals. How was the first group selected! By plowing
through 20,000 articles in "inftuential" magazines the most frequent contributors were identified. Here is the flaw: the group
to be interviewed was already preselected by the infiuential magazines, Moreover, whom did the influential intellectuals name
as influential intetlectzlals? More or less themselves,
My own skimming of periodicals and random questioning of
acquaintances have also confirmed the generational vacancy.
The New York Review of Books might be offered as Exhibit A,
evidencing the dearth of younger intellectuals. The important

periodicals of America's past-The Dial, The Masses, Partism
Reviw-were closely associated with the coming-of-age of intellectuals, from John Reed to Max Eastman and Philip Rahv. Yet
after almost ben@-five years, it is diacult to name a single younger intellectual associated with The New York Review. Of course,
distinguished writers have, and do, appear in its pages, from
Mary McCarthy to Christopher Lasch to Gore Vidal, but they
are neither young nor unestablished?
Exhibit B would be the results of my informal survey. For
some years I have asked journalists, academics, and writers to
name new American intellectuals of wide significance, not specialists. Professor X, celebrated for unreahble excrtrsians into
postmodernism, does not count; nor does Professor Y, touted for
computerizing Mant's economic theories. My criterion is
roughly the same that Harold Stearns employed in his 1921 inquiry of intellectuals: "publicists, editors of nontrade magazines,
pamphleteers, writers on general topics."1o
I have received few compelling responses, and usually no responses at all. Friends who pride themselves on their intellectual
savvy and wit often rapidly reply: Foucault, Habermas, Derrida.
The conversation goes this way: No, I re-emphasize, I'm looking
for home-grown corn-fed real live Americans (or Canadians).
X then hear: Kenneth Burke, Marshail Mclluhan, Norman Q.
Brown, Sidney Hook. No, no, I restate, new, younger, fresh intellectuals of general importance. "Oh, younger American intellectuals? . , ,in the last ten to fifteen years? . . . Yess,of course. . . .
There is . . . H m m m m m m m . . . Did you say, ten to fifaeen
years, not twenty-five! . . . H m m m . . . Yes . . . Well . . . There
is . . . no . . . ahhh . . . well. . . ." The conversation trails off, and
my friends wander off, puzzling over the absence both startling
and unnoticed.
It is startling and unnoticed; and it is more than an intriguing

Missing InteNectualr?
fact. Sacie~yincreasingly relies on older intellectuals who bear
the imprint of culturd and political M l e s from thirty years ago.
Not the "greening" but the graying of American culture is the
futrsre.

IN TUCKING an elusive cultural lih f cannot oEer certified
conclusions that refute all possible alternatives, My argument of
a missing generation might be challenged by proposing that the
new intelleduajs thrive in jourmlism. I agree that "new" and
not-so-new journalism (personal reportage, muckraking, rack
criticism) testifies-or once testified-to a vigorous younger
generation. Moreover, by virtue of abdication ebewhere journalists have assumed a critical, and increasing, importance. Yet the
constraints. of living solely from the press-deadlines, space,
msney-finally dilute, not accentuate, intellectual wark, I discuss this briefiy in the Eina! chapter,
My argument might also be cauntered by responding that
younger intelleduals have surfaced in film and television; or that
new writen exist, even thrive, outside a publiic arena that has
been dosed to them by dder editors and petbfishers. A new intellectual generation, however, is hardly visible in mainstream film
or television; and it is doublful whether editors, no matter how
despotic or shortsighted, can regulate the generational flow.
Far more important are the economic winds that propel cufturd life, and at times chill it, Of the thousands of statistics describing the transformation of the United States in the twentieth
century, hvo may partly explain a missing generation: the increasing substitution of corporate employment for independent

businessmen, workers, and craftsmen; and the post-World War
XE 'kexptosion" of higher education. These currenb carried intellectuals from independence to dependence, from free-lance
writing to salaried teaching in colleges. Bebeen 1920 and 1970
the United States population doubled, but the number of college
teachers multiplied ten-fold, rising from 50,000 in 1920 to
500,600 in 19770.
The newly opened and enlarged colleges allowed, if not compelled, intellectuals to desert a precarious existence for stable careers. They exchanged the pressures of deadlines and free-lance
writing for the security of salaried teaching and pensions--with
summers off to write and Ioaf, When Daniel Bell left Fartune
magazine in 1958 for a university life, he told Luce he had faur
good reasons: "June, July, August, and September."" "The
trouble with everything but teaching," complained Delmore
Schwaaz to a fellow poet, "is that one s p n d s so much time
thinking of making money . . . that one is more distracted than

With few resewations, by the end of the 1950s, American
intellectuals decamped from the cities to the campuses, from the
cafes to the cafeterias. The losses seemed trifling; they gave up
the pleasures of sleeping late, schmoozing with frienh, and
dreaming up their own projects; they also gave up the deep anxiety of selling their dreams to indifterent editors so as ta eat and
pay the rent, insiders sddom romanticized the life of free-lance
writing. "He never could understand,'bwrote Edmund Wilson
of his friend the music critic Paul Rosenfeld, "that writing was a
commodity like any other, which, from the moment one laclred
a patron had to be sold in a hard-boiled way.""
The gains of academic life-salaries, security, summersseemed hardly offset by the drawbacks: the occasional lectures at
eight in the morning, the committee drudgery, and, sometimes,

a new location distant from old friends. Yet the b l m c e sheet
does not include the real losses, less visible, but finaily decisive.
In recasting the lives of intellectmls, intellectual life was recast.
intellectuals as academics no longer relied on either the small
magazines of opinion and literature or the larger periodicals,
such as The New Yl)rhr OPIrsdune, as their outlets. Professional
journals and monographs became their sustenance. Scholarly editors and "referees," professional colleagues of the same specialty, now judged their manuscripts, supplanting the general editors of The New Republic or Partisan Reviau. The ante was
much smaller, at least initially. A manuscript rejected by the journal of EEonomic History did not spell financial disaster. A salary
was still paid, the contract still honored. Nevertheless, to abtain
promotions and, finally, to retain a position, academics needed
to gain the approval or recognition of colleagues.
The constraints and corruptions of academic life are hardy
news. Savage criticism of American universities dates back ta
Upton Sinctair" Thcr Goose-SteQ (1 923) and Thorstein Veblen's
The Higher LRrrming in America (19181, which Veblen intended to subtitle "A Study in Total Depravity."14 The critical
issue, however, is not the novelty of the situation but its extent.
When universities occupied a quadrant of cultural life, their ills
(and virtues) meant one thing. When they staked out the wh&
turf?their rules became the rules.
These rules did not encourage a leathery independence. Yet
the 'konspkuous conformity to popular taste" and the kawtowing to business-the "total depravity" that Veblen denounced''--jag behind the reality, the vast university system of
the pshvar yean and ih requirements. Political timidity was in
the long run less essential than academic know-how and productivity. A successful career depended on impressing deans and
colleagues, who were interested more in how one fit in than in

how one stood out. It was also essential to feed the system, New
academics wrote books and articles with an eye to their bulk-the findings, the arguments, the facts, the conclusions.
In their haste, they did not linger over the text. Academic
intellectuals did not cherish direct or elegant writing; they did
not disdain it, but it hardly mattered. Most scholarly literature
included summaries of the argument or hdings; the fact of publication far outweighed any quibbling over style. These imperatives increasingly determined how professors both read and
wrote; they cared for substance, not form. Academic writing developed into unreadable communiques sweetened by thanks to
colleagues and superiors. Of course, crabbed academic writing
is not new; again, the extent, not the novelty, is the issue,
The absorption of intellectuals into the fattened university
was, and is, a trend, not an '"on and offP>witch, Intellectuals did
not suddenly enter the university and instantly spit out dreary
prose. However, when this accelerating migration is viewed
against the generational rhythms, the mystery of a 44missing"
generation is partially unraveled.
?'he generation born around and after 1940emerged in a fociety where the identity of universities and intellectual life was
almost complete. T o be an intellectual entailed being a profeuor.
This generation flowed into the universities, and if they wanted
to Ese intellectuals, they stayed. The issue is not their taIent, caurage, or politics. Rather, the occasion to master a pubjic prose did
not arise; consequently, their writings lacked a public impact.
Regardless of their numbers, to the larger public they are invisible. The missing intellectuals are lost in the universities.
For intellectualsborn before 1940 universities did not play the
same role. Colleges were small and often closed to radicals, Jews,
and women. To be an intellectual did not entail college teaching.
Harold Stearns's 1921 reflections on young intellectuals specifi-
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ally excluded profe~son.'~
The college route was seldom emphatically rejected as not considered: it was not a real possibility.
To be an intellectual, rather, necessitated moving to New York
or Chicago and writing boolts and articles.
T o these crude categories additional refinements can be made
by identifying generationsof 1900,1920, and 1940. Intellectuals
born at the turn of the century--Lewis Mumford (1 895- ),
b i g h t Macdonald (1906-82), Edmund Wilson ( 18951972)-represent classical American intelleduals; they lived
their lives by way of b k s , reviews, and ~oumalism;they never
or nrely taught in universities. They were superb essayists and
graceful writers, easily writing for a larger public. They were also
something more: iconolasts, critics, polemicists, who deferred to
no one,
The generation born around 1920-Alfred Kazin (191 5- ),
Daniel Bell (1919- ), Irving Howe (1920- )--might be called
transitional. They grew up writing for small magazines when
universities remained marginal; this experience informed their
style-elegant and accessible essays directed toward the vvider
intellstual community. Later, in the 195&, they often accepted
universiry positions, which iwked becter and bener as the nonacademic habitat diminished. fa their mastery d a public prose
they are loyal to their p s e in a precise sense they are obsotete,
The full weight of academization hit the generation born after
1940; they grew up in a world where nonuniversity intellectuals
hardly existed. As earlier generations of intellectuals seldom considered university careers, so the obverse became true: this new
generation barely considered an intellectual life outside the university. In each case "consider" means to appraise the real
choices; it reflects the transformed social realities, not simply the
transformed deires.
These social realities did not only dictate a change in prose;

they encouraged a complete renovation of intellectual identity
and self-identity. Almost from adolescence the post-1940 intellectuals grew up in a university environment; its trappings and
forms became theirs. For instance, the planning and execution of
a doctoral dissertation-o&en ridiculed by the oubider-loomed
large. It was the ticket for a serious academic post, for life as an
intelfectual; it consumed years of nervous energy, if not research
and writing. For many young intellectuals it was the cultural
event and contest of their lives.
When completed it could not be ignored; the disser~ationbecame part of them. The research style, the idiom, the sense of
the "discipline," and one" place in it: these branded their intellectual souls. And more: the prolonged, often humiliating, effort
to write a thesis to be judged by one's dacioral advisor and a
"c~mmittee" of experts gave rise to a network of dense relations-and deference--that clung to their lives and future car e e r ~ . 'Even
~
if they wished, and frequently they did not, the
younger intellectuals could not free themselves from this past.
Yet earlier American intellectuals were almost completely
spared these rites, Very few of the l900 generation wrote dissertations; and when they did, the insignificance of Ihe university
in intellectual fife prompted them to look beyond it to a larger
public. Trilling aludes to this in recalling his dissertatio~
"Something of the intellectual temper of the time . . . is suggested by my determination that the work should find its audience not among scholars but among the general p~blic."'~
Trilling was much the exception in following the straight and
narrow academic path. Few even of the "transitional" generation earned doctoral degrees, They entered the universities in
the 1950s under circumstances that scarcely would h alfowed
later, as tenured professors at "major" univenities without
Ph.D.s; or they were awarded advanced degrees under clauses

rarely invoked again, Daniel Bell recalls that when he was about
to be granted tenure at Columbia University, an awkward question came up,They asked " 'Do you have a Ph.D.1' X said 'No,'
They asked, 'Why?" said, 'I never submitted a thesis.' " This
was happily resolved by awarding him a Ph.D. for past work, his
book The End of Ideology.l'
Such informality reflects a past era; it is next to impossible to
obtain university posts without a Ph.D., as did Iwing Howe or
Alfred Kazin, or to be awarded degrees on the basis of past work,
as were Daniel Bell or Nathao Glazer. A younger intellectual
could no more show up for a dissertation "defense" with a collection of essays written for several magazines, which constituted
The End ofideology, than he or she could show up without taking the requisite number of credits and seminars-and without
paying the proper fees. These academic obstacles or initiations
were much more than annoyances; stretched out over years they
defined young lives and finally the shape and color of an intellectual generation.
Nor was the possibility of intellectual life outside the university
enticing for pot-1940 intellectds. Writing as a free-lancer
made as much sense as homesteading: the open space did not
exist, The shrinking cultuml space--acknowledged or unacknowledged--herded younger intellectuals into the university.
If academic salaries and security were the carrot, the decline of
traditional inteflehd life was the stick,
To live from selling book reviews and articles ceased to be
difficult; it became impossible. The number of serious magazines
and newspapers steadily declined (and the pay scale of those remaining hardly increased), leaving few avenues; the signs all
pointed toward the colleges. If the western frontier closed in the
It 890s, the cultural frontier closed in the t %OS. Afier this decade
intellectuals joined esWished institutians or retrained.

The dwindling space is not only a metaphor; it denotes the loss
of living areas, the renovation of urban bohemias into exelusive
quarters of boutiques and townhouses. Since 1900 the most
prominent urban bohemia, Greenwich Village, beckoned America's intellectuals with the promise of emancipation, art, sexuality, and free thinking--all sustained by cheap rents. in the first
decades of the cenhtry, john Reed, Floyd Dell, Max Eastman
lived in, celebrated, and sometimes bemoaned the Greenwitft
Village bohemian life.
Although often written off as dead, Greenwich Village remained alive through the 1940s and 1950s. "I arrived one fall
afiiemoon in 1949," wmte Micbe1 Warrington, ""put down my
bags, and went out to find Greenwich Village." He found it, full
of kindred spirits, "voluntary exiles from a middle class." For
Harrington it ended when the "beats" of the fifties passed the
torch ta the cotmtcrculture of the sixties, when one night in the
early sixties a "gawky kid named Bob Dylan showed up at the
Worse [their tavern hang-outj in a floppy hat" and imitated
Woody Guthriee2'
The demise of Greenwich Village, which of course cannot
be neatly hted, ensured the eclipse of the new genemtion of
independent intellectuals. Through the 1950s the Village functioned as an escape and refuge from conventional careers; even
as a myth it offered the glimpse of an independent life. That
imposters, frauds, and poseurs Bocked to Greenwich Village is
not the pint; this was always true, and perhaps added to its
charm: they Bocked nowhere else. Without Greenwich Village
young intellectuals could not challenge or imagine alternatives
to univcrrsiv careers.
Even H. L. Mencken, not especially sympathetic to the bohemian village ("the Village produces nothing ihat justifies all
the noise it: mdes""),confesses that ""the spectacle gives me some

joy," since it evidences "the natural revolt of youth against the
pedagogical Prussianism of the professors." Is it a wonder, he
asks, that after "one or two sniffs of that prep-school fog" we
find the young would-be poet from the provinces "in corduroy
trousers and a velvet ~acket,hammering furiously upon a pine
table in a Macdougal street cellar . . . his discourse full of inane
hairsplittings about vsm libre, futurism, spectrism, vorticism,
Erpressionismus . . . !'p2'
No longer. Gentrification eliminated the cheap rents of
Greenwich Village, squeezing out marginal intellectuals and artists. Areas that might have served as bohemian centers succumbed to real estate developers almost as soon as they emerged.
Economic exigencies reshaped New York into a city of extremes,
a city that could no longer sustain bohemians who were neither
rich nor poor.
Urban bhftmians elsewhere succumbed to the same economic pressures, Greenwich Village was the most prominent,
but hardly the only 'Lwhemian center. North Beach in San Francisco and f i n i c e in La3 Angeles also attracted disaffected intellectuals and artists. Other cities boasted small, sometimes tiny
and ephemeral, bohemian sections that served as way stations for
young intellectuals. These a n be easily denigrated. Nevedheless, the aerial view of society should not forget that in the lives
of intellectuals--the lives of all individuals--it just takes several
friends to make the diEerence; and these friends can meet in a
coEeehouse in St. Louis ar a bokstore in Seattle. Bohemia can
Be this smafl, this vital,
Even the isolated bosbtore or coEeehause has in recent decades clasd, to reopen as a fitness cgnter ar a fern and wine bar.
Cheap an$ pleasant urban space t h t might nourish a bhernian
intelligentsia belongs to the past. The ecligse of these urban living areas completes the eclipse of cultural space. "The free

spaces-both real and metaphorical-once occupied by bohemia have k c o m e narrower and harder to find,'%rites ferrotd
Seigel in his study of bohemia." New generations grow up in a
world sharply subdivided into suburban malls, prosperous urban
centers, and bleak ghettos for the poor. The geography-cultural
and physical-offers few refuges for intellectuals seeking alternatives to city or suburban campuses.

CULTURAL LIFE is composed of the activities of intellectuals
who do not simply write or think or paint but live and work in
specific environments. This is hardly a novel truth, but it is easily
forgotten; the ideas of Edmund Wilson or GeoErey Hartman, a
Yale English professor and a leading exponent of Derrida and
deconstmctionism, evidence different lives, different periods.
1 mention this because my account will be salted with minibiographies; at least I will provide dates of birth, sometimes current activity. I do this not to litter the text but to provide an
inkling of the generational process. It matters whether someone
was born in 1910 or 1940, when they write for The New Yorbet
or Bulfetin ofthe Midwest
However, the lives and ideas of inteUectuals are not identical.
* Neveflheles, to avoid unnecessary clutter I am placing in the index the years of
birth and death aE pertinent figures. In the text I give the ages (or years of birth) of
American intellec@s and prafcssors only when it seems immediately relevant. Some
additional cfari6cations: In general I provide theshe facb in my primary discwion of
individuals, which Is not always when they are first mentianed. I am not including dates
far authom whom I use as w o n d a y soure=, unlczrs it seems a p p i t e . I also omit dates
for novelis~sand artists, since they are not my main concern. Unbrtunately, I have n d
ahctays been able to verify years ofbirtft, espiaI'ty of same younger intellmwls.

Biography cannot replace thought, For this study it is impPtant
to know when people were born, what they did or are doing; it
is also insufficient. People cannot simply be reduced to their lives
and occupations..Mind is more than maser.
Insurance executives can write fine p e w ; Har~ardprofessofs
can toss off ringing calls for revolution, In general neither do.
It is welt to remember but not be obsessed by this. Insurance
executives usually write memos and reports, and Haward professors monographs and grant applications. Mind is also maHer, a
lesson of both Mant and Freud. People are what they do, but not
entirdy.
Several cautions: propositions abut intellectual generations
do not target individuals, but neither can they bypsf them, Critical statements must be anchored in judgments about particular
people. However, if public culture is warped by money or politics, the intellectuals tossed up to view may signify little. Perhaps
an aging generation commands the public's sattention, while outside the limelight a youthful culture thrives. How can one be
certain?
One cannot. However, a secret culture with no contact with
the public world is improbable. Of eeurse, judgments, if they are
to be more than whims, must rest on samething, beginning with
the rnateriat at hand, the worh of intellectuals, This remains the
rub-which ones? An honest. inquiry must ransack all sources
and recognize that they are all preiudiced; that even the most
prudent cultural conclusions assess not simply individual artists
and writers but a preselected grouping. In a narmw sense, regardless of their fate, this grouping is successful--compared to those
who have failed to make any public impression. In sticking to
known intefleetuals even the most hereticat generalizations are
conformist; they ratify the cultural sieve.
Yet there is no escape. A critic might challenge the prevailing

opinion of Susan Sentag or Lionel Trilling, but it is inrpassibXe
to challenge an entire date of writers and offer at the same time
another unknown s h e . This m y be obwiom, Yet only those
who imagine that a benign historical process advances the talented, and buries the untalented, believe that the visible culture
includes everything worth seeing. I do not believe 2. Nor do I
want to romanticize the genius of the invisible and silent, a regular inclination of some historians, Yet I want even less to aggrandize celebrated intelleduals whose status is often due mare to
luck and friends than to intrinsic talents,
Another caution: at least since The Dial moved from Chicago
to New York in 1918, Manhattan and its intel:llectuaXshave cast
a speli that is difficult to resist. Not only the major publishers
but the major intellectual journals remain ciustered around New
Yark: f i e New York Times Bmk Review, Comentary, The
NW Yorker, The Nation, The New York k i e w of &@kg,
firper's.
Te bemoan this is a veritable occupation. West Coast writers
and pets have long complained of inaHentim by New Yatk
publishers and critics. It would be satisfying to conclude that
New York reigns by virtue of power and corruption. Perhaps.
That the West Cmst still has not generated an intellectual journal to challenge New York, however, is sobering. In population,
mean income, and book sales, the Los Angeles metropolitan area
equals or exceeds New York, but these numbers do not translate
into cultural magazines.
tosAngeles Times, though n s rival
to The New York Times, is respectabie; its Sunciay Book Reviao
magazine hardly is."
In the 1980s, however, New York literary damination may
rest on an optical illusion. As cultural activity drains off into
scores of cities and universities, the aging capital still appears
imposing. Each year it is smaller, but without a competing cen-

ter, it casts long shadows. From Gainesville, Florida, or Portland,
Oregon, New York appears like a cultural mountain.
The same illusion may plague my a m treatment. Even as I
deal in individuals and joumab from the 1950s and earlier, I do
not want to foster the illusion of their unassailable superiority;
even as I argue that a generation is missing, I do not want to
lionize the previous generations-and this is especially true of
past New York intellectuals, who have produced fewer enduring
works than is supposed. T o put it sharply: if the intellectuals from
the 1950s tower over the cultural landscape right into the 1980s,
this is not tzecause the towers are so high but bcause the land%ape is so fiat,
Of course, some work from the fi%es-the writings sf Dwight
Macdonald, C. Wright Mills, Lewis Mumford--is first rate; and
the list could be extended--but not very far. The literary, social,
or culfural criticism of Ameriwn intellechls rarely dazzles, To
obtain a perspective consider Lionel Trilling, often presented as
the cr6me of American (and New York) intellectuals: cosmopolitan, thoughtful, elegant.
He was, but the strengths and sharp limit%of Trilling coincide,
The eadence of his prose and his measured liberalism distinguished Trilling, but not the brilliance, originality, or force of his
thought. His reach, in fact, was limited, no further than AngIoAmerican literature; his social theory, thin; his philomphy, weak.
His essays which often originated as lectures to admiring aodiences, suffer an the cold page, What Trilling wrote of V. L.
Parrington, in the opening essay of The Liberal Imagination,
could almost be said of himself. He was not "a great mind . . . or
an impressive one . . . what is left is simple intelligence, notable
for its generosity and enth~siasm."~'Even a sympathetic study
of Trilling suggests his essays suffered from vagueness or
"~ei~htlessness."~

However, on a single but absolutely critical quality, the fifties
intellectuals far surpassed their successors: they mastered a public
prose. Not only Lionel Trilling, Paul Goodman, and John Kenneth Galbraith, but lwing Kristol and William F. Buckley, Jr.,
loom large because of their public idiom. Fihies intellechis
were publicists : they wrote to and for the educated public. The
following generation surrendered the vernacular, sacrificing a
public identity.
To be sure, sixties activisb gained pubfie attentlon, Yet intellectuals aswiated with the sixties failed to maintain a public
presence; many departed for other eareers; other disappeared
into the universities. Today it would be digcult to name even a
few important intellectuals who came of ape in the sixties; and
even the worlts of the period-The M&ng a t h e Counter Culture, The Grooning of Amorieo, The Pursuit of lonelineso-lack
the fbrce of earlier swiaI criticism, Of course, this reshters .the
problem: who were the intellectuals of the sixties, and what became of them? Individuaf h e s have shown up in the seventies
and eighties and then receded. A generation is missing;.

CHAPTER

T h e Decline of
Bohemia

f
TO CHART the evhtion of bhernia and its relation ta cultural life raises thorny problems: how is bohemia defined? what
makes it prosper or decline? and how, and when, does it affect
intgllectual and artistic activity? Robert Mkhels, best known for
his "iron law'kof hreaucratization, once proposed a "sociology
of bohemia." For the young, Michels believed, bohernia was often a stage characterized by pverty, treedom, and hatred of the
bourgeoisie. As a passageway, it might lead-and here Michels
followed the classic portrayal by Henry Murgerl--to the Academy of Arts, as well as to the hospital or the morgue.
fn addition to hnsient youth or stucfents, wme more-or-less
, constituted b h e permanent residents, "surplus" intellec
mia. For Michels, writing in the midst of the Great Depression,
these intellectuals are "strictly" surplus in that society produces
more than required, the consequence of "unregulated intellectual production.'' Not all intellechtals become superffuous. Mi-

chek divides them into two categories, the first manages to find
lucrative employment in established enterprises. "Out of a sense
of duty or of concem over losing their position" they loyally u p
hold Church, Family, and King. However, the surplus intellectuals, the second group, turn into Boaters, outsiders, malcontents, who collect in bohemias to dream of the future or the pst.'
Michels's case was suggestive, not conclusive; he underlined
the realities neglected in most discussions of bhemia.' Very
crudely, these realities detine bohemia in two ways: they regulate
the flow of people, and they shape the environment. If the human material is not available, bohemias might dry up; and if the
habitat is too hostile, a colony may not take root. Any account of
bohemia must not lose sight of these two elements: the residents
(their origins, employment, unemployment) and the urban
environment.
Bohemia live off of cities. Even the rural bohemian colonies
typically thrive a short hop h r n a major urban center or as summer enclaves only.4 However, it is not the size or wealth of a city
that sustains a bohemia but the atmosphere or texture. Fragile
urban habitats of busy streets, cheap eateries, reasonable rents,
and decent environs nourish bahemias. These can be easily darnaged by economic depreuion, prosperity, urban renewal, expressways, slums, or suburbs. When this delicate environment is
injured or transformed, the "surplus" intellectuals do not disappear, but disperse; they spread out across the country. The
difference is critical: a hundred artists, poets, and writers with
families and friends in ten city blocks mean one thing; scattered
rtcross ten states or ten university towns, they mean samething
else,
To the skeptic the reliance of bohemian intellectuals on city
life and institutions smacks of hypocrisy: the self-proclaimed outsiders Bourish exclusively on the inside. They require the streets,
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cafes, and bars of urban civilization to escape the burden of urban
civilization: work and routine, Alfred Pofgar, an Austrian writer,
once offered a "theory" of Cafe Central, a favorite haunt of preWorld War 1 Viennese intellechab and bhemians; he called it
an "asylum" for those unfit for life, those who renounce or have
been renounced by "family, profession, party." It is a form of
"organization for the disorganizedqo5Albert Salomon, a refugee
scholar from Germany, concurred, dubbing the bohemian coffee
house "the salon of homeless thinkers, poets, and scientists, the
drawing room of underpaid writerseH6
The hypocrisy of bohemia, however, is not simple dishonesty;
it hints of a Bagrant contradiction. The world of labor and wealth
is armed against the idleness and utopia that it sometimes promises. Thinking and dreaming require unregulated time; intellectuals perpetually lingering over coffee and drink threaten solid
citizens by the effort-or the appearance--.of escaping the bondage of money and drudgery. Guardians of order have denigrated,
almost for centuries, critics and rebels as mere 'keoffee house
intellectuals.'" In the catalog of bourgeois sins bohemian intellectuals earn a double entry, thinking too much and doing too
little, crown aristocrats have been no less disdainful. w h e n the
count who lurched Austria into World War I was warned that
war might ignite a Russian revolution, he retorted, "Who is supposed to make that revolution? Herr Trotsky in the Cafe CentrallW8(For several years Trotsky lived in Vienna, frequenting
ib cafes.)
Habitui of cafes, of course, returned the contempt of the
good citizens. Bohemians have always set themselves apart from
conventional society; the vocabulary, from "philistine" and
"bourgeois" to "square" and "straight," of the 1950s reflects this
distancing. The idiom includes such oddities as "pharmacists"
from the bohemian Stray Dog cafe of pre-World War I St.

Petersburg. "A basic pre-requisite" of our world, recalled a Stray
Dog regular, was "the division of mankind into hvo unequal categories: the representatives of art and the 'pharmacists,' the latter
meaning everybody else no matter what profession they fol10wed."~Once this vocabulary loses its sting, as it would by the
1960~~
M e m i a surrenders its raison #itre.
That urban cafes and streets sheltered marginal intellectuals
seems clear enough, but how, or if, this environment colored
their oeuvre and their lives is difficult to show. Walter Benjamin
mused on the relationship of nineteenth-century Paris-its
streets and arcades-to the new intellectual types, such as the
man of letten who wandered about, retiring in the afternoon to
a cafe to write cultural fillers for the press: "On the boulevard
he kept himself h readiness for the next incident, witticism, or
rumour. There he unfbfded the full hbric of his connections
with colleagues and men-abut-town." T o this life Benjamin attributed the popularity of the "feuillebn," the newspaper feature
of many European dailies where inteIfectuaIs aired opinions
about culture and life,"
In his own memoirs Benjamin recalled the cales of his youth.
"bee myseilf,'%he reminisces af the West End Cafe in Berlin,
headquarters of bohemians, "waiting one night amid tobacco
smoke on the sofa that encircled one of the central columns,"
though he admits he "did not yet pouess that passion for waiting
without which one cannot thoroughly appreciate the charm of a
cafe."ll
These xefiectians, drenched in the cafe life of central Europe--and they can easily be multiplied-mark the almost unbridgeable distance to the present." They evoke a world before
a f e s and strolling succumbed to bsutiques and highways. Parking lots, high rises, freeways, and now malls have remade cities,
altering as well the cultural tempo. When Henry Pachter, a refu-
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gee from Nazism and once a d e v a e of Berlin cafe$, taught college in the United States, he bemoaned that "there were no
coEeehouses--and college cafeterias are notoriously uncondueive to
The cold-at-heart might retort: there also was no Nazism. The
task is to avoid heavy regrets Eor Old World institutions that did
not flourish in North America and resist, as well, burdening daify
life with the sins, or dory, of the zeitgeist, Vet a thiek-skinned
approach that dismisses the quotidian as irrelevant is hardly superior. The rhythm of the lives of intellectuals permeates their writings. This is not surprising. If telephoning supplants letters and
cafes yield to conferences, thinking itseif-its density and parameters-may echo the shifts. The &dine of bhemia may entaif
not simply the decline of urban intellectuals and their audience,
but of urban intelligence as well. To var)r an old proposition, cafe
society gives rise to the aphorism and essay; the catlege campus
yields the monograph and lecture-and the grant appIicatirtn.

THE YEAR IS 1948. Some GIs, including a young New
Yorker, Milton Kfonsky, wen@-seven, gravitate toward Creenwich Village. They are searching for bohemia, which Klonsky

does not find. The times have chanpd. "The good old days
when nobody had a job and nobody cared were over," concludes
Klonsky. Now it even takes pull""^ rent an apartment. Money
reigns supreme. "Somehow the crass slogan of American business--'How much does he make?'--had been taken over by the
Village: 'Where does he show?'--'Mat has he published?" ''
The GIs had come to the Village, "expecting to find the Golden

Age of the 20s or the Silver Age of the 30s, but hardly prepared
for this, the Age of Lead."'*
Yet Klonsky observes that the hopefuls were still arriving,
"some to be free of their parents . . . some to trade in free love;
some for art's sake." Others "come down from the provinces to
be close to the Big Time and leave as soon as they can."" Graduates of "toney" women's colleges check in and-after a summer-out. Bohemian '"fellow-traveUersP7 "keep up with the scene
but senk elsewhere. Even the old residents, prosprous from
the war and u p t o w money, have contracted expensive habits:
andysts, families, nice apartments.
For Klonsky, success is killing bohemia. Not only does the
dollar invade the old haunts, but the war levels the ""moral dikes"
of puritan America, allowing in bohemian waters. "There was as
much freedom in the Village as before; but since this was
equalled and even surpassed by Main Street, where was the defiance and the revolt against convention" which once inlused
Greenwich Village? Only the '"azz-narcotics coteries'hand "'the
hipsters" continue to recall a life outside, perhaps against,
society.l6
That same year, 1948, Albert Parry, who wrote the dassie
account of American bohemianism fifteen years earlier (Garrets
and Pretenders [1933]), returns to Greenwich Village to gauge
the changes; he visits his old hang-outs, asks a b u t the new talent,
and also concludes that the bohemian golden era is over. For
,
bhemians, he acknowledges, yesterdq was always b e ~ e r Nevertheless "the Village is changed." A few dancers and artists still
show up; but the high rents filter out the unknown and undiscovered while "the genteel and dull and chamber-of-commerce ele,
ments" take over. The "shiny look" of prosperity glazes the
Village; even the bohemian die-hards are leaving.'?
Twelve months later, a hventy-one-year-old Michael Harring-
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ton pulls into New York horn the Midwest and sets out to find a
bohemian Greenwich Village. Unaware that it has been declared
dead, Harrington discovers the bohemian "party" still on. Albert
Parry, Henry Miller, Malcolm Gawley, and others who announced its demise are all wrong. "The Village did not die until
I got there." He is not "simply indulging the nostalgia of an aging
ex-Bohemian trying to immortalize his own youth. . . . I really
did find a Bohemia of talent, and sometimes genius, in the New
York of the late forties and fifiies."18
He is not alone, The same year, 1949, a ~enty-bo-year-old
John Gruen, later an art critic and journalist, arrives from Iowa
City with his wife, Jane Wilson, a painter. As he recounts in his
memoirs of the 19rOs, m e P a e ' g Over &W, they settle in a
single room, twelve by fifteen feet, on West 12th Street, convinced that only the Village harbon life and creativity. Like Harrington, they find a community of pets, writers, and artists-Jackson Pollock, Helen Frankenthaler, Robert Mothemell,
Larry Rivers, and others--who in the 1950sstill work and socialize outside the limelight."
And ol-hers are arriving in the Village in 1849, including a
thirteen-year-old Joyce Johnson, later an editor and writer, who
seeks and finds bohiemia. Johnson, who corns all the way from
116th Street, heads downtown with her best friend in search of
unknown and forbidden territoy. She hss heard from some high
school girls-Trotskyists who wear "'datrk clothes and long earrings"-that the Village h a r k s '"romance and adventure," She
expects to see a new world but finds only six stragglers in Washington Square Park singing against the falling rain. They suffice,
however, to change her life, triggering her encounter with the
bats.
The reports of death and of life-after-death can be easily multiplied. Hanington swean the Village was jumping until the late

''

1950s. Othen believe it peaked and died in the 1920s or earlier.
"Greenwich Village had become commercialized during the
war," declared Floyd Dell-only Dell was referring to Wodd
War 1. "The little basement and garret restaurants," he recalled
in his autobiography, "proved a lure to up-towners, who came
into the Village with their pockets full of money and their hearts
full of pathetic eagerness to participate in the celebrated joys of
Bohemian life." For Dell it was over. "I loathed what the Village
had now become. It was a show place." The real Villagers were
leaving; and to fill the gap "there now appeared a kind of professional 'Villager.' "" Nor was Dell the first to bemoan the decline. "I have listened," he reported, to Sinclair Lewis and others
"telling of those early days--the days of the 'real' Village, as they
proudly say. . .
The conflicting testimonies suggest the impossibility of dating
the demise olbhemian Greenwich Village or any cultural community. The judgments are too disparate; the object-culturd
vitality--too elusive. Individuals busy growing up and living
their lives discover that they were in New York or f aris or Chicago after the decline. How do they know? They are informed
by historians or memoirish that they arrived too late. What does
it matter, especially if they found what they were looking for!
Dell himself remarked that the newcomers experienced the Village blithely unaware of his judgment. "Here were the young
people, as young as we had been, as gay and eager. They were
the new Greenwich Villagers. They did not mind the changes,
because they had never seen our ~ i l l a ~ e . " "
San Francisco bohemia exemplifies the problem: notices bemoaning its commercialization or demise reach back almost to
its origin, at least to the inception of the Bohemian Club. Within
a brief period, the Bohemian Club evolved from a loose: collection of journalists and rebels to a retreat for the prosperous. In
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recent decades the San Francisco Bohemian Ciub and its summer estate in the redwoodi forests, the Bohemian "Grove, have
come to symbolize wealth and power. When New York Governor Ndson Rockefeller put in a 1963 appearance at the Bohemian Grove, testing his presidential prospects, The New Yolk
Times headlined the event as ""Governor to Spend Weekend at
Bohemian Grove Among State's ~stablishment."~'
It was not always so. Founded in 1872, the Bohemian Club
was associated with numerous West Coast writers and poets, including Ambrose Bierce, jack London, and Mark Twain.
Within a few years, however, it ran up against the common fate
of bohemians: lack of money. Many could not aEord to chip in
far the rent; others took action. ""I was soon apparent," recalled
one well-heeled member, "that the possession of talent, without
money, would not support the club." The logic was simple: "It
was decided that we should invite an element to j ~ i nthe d u b
which the majority of the members held in contempt, namely
men who had money as well as brains, but who were not, strictly
speaking, Bohemians." With this decision "the problem of our
permanent success was s~lved."~'
Not everyone was happy. In late 1880 some dissenting painters and writem, who tailed themselves Pandemonium, protested
the "cornmereidism" and departed to recapture the origiflal bohemian ethos-only to shipwreck on their lack of funds.'6 Later
an anonymous member denounced the reign of Mammon
among the memben--to no avail: "In the beginning rich men
were absolutely baned, unless they had something of the elements of true Bohemianism. . . . Now they get in because they
Oscar Wilde seemed to agree; he remarked on visitare
ing the club that he had "never seen so many well-dressed, wellfed, business-like looking B~hemians,""
"When George Sterling's corpse was discovered in his room

at the Bohemian Club in Novemkr of 1926," states a historian
of California, "the golden age of San Francisco's bhemia had
definitely come to a miserable end."" Sterling, a minor poet and
one-time follower of Ambrose Bierce, had stmd at the c a t e r of
Bay Area culture since the late 1890s.'@ If his suicide, on the
evening of a dinner for H. L. Mencken, ended the golden era,
it closed a chapter, not the whole book; San Francisco's bohemia
percolated along and sometimes exploded right into the counterculture of the sixties. The Bohemian Club may have turned fat
and conservative, but other centers, such as the B k k Cat Cafe,
a link between the bhemia of the thirties and the gay culture of
the sixties," or the City Lights Bookihop, a home for bohemians
and poets in the fifties, took up the slack."
Is the condusion that bhemia never dies or hardfy changes?
Is it possible that behueen 1910 and 1980 little has altered in the
New York or San Francisco bhemian communities? There is
surely evidence to suggest this, but before taking refuge in the
comforting wisdom that bohemia-all culture-is relentlesdy
the wme, that nsthing changes in histofy, a critical distinction
must be drawn: the experience of a few individuals and that of a
whole generation are not identical. Some individuals may declare, believe, or discover that they are living in bohemia; this
may be a constant, as true today as it was in the past. It is a
different matter, however, for bohemia to shape an intellectual
generation. For this, bohemia needs more depth or presence.
This distindion between individual and generational experiences is not contrived, for it regulady appears in cultural life.
Unique communities--ethnic, religious, national-rarely vanish in a flash. Even in their decline, they may engender individuals whose experiences and references are not far removed from
earlier inhabitants, Et would be dificdt, fsr inance, to dispute
the importance of the Lower East Side or Brownsville for a gen-
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eration of American Jews; it would also be difTicult to maintain
that these cmmunities have retained their importance for later
generations.33Their decline, however, does not mean that the
old centers have eompletefy disappeared or that aU residents have
departed. The evolution of bohemia raises the same issue, and
necessitates drawing the same distinction-between some individuals and a generation. The task is to appraise how, or if, an
intellectual gemlation experienced bohemia; not to determine
the date when bohemia disappeared from the eadh, The p&lem is when and why bhemia ceased to attract a younger intellectual generation.
Of American writers Malcolm C o d e y (1898- ) has undoubtedly oEered the most influenth1 account ofbofiemia and generations; his benchmaEk has been his own generation, intellectuals
born around the turn of the century. Accarding: to Cowley,
"writers do not come foward singly, at random intenrals of time;
instead they agpedr in clusters or constellations that are surrounded by comparatively empty years." He quotes F. Scott
fitzgerald, who wrote that a '"real generation" h s ""iown leaders and spokesmen" and "draws into its orbit those born just
before and ~ustafter.""
In Cwley's view World War X "'physically uprooted'3is generation and "infected" it with the "poison" of irresponsibility,
danger, and exeikment "'that made our old life seem intoferable." "After the war "most of us drifCed to Manhattan, to the
croaked streets s o h of Fourteenth, where you could rent a furnished hall-bedroom for two or three dollars weelicly.. . . . We
came to the Village . .because living was cheap, because friends
of ours had come already . . . because it seemed that New York
was the only city where a young writer could be published." For
Cowley's generation the Village was not only "a place, a mood,
a way of life: like all bohemias, it was also a d ~ t r i n e . " ~ '

.

Yet as his generation arrived, success was threatening the ViIlage. Cswley revises Max Weber's sclssic argument that the Puribn ethic-restraint, asceticism, guilt-ltibricated the engines
of capitalism. As Cowley puts it-and many scholars concurthe "production ethic" that preached "industry, foresight, thrift"
belonged to an earlier machine age. Newer capitalism did not
need work and saving but leisure and spending, not a producing
but a consuming;ethic.
In this conflict of an older "production ethic" and newer
"consumption ethic," Greenwich Village played an unexpected
role; its own devotion to pleasure and self-expression tallied with
the consuming ethos. Bohemia proved to be the vanguard of the
market. "Living for the moment," once a radical idea, promoted
buying for pleasure; price and utility ceased to restrain. Even
"female equality," dogma if not reality in bohemia, helped doubte cigarette consurngtion,
The ease with which Sigmund Freud's austere teachings
served in America to inknsifj. mnsuming illustrates the vigor of
the recast ethic. The American Tobaeco Company hired Edward Bemays, Freud's nephew, to draw up a campaign to encourage women to smoke. Bernays turned to A. A. Brill, an early
American psychoanalyst, and learned that smoking represented
sublimated oral eroticism, symbolizingfor women emancipation,
even "torches of freedom."36 Bernays, employing this discovery,
enlisted women to smoke in the l929 Easter parade on Fifih
Avenue. "Our parade of ten young women," he trumpeted,
"lighting 'torches of freedom' on Fifth Avenue on Easter Sunday as a protest against women's inequality c a w d a national
stir
Advertisers hawked a bohemian protest once reserved for the
few; Americans lined up. "The Greenwich Village standards,"
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Cowley observed, "with the help of business, had spread through
the countly." People smoked, had aairs, partied in every state.
If the Village was dying, as the press regularly announced, "it
was dying of success."38 "In effect," concludes a recent study of
the Village, "the rebels had served as the research and develop
ment wing of American society, and in the 1920s a middle-class
culture co-opted, at least in part, its counter-culture.""
Throughout the country the middle classes exchanged a simple
code of "self-restraint" oar a ""Potesta;nt ethos of galvation
through self-denial" for consuming as a way of lifee4@
Harrington and other commentators have shifted Cowiey's argument foward some thirty years; for them the sexuality, subversion, and madness of a '"sixties generation" commercialized,
popularized, and finally killed a bohemian ethic*Greenwich Village abandoned its raison d'itre. "Somewhere around the early
sixties," "wrington believes, "'America lost that faith in its own
philistine righteousness and Bohemia began to die."" Ronald
Sukenick, novelist and critic, agrees; an underground Village
culture died in the sixties, when it went public. '%y the time
Allen Cinsberg in an Uncle Sam top hat appeared in a subway
ad h r Evergreen Review with a caption saying 'join the Underground,' a whole generation of Americans in the 60s were thing

SO.**^^
There is no need to choose beiween Gowley and Warrington;
they may both be right. Gowley witnessed an eadier and Harrington, a later, prhaps final, stage of the demratization of
bohemia. Eventually bohemia, commercialized and popularized, surrendered everything but a few monuments in New York
and San Francisco. By the 1960s intellectuals no longer responded to its pull; they no longer had to, since bhemia, renamed the counter-culture, had entered the mainstream. More-

over, the very fabric, the urban texture that sustained bahemia,
had by the late 1950s unraveled, Bohemia had lost its urban
home and identity. For the generations born in the 1940s and
after, bohemia ceased to be either an idea or a place.

THE DEMISE: of urban bhernia is inextricably linked to suburban expansion. Bohemia and suburbia are not related by cause
and effect; rather they express different aspects of the same constellation, the city under the dminion of the automobile. In the
1950s cities became rsndetsirabfe or unlivable, and the new highways enabled a population on wheels to Bee, devitalizing central
blocks and neighborhoods. From Downtown to No Town reads
the subtitle of a book an urban ~ r n e r i e a . ~ ~
The cover of Time in the summer of 1950 pictured Williarn J.
Levitt, who pioneered the mass production of suburban homes,
before a neat row of identical houses with a caption reading
"'House Builder Levitt, For Sate: a new way of life," And it was
a life; not only did Levitt houses come with w a s h i ~machines
and built-in televisions, the deeds specified weekly rnwing of
lawns (in season) and prohibited fences and outdoor laundry
lines. Americans jammed Levitt's sales offices.**
The 1950s did not invent suburbs, which as vilIas, gardens,
and walks outside the town reach back almost to the origin of the
city.*' Nor did the 1950s invent the rationale for suburbs. A 1925
study called decentralized suburbs the answer to the evils of
crowded cities, "A crowded world must be either suburban or
savage."46 Already in 1900, Adna Weber wrote, "The 'rise of
tbe suburbs3urnishes the solid basis of a hope that the evils of
city life . . . may be in large part remo~ed.'"~Even the focus on
healthy city street life has a long history. "The problems of the
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street are the first, the last, and the greatest of the material problems of the city," wrote Delos F. Wilcox in 1904. "It is the street
that makes the city possible to begin with."48
At Ieast this is clear: the pace and extent ofsuburhization in
the fifteen years following World War II far surpassed anything
before-or since. The automobif;es,new highways, and federal,
policies encouraged, perhaps dictated, the suburban migration
and, in the process, gutted the cities.* The construction of
single-family houses Nmped from about 100,000 in 1 94.4 to almost l .7 million in 1950, a historic high. Suburbia was growing
almost ten times faster than central cities. "Because the federally
suppor~edhome-building bmm was of such enormous proportions," writes Kenneth T. Jackson, a historian of suburbia, "the
new houses of the suburbs were a major cause of the decline of
centraI citieseP'"
The vast federal investment in highways, signified by the Interstate Highway Act of 1956, intensified the dispersal. Highways absorbed 75 percent of p s N a r government transportation
menies; I pertent went toward urban mass tmnsit. ""The interstate system helped continue the downward spiral of public transportation and virtually guaranteed that future urban growth
would perpetuate a centerless sprawl," writes Jackson." Pubiic
transportation, already weakened by far-flung urban developments that were difficult to service," was being dismantled.
"The current section to mass transportation," Lewis Mumford
noted in 1958, "comes ehieffy from the fact that it has been
allowed to decay."" As it deteriorated, more people visited the
car dealer. In 1950 New York subways carried two million riders
each day. As fares increased and service declined, half the people
deserted the mass transit system, and the number of cars entering
One comparison: in 1946two million cars
Manhattan doubledeS4
were built; in 1'35 3, six millirtn.

The suburban explosion yielded a vast titerhre, fiction and
nonfiction, from Herman Wouk's 1955 best-selling novel, Marjorie M~mingsfdr,to M"ifliam W. Whyle" 11956 shdy, The Organization M m .AEter a 500-page Aing, Wouk"s bhemian characten snap up commuter tickets. " 'I'm ready to quit,
Majorie,"' Noel the a&i& declaims. '"That should be good
news to you. All I want to be is a dull bourgeois. . . . Staying
up till all hours, sleeping around, guzzling champagne, being
oh so crazy, oh so gay, is a damned damned damned damned
BORE. . . I want to get some dull reliable job in some dull
reliable advertising agency,"' Tm late. Majorie ehwses the
autvurbs and Mifton, the lawyer. He was 'kretiable, sound and
sure," offering the conventional wedding and life she always
wanted,f
The suburban explosion also produced a highway czar, Robed
Moses. Lewis Mumford, Mases's most wrsisknt critic, concludes that 'h the hentieth century, the influence of Robert
Moses on the cities of America was greater than that of any other
person."'6 For over forty years, the redoubtable Moses rammed
expressways, tunnels, and bridges throughout New York, city
and state. In the mid-tifiies he planned to sink a major highway
through the heart of Wasfringzon Square Park-only seven
acres--in order to hook up with another expressway, crossing
lower Manhattan. jane jacobs's The h t h and Life of Great
American Cities was partially provoked by the successful battle
she and her neighbon mounted to preserve Greenwich Village
and its Washington Square Park horn the New York roadbuilders commandeered by Moses.
The story of Moses illuminates--he did not cause--the deurbanization of America. The new highways that Moses promoted and engineered enabled suburban colonies to flourish.
City bohemias eroded as suburbs prospered. Robert Caro, in his

.
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extraordinary biography of the extraordinary Moses, The Power
BroRltt: Roberf Mages and the Fall 4 N e w h&,
identifies 1955
as the irrevocable "turning point" for New York and its suburbs;
this was the year that Moses, vetoing proposed transit tracks, began the Long Island Expressway, damning the island to the same
sprawl that his parkways had already encouraged.
Just a listing of some Moses projects suggests his impact: Major Deegan Expressway, Van Wyck Expressway, Sheridan Expressway, Bruckner Expressway, Cross Bronx Expressway, Long
Island Expressway, Harlem River Drive, West Side Highway,
Southern and Northern State Parkways, BrmHyn-Queens Expressway, Saw Mill River Parkway, Cross Island Parkway.
Bridges: Triborough, Verrazano, Throgs Neck, Henry Hudson,
Bronx-mitestone. Parlrs: Jones Beach (perhaps his greatest creation), Sunken Meadow, Montauk, Orient Point. Fire Island,
Captree. Plus dams and housing projects. And this is a very
pariial catalog.
With pauion and iron endurance Moses devoted his life to
revamping the metropolitan region so that car owners could
drive out to his parks or commttte into Manhattan, Moses worshipped the private automobile. On his orders bridge overpasses
for parkways were built with insufficient clearance for buses,
eErectivety barring ciQ residents without cars. As his chief
engineer Iater explained,

Mr. Moses had an instinctive feeling that sorne&y pesiiticians would Cry
to put buses on the parkways. . ,and he used to say to us fellows, "Let's
design the bridges so the dearance is all right far passenger cars but not
for anything eXse." . . He knew . . . you can? change a bridge after it's
up. And the result of this is that a bus from New York couldn't use the
parkways if we wanted it to."

.

That Moses himself, like many New Yorkers, never learned to
drive-he was ehaugered about-hints oafmadness in his vision.

Of course, it is not pssible to accuse or honor a single individual for shaping modem New York. Moses remade the map of
New York, but he worked in tandem with potent economic
forces; even the formulation "Moses built"hislea&, as if by his
own hands he dug out roadbeds rather than hammering together
power blocs of politicians, developers, and labor unions. Nonetheless, even cilies do not exgand or contract without human
intewention. I t Moses marched in step with history, he dso
barked some decisive commands; and his palpable successes were
widely imitated by many urban devebpers. He is a symbol--and
more than a symbol-for the car and the suburb.
The 1950s registered the demise of urban bohemia and the
ballooning of suburbia. This was not only a demographic shifl; it
was cultural as well. Bohemia had lost its raison d'Gtre; bourgeois
society, always nipping at its heels, finally caught up. At the same
time the fragile environs that sustained urban bohemias suffered
a series of blows. By the end of the fifties younger intellectuals,
usudly raised in the suburbs, rarefy moved to New York or Chicago or San Francisco to fashion lives as independent writen.
Rather they streamed toward spacious college towns, safely distant h r n blighted cities.

FEW OBSERVERS or historians admit that in cultural clashes
boredom often has the final word: no one shows up for another
raund. The issue of suburbia, wlich provoked innumerable reports, novels, and magazine articles in the 1950s, finally sank
out of sight. When in recent years, even decades, has a major
magazine or television report covered suburban life! To the new
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generations, those who did not move to the s h r h but were
raised there, the enaess debate on the ills and pleasures of suburban life failed to elicit much interest. Suburbia was suburbia,
familiar and universal, f t was hardly a controversial tapic. f f only
by lack of interest, the subject seemed closed.
Not quite. The new generations did contribute something.
While they did not argue the merits of the suburb, many by the
1980s have voted "with their feet." In recent years significant
numBem-not a Bwd-of children of parents who enthusiastically escaped from the cities have moved back, i f cities have regained pubtic atCeMion and some revitalization, this is due to two
imps& from the suburbs: people and shopping malls.
Neither promises to restore the conditions of urban c m m u nity. The shopping mall was suburbia's answer to de-urbanized
sprawl; as downtowns died or were killed, they were reborn as
distant concourses accessible only by highways. Shoppers preferred the big chain stores surrounded by endless parking.
"Suburbanization and the Baby Boom created and defined the
needs and desires of this culture,'\eporls William Kowinski in
his prsonal account of malls, The MczlIiw of America. ''The
highways finally defined how and where that culture would
fioufish.""
Yet nostalgia often clouds discussions of malts; a vibrant city
seems to lurk in the past. Malls displaced downtowns crowded
with people and stores, &robbing with life, day and night. VVas
it so? Kowinski concedes that the downtown of his childhood
was hardly idyllic; and the new malls offer, especially to youth, a
place to gather, which otherwise they do not have.
It offers little more, and usually leu. It is difficult to get mistyeyed a b u t malls, big or smatl, covered or uncovered, with or
without fsuntains, glass elevatars, and local eraft exhibitions.
Malls are selling machines. Unlike city streets, they are designed

and run by private corporations s s that every sqwre foot, including benches and fountains, promotes a shopping mood. One corporation calls the shots, including which stores may open or stay;
rents are usually based on square footage of rental space, plus a
percentage of gross receipts. Obviously stores that do not yield
enough do not have their leases renewed, ensuring that the mall
remains homogeneous; a bookitore with too much browsing has
no future. The store hours are alm determined by the colporation, and since few people live close by and none live in malls;
they are deserted after 6:00 or 9:00 P.M.
Mdls are an American success story. With parking and highway access they multiplied with postwar suburbia; in 1946 there
~
were only eight shopping centers; by the end of the 1 9 5 0 ~four
thousand dotted the united Statese5"hat these suburban artifacts, which once spelled the death of downtowns, are now pscribed for urban ills and are increasingly built in city centers
adds irony to irony. Victor Cruen, a major mall developer, originally envisioned the mdls as bringing cities to the suburbanites
sugering from isola2ian.
Afier the war, Cruen, a refugee architect from Austria,
emerged as a one of the first mall designers and builders. He
began as a reformer with a dream. The shopping mall would
replace the commercial strips-ugly, unfocused, unsocial-springing up in suburbia. More than stores with parking lots, the
mall would offer space for walking, talking, and sitting. It would,
almost, recreate the city.
Visions of European markets and his own Vienna infused
Gruen's hopes for malls. "We must sensitively observe the colorful, stimulating and commercially busy urban scene in the market squares in Central European cities." He instructed mall developers that "our new shopping towns" can "fill an existing
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void," providing a "community," or a new version of the old
town squares and market places.m
Gmen prospered and his firm, Victor Gmen Associates, became, and remains, a major mall developer. Yet the reality of
the rnalis never came close to his vision; he saw the malls as
surmounting, not extending, suburban sprawl. Gruen was a mall
developer who thought more like Lewis Mumford and lane Jacobs than Robed Moses. Me decried the egect of the automobile,
"Why danger labels only on cigarettes?" he asked. "Why not on
cars?'"'
He drew baek from the new developme- &at were neither
city nor country. "Shopping centers are referred to as villages,
and eve~whereone finds Town and Country shops, and Country Clubs. . . . The names of subdivisions refer to nonexistent
lakes, wads, glens, dales. . . Gmen csncluded it was time to
reclaim the cities; the belief of the 11 950s in decentralized suburbia "has now been shattered." He urged readoption of "the values of centralization and urbani~rn."~'Eventually a disillusioned
Gruen returned to his beloved Vienna, where he wrote on the
dilemmas of progress, the evils of a~tomobiles.~'
The &her suburban import promising to restore city viblity
is peapier. A major surprise of the last deeade is the return or
reappearance of city dwe'tfers-"'genrrification" or renovation of
older urban neighwoods by new, young, and aauent residents, a process visible from Vancouver to Baltimore.# While
everything about this phenomenon--its extent, impact, and
meaning-is controversial, these new residents seem to be "children of the suburbs,'kho for reasons of living or life-styfe prefer
a downtown existence,"'
The first generation wholly raised in suburbia appears unenthusiastic about the greenery, backyards, and shopping centers
.'?

that dilzzled their pare- from the crowded cities, ""A suburban
address was the status symbol for many newly forming households of the 1950s and 1960s," notes one survey of gentrification. "Today, a rising propition of the afftuent offspring of these
Moresuburbanities find a center city address fashionableePpM
over, single men and women, including single parents-an increasing proportion of the population-seem to require, at least
prefer, urban to suburban living, since it offers more possibilities
for socializing, child care, shopping, eatingm6?
A new preference for downtown living is not simply a cause
but an effect of the transformation of cities: the departure of old
industries and the growth of downtown "smokeless" businesses-financial, advertising, technical. The people who arrive
are the new work force, replacing the old blue-collar laborem.
"The new 'means of production'-in modem offices--are now
surrounded by their own "working-class districts' of high-rise
apart.ments, brownstones, and converted loft buiIdings." The
conversion of lofts from light manufacturing to upscale hames is
a prticularly elegant sign of a recast u r b n economy, where new
consumen have repfaeed old producers, Moreover, the lofts
themselves, insofar as they are not occupied by artists but by
financial analysts and c o p r a t e lawyers, testify to "the same spatial values as a typical suburban home . . . a preference for lots
of air, light and open space.""
In numbers and extent gentrification and loft-living is confined; it has not spread through vast urban tracts. Rather it is
restricted to select areas, usually blocki of decent older housing
stock, clox to downtowns and near to parks, rivers, or harbrs.
This revitalizalion liardly reverses urban decline. New afftuence
coexists with old decay; one street succumbs to poverty while the
adjoining street prospers. Gentrification has also brought in its
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wake accelerating rents and a new homogenization; both of these
threaten city divemity and bohemian culture.
None of this is especially new. Jane Jacobs in 1961 commented upon the dangers of urban success, at the time a rarity.
Desirable neighborhoods attract the affluent, who squeeze out
the less affiuent.
Sa rnany people want to live in the loealiv that it becomes prohbble
to build, in exeesgive and devasting qwntity, for t h s who
~ can pay the
most, Thw arts usuilUy chiI&ess popje . . and . . wople who can
or will pay the most for the s m H ~ space.
t
Accamrndtions for his
nanow, progbble q m e n t of ppdation multiply, at the exwnse of all
other tissue and at1 other ppulation. Families are crowded out, variety
of scene is crowded out, enterprises . . .are crowded out.@

.

The pressures of gentrification eliminate not only low-rent
housing but also modest restaurants, cafes, and booltstores. From
Santa Monica to Brooklyn Heights new boutiques, card shops,
ice cream bars, and pricey cookie outlets drive out less profitable
stores, "Bwkseller Fights Back," reprts The N@wYork Times
on a classic battle in Brwklyn Heights bebeen an old community bakftore devoted to literature and an ice cream boutique.
With the chain ice erearn outlet dering twice the rent, the landlord tried to evict the booktore, ""Atissue," "ted The M m Yad
T i r n g g , "is a landlord"^ tight to raise commercial rents, a rnow
that can force 'mom and pop' stores out of newly afRuent neighborhoods," The a~ticlealso noted that '"own the Me>ck"? a national chain bookstore (Waldenboolrs) "does a lively trade in best
~ellers."~'With some changes, this article can apply to scores of
cities.
Both in choice of neighborhoods and in the accelerating rents,
gentrification undercuts urban bhemias; the dependence of

writers and artistskcommunities on cheap housing cannot be
overemphasized. If low rents vanish, a community cannot coalesce. Lionel Abet, who moved to New York in 1929 at the age
of nineteen, stayed with relatives; he explains that it took him
more than a year to afford his own room in the Village. Finally
"'a publisher . . . had given me a contract to make a translation
of Rimbaud's poems, and on the advance for this I was able to
live in the Village."" Today an advance for a similar project
would hardly gay a New York rent, no matter how modest,
XnteIlectuals of the IVSOs, when they refiected on the ""deth
of bohemia," regularly indicted the refurbished housing and
onerous rents. "The past dways fingers on," wrate Wiiliam Phillips in 1952, but the cold-water flat is gone, taking with it the
Higher rents obviously
wandering, jobless writers and arti~ts.7~
do not spell the end of artistic life; but they do require more
incame, more commissions, more connections. Far the young
or unestablished the rents simpiy are not pssible.
Of course, p v e r e and low rents alsa make up the mythology
of bahemian life; they are easy to ridicule as harmless dreams
of ex-bhemians who were never impoverished. It is true that
standards of Eiving are always relative. Intellectuals enmeshed in
destitute families cannot afford to escape to bohemia, no matter
how low the admission price; bohemian poverty requires an
emancipation from desperate poverty. As Iwing Howe recounts,
Yiddish inkllectuab in America were "too pmr to venture on
the programmatic poverty of bohemia. . . . These intellectuals
were thrown in with the mavjes of their people, sharing their
poverty, their work, their tenements."73
The skeptic, unconvinced that suburbia, malls, or gentrification undercuts bohemias, might argue that insofar as only small
urban seaions are refurbished, ather tracts are ripe for settlement
by marginal writers and artists. Moreover, bhemias have never
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been static and in New York have shifted from Greenwich ViXIage to the south (SoWo) and perhaps now are migrating to the
East Village or to other cities, such as Woboken or Newark, New
Jersey.74
This is true, but it hoes not address the rate of transformation.
Absolute novel@ is not the issue. Neither cclmmercialization nor
'Bohemian migrations are new, The difficulty is catcutating the
tempo of transformation, not simply its fact; this may be decisive.
I f commercialization is not unique to the 1970s or 1980s, its
velocity may be; bohemian development is n w orchestrated and
financed. "Far from being an indigenous or a spontaneous artistskommunity, SoWo was really a creation of the investment
climate,'' concludes Sharon Zukine7'
The Greenwich Village of cheap rents and restaurants lasted
at Ieast seventy-five years; SoHo, ipehaps ten years, and the East
Village, even fewer, Gaig Owens, an editor of Art in America,
views the East Village renaissance as the "Manhattanization"" of
New York, the uprooting of diverse groups by the young,
alfluent professionals. According to Owens, the East Viliage art
scene is no bhemia, but a commercial imitation. "What has
been constructed in the East Vi)hge is not an alternative to, but
a miniature replica of the contemporary art market--a kind of
Junior Achievement for young culture-industrialist~."~~
This may be unfair, yet it speak to the accelerating metchandising of culture. Bohemian communities may germinate but
cannot take root before the boutiques and condominiums crowd
them out, The hysteria of development poisons the conviviality
of artists and perhaps the creativity as well. "lt used to be possible--not easy, but possible," notes a grim account of costly real
estate driving artists out of Manhattan, "for ordinary talented
New Yorkers to work at art for other reasons than the promise
of big money and instant fame. In the present circumstances,

those artists in the East Village, or SoWo or Theater Row,who
do it only far fame and money are unilerstan&ble," Due to rent
hikes the numbers of theaters, dance schaob, and bokstotes
have dropped dramatically in New York; cheap housing, loft
space, and neighborhaod ban and restaurants have become a
dim
To be sure, insofar as gentrikation is spatially confined, other
urban sections are availabje to writers and inteUe&wls. Yet sheer
availability has never been the issue. An ineffable mix of modest
rents and restaurants in pleasant surroundings nurtures bohemias, Gentrification lives with its opposite, urban collapse; it is
news to no ane that cities are Increasingly stratified; slums adjoin
luxury condominiums. Neither encourages communities of
writers and artists.
The stout at heart, of course, may live in the slums of the
South B~ORX
and write or paint, A few sca~eredindividuals,
however, do not eonstitvte a community. Newcorners who have
neither funds nor well-paying jobs will quickly discover that rents
in decent areas of New York or San Francisco are prohibitive;
they may find city tracts where rents are possible but life seems
difficult. And they decide: why try? M y not live and write in
the countryside of Vermont or Montana or Arkansas? Why not
inzfeedt
The move to the countryside is an old stoveThe 5960s counterculture inspired many to desert cities for the countryside;
and the sixties ethos tapped a venerable American spirit of selfsufficiency, as well as a Yankee distrust of urban sin and dirt.78
Even the beats of the 1950s played a role; they came from the
city with a rural message. These complementary impulses ensured that m w bohemian recruits no longer cdectcd in the major cities, where the obstacles to living steadily augmented;.
rather, they dispersed across the continent, often settling in rural
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areas in search of a digerent life, Once a commitment to urban
life w a surrendered, however, bohemia could never be the same.
The extent of such migtations, which continued into the
E970s, is $iscult to measure. From Vermont to New Mexico to
the Pacific Northwest-and scores of other locales-colonies af
bohemians, ex-bohemhns, and veterans of the sixties sumive and
sometimes flourish as part-time farmers, shopkeepers, and craftsmen. On slow days newspaper editors dispatch reporters to write
up a focal group. '"ural Homesteaders Seek Setf-Su6ciency
and Cherish Solitude," reads a typical piece on eighty families
who grow their own vegetables, collect honey, raise sheep, and
make yogurt in upstate New York. The article notes that "a revolt against society" motivated most of these new homesteaders
to abandon the cities; they '"ail from a %a& to the Iand' movewhich the sober New
ment of the late 1960s and early 1970~~''
York Times defines as "a somewhat misty-eyed retreat to the
countryside in *arch of what was thought to be a rural utopia."79
The very difficulty of gauging the breadth of these colonies
iEXustrates the critic4 transformation: when bohemia became rural, it alsa becsrne invisible. R i s is nat a minor shift from city to
countryside; invisibility deprives bohemia of the seductive force
that radiated from its urban quarters. This force was crucial for
the vitality of bohemia. By attracting new individuals it allowed
for replenishment; and it enabled bhemia sometimes to d e c t
e time that the cities turned
the larger culture. But at the
inhospitable-and partly for this reason-bohemians abandoned
them for the highways, campuses, and countryside. Nowadays
suburban and city youth neither see nor feel a htg from bohemia;
and even if some did, no m e could find it,

CHAPTER 3

On the Road t o
Sgbzlrbia: Urbanists
and Beats

WHILE THE REBELLIONS of the 1960s can be and have
been documented in exhauslive detail, the 1950s appear inereasingly puzzling, as well as erucial. The 1950s encompass rapid
suburbanization, the rise and faU of McGarthyim, and the beats,
These years also witnessed a new national crisis: juvenile delinquency, the subject of endless investigations. Yet newspaper editorials also bemoaned another, almost opposite, phenomenon,
apathetic and conformist youth. How did the upsurges of the
sixties emerge from this constellation? "No one surveying the
campus scene in 1959," concludes one study, "could have predicted the 1%OS."""
Perhaps one clue can be found in the restructured urban environment. By the end of the 1950s not only the urban habitat but
its intellectuals and bohemians were transformed, For this rc;;ason
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the last bahernians-the beab-and the last urbanists are of exceptional interest: they denote the passing of one cultural type
and the emergence of another. The beats are bohemians in the
era of interstate highways. After the beats urban bohemia and
bohemians are historical facts, not living reality. The 1950s urbanists--Jane Jacobs, Paul and Percival Goodman, William H.
VVhyte;, Lewis Mumford-grappled with the city in its crisis
hour; they represent the last of a breed, intellectuals committed
to an educated public.
As individuah, the 1950s urbnists and bahemians did not associate. Jane jacobs and Jack Kerouac, for instance, inhabited
completely different personal worlds. Nor were the urbanists and
beats synmetrical social formations.. The urbanists were classic
American intellectuals, independent writers and critics, They
wrote cogently about the city, but few followed in their steps.
The beats, on the other hand, almost constituted a cultural
movement. Arriving with an ethos, if not a program, they partly
engendered, and merged with, a 1960s countertulture.
Hwever, both signify not only a geographic but a cultural
fracture and shifi in their responses to the atrophying metropolitan environment. The firties urbanists address the city strangled
by cars and highways. Their own lives testify ta its demise; they
are the last urbanists who live fully as city people, free-floating
intelfectuab, Their successors abandon the cities for the universities. The beats play a parallel role. They are the last bohemians
as the cities turn increasingly difficult and stratified, quarters for
the very rich and the pwr. After the beats, bohemia strikes out
from its urban enclaves and enters the mainstream. In the urbanists and beats it is possible to glimpse midcentury American cuiture as it migrates from cities to campuses and suburbs.
Of course, the writings of the fifties urbanists do nok mark
the end of intelligent analyses of cities. Younger &enters and

scholars continue to confront the metropolitan environment. Yet
the rapid expansion of urban studies in the universities (under
various rubrics: urban history, city planning, regional studies, urban geography) has hardly supplemented public writings on the
city. Rather, the dwindling universe of independent journalists
and scholars takes its tall, For this reawn urbanism shares with
other fields a peculiar cultural trajectory: a rising curve of compelling writings that crests at the end of the 1950s, and afterward
a steep decline with few additions by younger thinken fired by
the same caliber of imagination, boldness-or writing.
Even the most talented and productive of the younger urbanists, such as David Hawey (1935- ), a professor of geography
and author of h k lJustice and the City (I973), are lit~leknown
outside restricted academic circles.' Hawey's most recent books,
The Urbanization of Capital (1985) and Consciousnegs and the
Urban Experience ( 1 98 51, reveal why: they are designed for professional sympathizers and friends of the author.
In the current academic fashion his new b k s arrive brislling
with self-importance. However, these volumes, subtitled Shrdies
in the Mistary and Theat.y of Capitalist Urbanization, reek of
too many lectures, seminars, and conferences. Nor does it help
that Hawey ventilates the text with his favorite source-himself.
He begins by telling us that "it has been my ambition, ever since
the writing of Social lustice and the City, to progress toward a
mare definitive Marxian interpretation of the history and theory
of urbanization under capitalism than I there achieved." And he
concludes his more definitive interpretation by quoting himself.'
In behveen these two paints-whatever the theoretical innovations-is a prose desert, certain death for anyone unprepared for
an extreme academic environment. A sample passage from his
clanclusion reads:
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An inspection of the digerent momentf and transitionswithin the drcufation of carpitart indicates a geographical grounding of that process
through the patterning of l a b r and commodity markeb, of the spatial
division of production and consumption (under soeiotechnical conditions that are in part an ahption, to geographical variations), and of
hierarchically organized systems of financial coordina~on.Capital flaw
presuippses tight temporal and spatial cwrdimtions in the midst of
inereasing separation and Iragmentatian, ft is impassible to imagine
such a material process without the productian of some kind of urhnization as a kational hn8xape' within which the acwmulatian of capita1 can proceed,'

If this is not sufficiently clear, he adds, "The connection between
city formation and the procfuction, appropriation, and concentratian of an economic swpfus has long been noted."" Noted by
whom! Hawey cites himself. Unfortunately, the few books by
younger urbanists which are less self- and professionally involved
suffer almost from an opposite ill of vagueness and imprecision.'
Campared to this literature, the h k s grouped around the
years 1959-60 breathe of public discussions, open, engaged, and
Iucid: Jane Jacobs's The Dealh and ILiJe ofGreat AmeTican Cifies (196 1 ) ; The kploding Rlietropaiis ( 1 958), edited by WiIlLam
H. Whyte; Lewis Mumford's The City in History (1961);Percival Goodman and Paul Goodman's Cornmunitas (1960);6Murray Bookchin's The Limits ofthe City.7These works, all by independent scholars and writers, are unsurpassed by younger
in~elIectuaIs!
As suburbanization peaked, faine jacobs published her passionate and infiuential text, The Death and Life of Great American Gifies,A resident of Greenwich Vitlage, she w a commi~ed
not to bohemia but to its prerequisites: communities and neighbarhoods, stlreet life and night life. She argued persuasively that

the professionals--the planners, consultants, and engineers-devitalized the city in the name of reform; that their geometricd
blocks, superhighways, and zoning-by-use effectively, sometimes
deliberately, gutted neighborhoods; that the city regressed into
homogeneous units that undermined continuous human activity
(e.g., financial areas deserted after 5:00 P.M., residential high
rises far from grocery stores and busy streets)?
By virtue of its author and contents, Death and Life illuminates the cultural universe. Jane Jacobs (l916- ) is a classic intellectual of the last generation; a journalist from Pennsylvania, she
moved to New York to write, eventually joining the staff of Architectural Fonrm. Perhaps her distance from institutions and
the profession allowed her to challenge urban planners; she ascribes her irreverence simply to walking and observing unencumbered by conventional planning wisdom.
"Reformers have long observed city people loitering on busy
corners, hanging around in candy stores and bars and drinking
soda pop on stoops," Jacobs wrote, "and have passed a judgment,
the gist of which is 'This is deplorable! If these people had decent
homes. . .they wouldn't be on the street!' " For jacobs this judgment "represents a profound misunderstanding of cities.""
Her book savages city planners for their estrangement from
the city itself, their devotion to anti-urban straight lines, massive
projects, and blueprints. She prefers knowledge rooted not in
statistical surveys but in urban life. She states, for instance, that
all the professional studies of downtown Brooklyn "cannot tell
us as much . . . as is told in five short tines af type in a single
newspaper advertisement." The advertisement lists the hours of
a chain bookstore; its B r d y n branch closes early, while the
Greenwich Village and Times Square branches remain open till
midnight." For Jacobs these facts evidence the stagnation of
downtown Brooklyn. Her book includes a page of "Illustrations"
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with no illustrations; the page reads, ""The scenes that illuftrate
this book are all about us. For illustrations, plea* look closely at
real cities.''
While neither cars nor suburbs were her main concern, facobs's bmk closes with the swcter of ""vapid suburbanization'"
and "dull, inert cities."" This was the issue and the threat that
all the fifties urbanists addressed. Ruptured by highways, bled by
suburbs, the classic city was expiring. "Perhaps our age," reflected Mumford in 1958, "will be known to the Euture historian
as the age of the bulldozer. . . Nowhere is this bulldozing habit
of mind so disastrous as in the approach to the city." The "fatal
mistake" has been sacrificing all transportation to the private motor car. He anticipated a future where the city is a "mechanized
nonentity," a "tangled mass of highways, interchanges and parking lots.""
"Downtown Is for People," an early version of Jacobs's Death
and Life, appeared in the collection The kploding Mehopofis,
edited by William H. Whyte. Two years earlier Whyte had published The Organization Man, a critical inquiry into suburban
life and mores. He did not wish to join the chorus lamenting
superficiality. "There will be no strictures in this book against
Mass Man,' . . . not will there be any strictures against ranch
wagons, or television sets, or gray flannel suits. They are irrelevant to the main problem, and . . . there's no harm in them."14
Like Jane Jacobs, William H. Whyte (19 17- ) is a classic public intellectual of the 1950s; and like Jacobs, he was born in
Pennsylvania, became a journalist, and then an editor of a New
York magazine (Fortune). His collection, The Erploding Metropolis, attacked the new religion of autonlobiles and suburbs.
Whyte's opening essay, "Are Cities Un-American!'' declared an
urban love affair: "This is a book by people who like cities." The
book afso raised an alarm; suburbia threatened ta dissolve the

.

urban centcrs, If it was to remain a euliurd force, "the city must
have a core of people to support its theatres and museums, its
shops and its restaurants." Whyte adcfed, ""Even a Bohemia of
sorts can be of help.""
For thirty-odd years Whyte has monitored urban culture and
activily. Me lecbres and writes against the h e s t urban fashions,
barren concrete fortresses enclosing miles of underground concourses.16 He has been called a "free-lance agent provocateur,"
abetting those who want to make cities livable.I7 The Social Life
of Smdll Urban Spaces, his inquiry into street life, questions the
megastructures and shopping malls assaulting city life. Alluding
to the Detroit Renaifsance Genter, Atlanta Omni International,
and Los Angeles Bonavenhre Cornpitex, he notes that "the ultimate development in the flight from the street is the urban fortress." These centers seek to salvage the downtown but are
designed as ""wholly internalized environments, . . . Their endosing walls are blank, windowless, and to the street they turn
an almost solid face of concrete or brick." For the pdestrian they
are uninviting, even impenetrable; with underground entdes and
parking, they tempt only the automobile."
While Why& dislikes sharp judgments, he is hardy dispassionate, and oscasionally he sounds like Jacobs or C. Wright
Mills, when attacking the new professionals. In The Orgonixofian Man, he warned of the younger urbanists who neglect
issues for techniques.
Not so very long ago, the younger social scientist was apt ta see his
discipline as a vehicle for protest against society. . . . The seniors that
set the fashion for him w r e frequently angy men .. . and did not
conceal strong opinions. , . . But this is now old hat: it is the "bleedingheart" school to the younger men . . . they do not wish to protest; they
wish to c01labrate.'~
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Whyte sensed the future: the fifties urbanists would have few
successors. He also alluded to the passivity of the younger generation, a regular refrain in the 1950s. Commentators often lamented the conformist and apathetic youth. Yet few realized that
as the cities turned inhospihble, not only were the intellectuals
departing for campuses, but the last bohemians were taking to
the road,

MALCOLM COWLEY, who continued to monitor the literary
scene, weighed in during the decade, offering "that I can compare what is happening in the 1950s with my memories of what
happened after another world war."' Of course, the new realiv
did not measure up to the old; now few youth displayed "the
perwnal recklessness of their predecessors.'Vriting and criticism had become careers, not callings. Novelists had '"sitoppd
acting like bohemians or proletarians, and it was getting hard to
tell a writer from anybody else. Many of the younger ones lived
on residentid streets, owned their homes-or were trying to buy
them-and were active mernkrs of the Parent-Teacher Association." Others had "gone straight from studying creative writing
into teaching it, without any interlude for writing creatively, or
even commercially."z0
Editorial writers concurred; they regularly reported that the
campuses were quiet--too quiet; youth seemed "silent," "conformist," "apathetic." Ludwig Marcuse, a German refugee professor (no relation to Her& Mareuse), writing in Parttsan Review, dubbed American youth "the oldest younger generation."

He believed that his own generation had developd "individuality, enthusiasm, war on parents and teachers." This legacy evaporated; youth was now silent, unemotional, pliant, It was not
disilfusiczned for it had no illusions. "There is no Younger Ceneration,"' conciuded Marcuse. There were only eighteen- to
huenty-eight-year-01dsS2'
In Hdrper'g Basaar Caroline Bird labeled youth the "unlost
generation.'' She asked why the new generation seemed "so unambitious, so over-adjusted and apathetic," and p r v s e d that
since childhood the young had been schooled to cooperate, in
effeet, to conform. Moreover the new generation was rebelling-again& the rebellion of its parents, the lost generation that
had been "wash in words" in its quest for utopia, Youth
now was "revolting against the cult of personal experience,
against sexual experiment, against infatuation with talk, against
skepticism."z2
Some contested these di~gesfor rebellious and bohemian generations. In 1958 Otto Butz, a professor at Princeton University,
troubled by the laments of complacent and smug youth, published a symposium in which "eleven college seniors look at
themselves and their world." The soul-searching essays encouraged Butz to see the contributors as constituting an "unsilent
generation."" The essayists, however, neither identified themselves-the contributions were anonymous-nor aired any heretical ideas. If these youths were "unsilent," a reviewer remarked, it is because they expressed uncertainly about careers,
military service, and religion. "But in terms of this definition,
almost everyone is 'unsilent.' . . ."" Neve~heless, this mild
probing cost Butz his Princeton appointment."
The persistent mourning for the passing of rebellious youth
has to be set against its opposite, the national mobilization against
~
juvenile delinquency. For the public of the 1 9 5 0 ~"juvenile
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delinquency" "supplanted a memory of a rebellious, even unconventional youth. A thousand conferences, agencies, committees,
and newspapers alerted the country to the danger. Juvenile definquency was the only rebeilion around, and it had to be stopped.
Articles on teenage delinquency gushed forth. Experts labeled
it a "national epidemic," projecting some two and a half million
cases. "Unless this cancer is checked early enough,'' warned one
popular book, 1,000,000 Delinquents (19551,"it can go on
spreading and contaminate many good cells in our society. . . .
Juvenile delinquency is already creeping from the wrong side of
the tracks to the right side."26 Hollywood joined in, with young,
angy stars Jarnes Dean and Marlon Brando in films such as T%re
WiM One (19541, Rgbei Without a Cause (1955), and The
Blackhard lung!@(195 5).27
In films, newspapers, and congressional committees juvenile
delinquency seemed e v e v h e r e ; yet if it hinted at the Euture, a
sixties youth culture,L8 contemporary observers missed it. Few
identified familiar signs of bohemian or protesting youth. Robed
Lindner in Must You Confbm?and Paul Goodman in Growing
Up kbsurd did view juvenile delinquency as a mangled or selfdestructive protest, but they were largely ignored. A suffocating
conformism provoked the "mutiny of the young," stated Lindner. 'Better' schools will not help, nor will more stringent laws,
harsher punishments, the Boy Scouts, Police Athletic Leagues,
Visiting Teaching programs, social work in distressed areas";
these all served to tighten the noose."
The nation, however, seemed convinced that juvenile delinquency signified a threat to life, liberty, and happiness. Yet the
obsession with youth crime cannot be accepted at face value.
A recent assessment challenges its basic premise: "What every
participant in the broad public discussion assumed to be truethat delinquency had increased in quantity and severity since
"

World War II--now seems questionable. . . . Despite inflammatory headlines and the rewtition of chstrges about bmblity,
the incidence of juvenile crime does not appear to have increased
enormously during this period.""
Then why the ruckus? fames Cilbe& believes that police
"prodded by government and private pressures groups" asserted
a new authority over young people, whose behavior seemed to be
slowly shifting. For instance, violations of curfews, which many
wmmunities introduced for their youth, showed up as statistical
jumps in juvenile "crime." The numbers meant that the local
police had caught some after-hours teenagers; and the figures
were then displayed by journalists and experts as evidence of
mounting crime. In this way the California Youth Authority announced that one out of four seventeen-year-al& was delinquent
in 2957,3X
The increase in juvenile ddinquency, even if it wee only curfew vialatians and other minor infractions, testi6ed less to crime
than to an emerging juvenile mass culture that threatened traditional codes. The greater access to money and especially to automabiles, which allowed the young to elrcape watchful pxents,
fostered thcir identities as individuals with specific sexual, mwical, and consuming needs. For conservatives juvenile delinquency, like communism, subverted the American Way. "Not
even the Communist conspiracy," stated a United States senator
in 19554, ""could devise a more eIFf:ctive way to demoralize, disrupt, confuse, and destroy our future citizens than apathy on
the part of adult Americans to the scourge known as Juvenile
Delinquency."3z
Yet history w s preparing a small @L.h the authorities denounced juvenile delinquency, outside the limelight more insidious threats, the last bohemians, were gathering. At the end of
Cowley's mid-l9Ws survey, he identiiied one gmup that via-
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lated generalizations about gray and cautious youth; these young
"refused to conform and waged a dogged sort of rebellion. . .
against the whole body of laws, customs, fears, habits of thought,
and literary stanciark that had k e n ac@epted.'"'Individual and
nihilistic," they liked to be "cool" and underground. For the
best account of this ""bat generation"' Cowley recommended an
"unpublished long narrative" called On the Road by an unknown author, Jack Kerowc."

THE BEATS seemed designed to humble euftural commentators. Sermons bemoaning conformi~did not allude to the living
refutation, the beats; and lectures about juvenile delinquency
failed to mention this greater danger. Few knew about the beats
until the second half of the fifties. When they finally captured
the pubXic imagination, spurred by Alien Ginsberg"s Howl
(1956) and Kerouac's
the h a d (1957), their fimst hours
were fading. Though no one knew it at the time, the public fascination with the beats announced a zip in the zeitgeist.
The beats, howver, are more than a lesson in the risks of
cultural forecasting. They are the last bohenians, and the first of
the 1960s counterculturalists. Xn the account of the demise of
bohemia, the beats are the missing agents. They carried bahmia
into the age of suburbia where it spread and disappeared. If b h e mia died of success, the beats both administered the last rites and
invented a new popular version. Accounts of the sixties give a
nod toward the beats, but more than a nod is required, Not the
revived Marxism or Maoism but the sexuality, drugs, mysticism,
and madness of the sixties owe much to the beats.

In 1957 Kerowc was thirty-five, and his autobiographical Qn
the Road documented lives from ten years earlier. The first selfidentified beat novel, Go, by Kerouac's friend John Clellon
Holmes, appeared in 1952 and-as he later remarked--disappeared in 1952. With the same cast as On the Road, Go portrays
the bertts as urban bohernians,
He came to know their world . . . of dingy backstairs ""pads," Times
Square cafeterias, bebop joints, night-long wanderings, meetings on
street corners, hitchkiking, a myriad of ""hip'' bars all over the city, and
the streets themselves. . . . They kept going all the time, living by night,
mshing around to 'hake canhct,'>suddenly disapparing into jail or
on the road only to turn up again and search one another out. . . . Once
Basternak fKeroauc]said to him, . . , ""Yau know, everyone I know is
kind of fugive, kind of hat. They all go along the street like they were
guile of wmething, but didn? believe in guilt. X can s p t them irnmediatelyf And it's happening all over the country, to evevane; a sort of
revolution of the soul. . . .''34
Five years later, when On the Road appeared, times had
changed; a voracious public descended upon the beats. Life magazine manseled in 1959 that the "'biggest, sweetest and most succulent casaba ever produced by the melon patch of civilization''-the United States-has incubated some of '"the hairiest,
scrawniest and mast discontented" fruit flies of all time, "the
improbable rebels of the Beat Generation." They sneer at "virtually every aspect of current American society: Mow, Dad, Politics, Marriage, the Savings Bank, Organized religion,'"^ we11
rts the automatk dishwasher and the op2it-level hawe. Life identified them as mainly "shabby and bearded men" and "pallid and
sullen girls" who inhabit North Beach in San Francisco, "dreary
pads" in Venice f Los Angeles), or cheap cafeterias in Greenwich
Village.>'
For some older sympathizen, the beats refuted pronounce-
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ments of the death of bohernia. Lawrence Lipton (1 868-19751,
a minor novelist and poet who wrote the first popular acccrunt of
the beats, The HaEy Batbarians (19591, celebrated the return of
an old bohemian e t h ~ s . 'He
~ recalled that when meeting the poet
Kenneth Rexroth "'for the first time in Chicago back in the late
twenties he was as beat as any of today's beat generation. So was
I. So were most of my friends."'?
Rexroth (1905-82) agreed, athough he sighed that "at my
advanced age" he was "a little tired of being the spokesman for
the young.'' The ""vduntay pverty, absolute artistic integrity,
social disengagement, commitment to personal values'' of the
beats signaied the beginnings of a new literature, perhaps a new
society.38
T o Lipton the beats reach back to the 1920s, not to the flappers but to the "spirit of revolt" that wafted through the studios
of Greenwich Village and Chicago's Near North Side, through
declass; neighbrhoods of major cities across the continent. In
those years "we were expropriating" from the upper classes their
leisure a&, sins, and "pivilege: of d e ~ i n gconvention." This is
what Lipton dubbd "the demscratiza~ionof arnorality,'bhich
b-egm after World War f and, with some intermptions, continues to permeate society. For Lipton the beats were not the last
but the tatest bohernian~,~~
Like Rexroth, Lipton believed that the future belonged to the
beats, quiet rebels distant from the corruption and violenee of
American society. Vet neither the hats' wetl-wishers nor their
critics fathomed the cunning of history: just as bohemia was being throttled in the cities, the beats arrived to spread the message
far and wide. They did this brilliantly. Two features set them
apart from earlier bohemian$ and turned the beats into gifted
propagandists: their devotion to the automobile, the road, and
travel, which kept them and then rt s d l army of irnitataxs criss-

crosfing the continent; and their ppulism, their love of the
American people.
In his classic anthology, The Beat Seene, Elias Wilentz, proprietor of the 8th Street Bookshop, a Village beat hangout, stated
that all the contributors ""are Bahemians but aU have been labeled
Yet the populism of the beats distinguished them
as 'beat.'
From "classical" bhemians who were almost defined by their
disdain of the philistine masses; and it brought the beats in contact with pets, such as William Carlos Williams, who worked in
an American vein!'
The bohemian elitism of the beats, which
is reflected in the idiom of "straights" and "squares" is drowned
by their romanticization of common lives and peoples, sometimes a celebration of kitsch,
We were the first American generation, said Holrnes much
later, to grow up with popular culture and unashamedly love it.*'
In On the Road, Sal reports that ''lhave finally taught Dean that
he can do anything he wants, become the mayor of Denver . . .
or the greatest p e t since Rimbaud. But he keeps rushing out to
see the midget auto races. I go with him."*'
Sal stumbles upon a evening sofiball game with neighbn relaxing, rooting, watching. "Just sandlot kids in uniform. Never
in my life as an athlete had I ever permitted myself to perform
like this in front of families and girt friends and kids of the
neighborhood. . . . Always it had been college, big-time, soberfaced," writes Kerouac, who had entered Columbia University
on a football scholarship, "no boyish, human joy like thiseWM
These are not cultural aristoccak decfying-or fleeing-the
vulgar masses; rather, On the Road celebrates everyday life and
its pleasures. Dean's "criminality" was not
"
@

samething that sulked and sneered; it ws a wild yea-mying overburst
oEAmeli.icanjoy; it was %stern, the west wind, an ode from the Plains,
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something new, long prophesied, long a-coming, . . . All my New York
friends were in the negative . puning &m smiety and giving their
tired b k i s h or plitical ar psychoanafyt.icaf reasons, but Dean just
raced in society, eager for bread and love."

..

This populist-bahemian attack on his New York "friends" was
not lost on New York intellectuals;they had little liking for sixties
rebels and not much for their predecessors, fifiies beats. Norman
Podhoretz, in his essay 'The Know-Nothing Bohemians," defended civi1izaFkion from the barbarians: "There is a supprefsed
cry in those books [of Kerouac]: Kill the intellectuals who can
talk coherently, kill the people who can sit still for five minutes
at a time," 'The Bohemianism of the 1950s" is "hoostile to civilization; it worships primitivism, instinct, energy, 'blood.' " For
Podhoretz, "This is the revolt of the spititually underprivileged.'y46
f o d h m t z thought he glimpsed a )ink between the beats and
the delinquents, a common hatred of civilizafion and intelligence. "I happen to believe that there is a direct connection between the flabbiness of American middle-clas life and the spread
of juvenile crime in the 1 9 5 0 ~but~ I also believe that kvenie
crime can be explained partly in terms of the same resentment
against normal feeling and the attempt to cope with the world
through intelligence that lies behind Kerouac and Gin~berg."'~
However, Pdhoretz and other critics codd hardly esrnbat
the. appeal of the beats. The message ofthe beats was their lives,
which were not enclosed by thickets of snobbishness or set off in
urban bohemias, but publicly paraded with a miuionaly zeal.
"And it's happening all over the country, to everyone; a sort of
revolution of the soul." Suffused by ppulism, the message or
the constantly moving messengen proved irresistible to youth.
"In three hundred pages," complained Paul Goodman in his

review of On the Road, "these fellows cross America eight times,
usually camping on friends or relatives.""
Cary Snyder, the poet, eharackrized Neal Cassady, whom
Keroaac fictionalized as "Dean" h inn the Road, as a "Denver
grandchild of the 1880scowboys with no range left to work on."
Cassady's type is that frontier ppe, reduced to pol halls and driving
back and forth across the country. . . . What was intend& to be done
[in America] was that you should step forth into wild space; what you
end up doing a: hundred years later is driving back and brth in cars as.
fast as you can, lniliaily you were rnaving vefy slowly in a totally wild
area, What you end up doing is going very fast in a densely papafated
area, Space hcornes translated into speed. m a t gat Kerowc and
Ginskrg a b u t Gassady was the energy of the archetypal west, the
energy sf the frontier. . . .*

This relentless activiv eventually found a receptive audience,
new colonies that swatlawed up the beats and bohernia into
something called the sixties, hippies, and the countercutture.
Culture and demography began to intersect, As the beats rand
wodd-be beats tosk to the road they stumbled on new youth
centers, college carnipuses crammed with the baby boom generaticm. Almost by virtue of the numbers, youth on these c a m p e s
formed a critical mas, a unique sociaf formation.
"Once they arrived at cdlege," explains a chronicle ol the
baby boom generation, "the teeming numbers of students overwhelmed the teachers and educators waiting for them. . . . The
result was that the baby boom began to unde&ke its own sacialization in places like Berkefey, Boston, Austin, New Haven, and
Ann Arbor, Communities of students and ersatz students circled
the major universities like penumbras around a hundred suns,"
Xn small cities, such as Ann Arbor and Madison, students, staff,
and hangers-on comprised almost 30 percent of the population.
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"Youth was no longer a stage of life but a eommunity."'O In
these youth ""ghettos" the beats found a home.
Qf course, it is not quite so dmple. While the beats exported
a bhernian cultural message, the politics of the sixties did not
derive horn them. Some of the beats adjusted to the new idiom
and concerns, but others, notabfy Kerouac, could not fathom the
anti-Americanism of the young, S a n Wilentz, a professor of
history (and son of Elias Wilentz), recalls that when his father's
bookshop moved in the midsixties, many beats helped and partied afterward.
All went swimmingly until midhy, when news arrived ham Hartern
that Malcofrn X had just been murdered. Bewilclement, then tension,
hit the room. My clearest memory b of LeRoi fones immediately leaving the proceedings. I sensed that the Villa@ would never be the same.
The next time I saw lanes in the shop, his name w s Bar&a.5"

Yet the beats became bohemian messengers in the age of the
highway and the declining city. They w r e not suburbaniks, but
they responded to the same realities, inhospibble cities and new
highways. Once the cdtural explosions of the sixties dissipated,
the role of the Etfties bhemians became evident. The beats not
only widened and concluded the democratization of "aamorality," they not only abetted-to use Malcdm Cowley's termsthe replaeernent of a consuming for a work ethic, but they also
anticipated the &-urbanization of America, the abandonment of
the cities for smaffer centers, surburrbs, campus towns, and outIying areas. In the period of urban sprawl, the beats were the last
bohernians.

CHAPTER 4

New York,Jewi~b,and
Other lntellectzlals

"IS THE INmLLEmUAL OBSOLETE?" "M H.S
Hughers in 1956, scanning the cuIhra1 horizon. Troubled by
MeCarthyism and a popular anti-intellectudbm, he klieved
that America allowed little room for the "freely-speculating
mind." The range of debatable issues had narrowed. Moreover,
expanding universities and government bureaus hired experts
and technicians, not critical writes and thinkers. "We are living
in a society and in an era where there is scope for comparatively
few intellectuals.'' Ovenvhelmed by the "almost irresistible pressures" of eonformi~,America's intellecttlals faced a ""dbbiaus
firturer-,"'"
Hughes's w s not an isolated voice, Numerous commentators,
in articles with titles such as "The Intelledauaf: Will He Wither
Away!" or "The Twilight of the intellectuals," joined in.' "The
intellectual in 1953," concluded Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., "faces
an incalculable but depressing combination of factors."' For
some observers, it was not persecution or indifference but
affluence that threatened intellectuals. In John W. ~ l d r i d ~ 2 s
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view, American intellectuals, dignehanted with communism
and European elite culture, succumbed to "money, status, security and power."4 "Economically," remarked Merle King in The
New Republic, "the intellectual is better fed, better housed and
more elegantly pampered than ever before."'
Ten years earlier, at the war's end, Partisan Review had already raised an alarm: professionals and academics were replacing unaffiliated intellectuals. A new "American academic type,"
a by-product of the "Managerial Revolution," was "everywhere
ascen&nt," mnaunced Newton Amin in f 945. This new breed
discarded "wide-ranging, curious, adventurous, and humane
study'?far "rresults" and oEce management. With fields and subfields, committees and organizations, the new academics were
preparing to put "our literary heritage on a firm fiduciary basis."6
Another critic concurred; college teachers who lived conventional lives and thought conventional thoughts were phasing out
free-lance, bahemian, and avant-garde intellectuals. "The academic hierarchy . . . enforces caution on the imaginative or adventurous thinkers"'; even in their personal lives, professors
could not afford to be "conspicuously out of line."7
T"hese laments might be dirnissed as an old refrain, Intellectuals have always been obsessed with themselves, regularly bemoaning their impotence, corruption, or imminent demise. For
the skeptic the wailings of 1950s intellectuals simply mark another chapter in an old story. Yet this skepticism may be too
trusting, too willing to believe that nothing changes. T o avoid
turning into its opposite, skepticism must also be skeptical of
itself,
The larger vision suggests that the years following World War
II marked a swing period behueen two intellectual types: independents and bohmians receded before aicademics and prokssionals. Of course, intellectuals did not suddenly abandon their

apartments and garrets for suburban homes and office complexes, but the accelerating trend in the 1950s left few untouched. By the end of that decade intellectuals and university
professors had become virtually synonymous; academics even
ftlled the pages of small magazines, once outposts beyond the
campw. Padisan &view itself, the symbol of irreverent New
York intellectuals, finally passed into university hands, its editors
largely English professors.8
The writers of the 1950s palpably sensed what the next generation could not, the restructuring of their lives. "I was my own
staff researcher,'' recalled Alfred Kazin of his yean in the Reading Room of the New York Public Library, "a totally unaffiliated
free lance and occasional evening college instructor who was educating himself. . . in the middle of the Great Depression."' For
intellectuals coming of age in the sixties and afier, life outside
universities was m t even a memory. However, intellectuals like
Philip Rahv, AIfred Kazin, and Inring Mowe became professors
only afier years as free-lance writers and editors*
Others, such as Lewis Mumford, Edrnund Wilson, Core Vi&l, or Dwight Macdonald, never made the transition. All, however, were aware olthe migwion and its consequences. En the
early part of the century, recalled Malcolm Cowley, teaching
and writing had been '"separate worlds"; but today, no longer
'"independent craftsmen," writers assume roles as professors or
as well-paid employees in government or magazine bureaus.'@
The evidence oi change seemed everywhere; universities and
national magazines eagerly hired intellechals; either Luce publications or The NW Yorker sent checks ta Dwight Macdonald,
Alfred Kazin, Edmund Wifson, John Kenneth Cabraith, Norman Podhoretz, Daniel Bel, and many others. Major publishing
houses launched "little" magazines for young and avant-garde
writers. Pocket Books founded discovery; Avon agered New
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Voices, DoubIeday put out New Writers, and New American
Library, the paperback publisher of Mickey Spillane, estaMished
the most successful series, New World Writing. One issue ran
"Jazz of the Beat Generation" by a "Jean-Louis," an excerpt
from Kerouac's unpublished On the Road.
T o Isaac Rosenkld (1918-%), a Chicago essayist, the= developments signified that an intellectual life of poverty and protest belonged to the past. "The writer very seldom stands over
against the world as he used to, and when he does, the danger is
that he may be attitudinizing," Even the bhernia that sheltered
poor writers and artists showed signs of renovation. "The garret
still exists, but the rent has gone up.""
Yet nostalgia should not skew the record. If some intellectuafs
believed the new situation implied decline, most thought it
spelled progress. Critics such as Trilling, Riesman, Bell-the list
could be easily expanded--applauded or accepted the new reality. ""Inmany civilizations there comes a point at which wealth
shows a tendency to submit itself, in some degree, to the rule
of mind and imagination . . . [to] taste and sensitivity," stated
Lionel Trilling in a 1953 discussion of intellectuals."
He announced the good news: '"fn America the signs of this
submission have for some time been visible." Prosperity has undermined the proverbial alienation of American intellechrals,
who are now "close to the top of the social hierarchy." Even
professors, traditionally ridbled and underpaid, obbin new status and good salaries, making academic careers attractive to those
who once spurned them. "One cannot but be struck by the number of well-to-do students," crowed Professor Trilling, who
"now elect the academic life.'?14
In slightly different form, Trilling's comments appeared in a
much-cited Partisan Review symposium, "Our Country and
Our Cukure" "(f3SZ), in which numerous intellectuals cele-

"

brated their new status. The editors of the symposium remarked
that only ten years earlier intellectuals regularly savaged America
for its philistinism and emptiness. "Since then, however, the tide
has begun to turn, and many writen and intellectuals now feel
closer to their country and its culture." They put it sharply, "for
better or worse, most writers no longer accept alienation as the
artist's fate in America; on the contrary, they want very much to
be a part of American life, More and mare writers have ceased
to think of themselves as rebels a d
Several respondents, including Philip Rahv and Noman
Mailer, disagreed. Rahv reflected on the passing of "the intellectual bohemian or proletarian," a by-product of postwar prosperity, which "at fang last effected the absorption af the inteileckals
into the institutional life of the country.'Tor Rahv interieetds
now viewed America from the inside. "We are ufitnessing a process that might well be described as that of the embourgeoisment
of the American intelligentsia."16
The dissenters, however, were a distinct minority. Intellectuals "have arrived, they count," commented David Riesman; and
like Trilling, he noted with pleasure that the wealthy now prize
culture. 'Many of the former enemies af the intellectuals from
the upper social stratap'-layers, doctors, executives-are now
"taking up" culture. Too many intellectuals, however, remained
fixated on European models, believing that their status depended
more on a ""widening circle of d i d i t s than on a widening circle
of sympathies."17 Max Lerner offered his own autobiography as
an ""exhibit,'' He was then workhg on a study of American civilization that ten years earlier he himself would have judged "sentimental, conformist, even chauvinist*" But times had changcld,
and his "long suppressed'? love for America was finally being
4'releasede"'8
The fifties intellectuaIs receive, and deserve, aHention far sev-
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era1 reasons. As the last pubtic intellectuals they l o w large in
the cultural firmament. They have viewed from outside, as their
successors could not, the professionalization of cultural life; and
perhaps because of their origins as free-lance authors, their writings often shine. They write to be read. Many continue to play
aetiw roles in letters and polities. They have presided over the
intellectual xene for decadm.
Moreover, they largely defined a cultural politics that not only
has survived relatively intact but in the recent period has dominakd American letters. It is o&enforgotten that the 'heoconservatism" of the 1980s is a restatement, frequently by the same
figures, of the conservatism of the 1950s. "By now the 'new conservatism' is an old story."'9 This statement--made three decades ago-indicates the conservative continuity through the entire postwar period. T o be sure this conservatism was, and to
some degree is, "liberal"; its architeds were generally former
radicals with lingering commitments to reform. Moreover, pure
conservatism never acquired deep rsats in the United States-a
point Trilling made in his The Liberdcrl Imoginatzon. Neverthel@=, this Xibral conservatbm has structured American culture
since the war,
The success and presence of fihies intelleduals through the
eighties is not simply due to their genius, AAer ebbing in the
1960s, some realities of the 1950s, especially a cold war ethos
and anticommunism, revived and sparked interest in the original
cultural script and cast. It is also due to something else. Few
younger intellectualshave arisen to challenge the old guard. The
visibility of last generation intellectuals reflects the absence of
new public thinkers. With little to measure it against, the work
offifties intellectualsmay appear more impressive than it actually
was or is. A study that is unsparing toward young intellectuals
must be equally unsentimental about the elden.

Even a cursory survey of these elders reveals that they were
not a random collection af intellectuals. Rather, in the 1950s
New Yorkers and Jews commanded the cultural heights, and often defined the terms and scope of debate. Any study of recent
American intellectuals must assess the New York and Jewish
contributions. Typically these studies emphasize the immigrant
roots, Mantism, brilliance, and versatility of the New York intellectuals. Yet a fresh scrutiny partially revises conventional wisdom. The talent and vigor of the New York and Jewish intellectmIs cannot be chdfenged, In retrospect, however, their
radicalism s e a s fhaky, and their accsmpfishments not small,
but smaller than supposed.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY oEers a clear view of 1950s inteflectwl life. Three colleagues at Cdumbia, Lionel Trilling, the
literary critic, Richard Hofstadter, the historian, and 6. Wright
Milfs, the sociologist, cover the spectwn, from Jewish to nonJewish, from right to left. It was Mills, who %ected m@
strongly to Trilling's formulations on intellectuals; and it was
Hofstadter, who marked out a middle path. Their differences,
however, should not obscure what they shared: they saw themselves not so much as professors but as intellectuals addressing a
public on public issues; and they all sought and fbund a larger
audience." This should not be forgotten.
Whew Trilling celebrated culturd progress, Mills bemoaned
decline, the degeneration of political discourse into slogans and
toothpaste commercials. The President of the United States
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(Dwight D. Eisenhower) read cowby stories, while knctwnothing technicians made fateful government decisions. At this
very moment, argued Mills in 1955, when a stringent opposition
has disappeared, intellectuals embrace a "new conservative gentility." Instead of criticizing the mediocrity and mindlessness,
they savor their new status; instead of acting as the "moral conscience of society," they confound prosperity with advancing
culture. Mills named Trilling as one of many intellectuals succumbing to this confusione2'
Mills's remarks displeased Trilling, who fired off a rejoinder,
initiating a series of notes that ended in a personal break. Trilling
explained that he was reporting, not celebrating, the new status
of intellectuals. "I was trying to refer to circumstances which
require that masses of people have an intellectual training. . . .
All these people . . . are touched with the pride of ideas. . . . A
kind of cultural revolution has taken place . . . [which] brings
with it many possibilities of revision and i r n p r a ~ e r n e n t . ? ~ ~ ~
An unyielding Mills replied that Trilling blurred the vital distinction b e ~ e e nhtmraniot intellectuals and policy experts who
were obviously prospering. Talk about American civifization
subardinating itself to ""mind. . . taste and sensitivity" was wildly
off the mark, Trilling should have been emphasizing the dorninance of technicians and consultants, and this was "not the burden of your essay.""
In idiom and temper Mills belonged to a world apart. from
Trilling's-and Hofstadter's. From the end of the war until his
death, he railed against intellectuals who traded ethics and vision
for salaries and status. ""American intetlectuats," he wrote in
1944, "are suffering the tremors of men who face ovemhelming
defeat," a situation they camouflage by "busy work and selfdeception.
Mills's White CoNar (1951) continued the attack on profes-

sors and intellectuals. "Men of brilliance, energy and imagination" are not drawn to universities. Nor do colleges "facilitate.
much less create, independence of mind." The professor is a
"member of a petty hierarchy, almost completely closed in by its
middle-class environment and its segregation of intetlectual from
social life . . . mediocrity makes its own rules and sets its own
image of success." The larger group of intellectuals are not in
better shape; they have deserted politics for administration and
personal success. "The loss of will and even of ideas among intellectuals" is not simply due to "political defeat and internal decay
of radical parties." They have accepted, sometimes with a personal lament, their places in state or media bureau~racies.~'
These 'blasts irritated Wofstadter, a fact Mills discovered when
he solicited opinions of White CsZEar. "You detest white-collar
people too much," Hofstadter wrote Mills, "altogether too
much, perhaps because in some intense way you identify with
them. . . . If the situation is characteristically as bad as you saywhich E doubt--then in a book which candidly seeks to express
emotion as well as to analyze, why no pity, no warmth?OZ6Hofstadter, whose evaluation soured relations with Mills, wantecf a
more Ndiciotls evaluation of white-collar workers, professon,
and intellectuals.
Richard Hofstadter (1916-70), whose own measured contribution came at the end of the fifties debates, was a hard-working,
thoughtfut historian; he twice wan t'he Pulitzer Prize, for his T h e
Age ofRefom (195 5) and Anti-Intellectualismin American Life
(i963). Mueh of his work challenged a naive liberatism. "Thase
of us who grew up during the Great Depression and the Second
World War," he explained in one of his last books, ""could W
longer share the simple faith of the Progressive writers in the
sufficiency of American liberalism. We found ourselves living in
a more complex and terrifying world.""
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The same age as Mills, Hofstadter was born in BuEfalo, New
York, and majored in histoly and philosophy at the Univenity of
BuEalo befoire moving to New York City in 1937 and hooking
up with the New York intellectuals. Alfred h z i n , who became
his good friend, recalls visiting him in his "fint" New York apartment. "He looked marvelous, fresh, the all-American collegian
just in from Buffalo with that unmistakable Bat accent."28 With
his wife, FeIica Swados, Hofstadter joined the Communist Party,
which exdains, according to a recent account, his 'kautious response to ~ c C a r t h ~ i s m . " As
~ ' the disenchantment with the
working class and the Soviet Union deepened, Hofstadter and
other New York l&&& reexamined the place of intellectuals in
American society,
His Anti-fntefleefudism in Anterieazt L@, which summarized past dkcussions about intellectuals, carefully picked out a
path between acceptance and stridency. His was a '"rsonanal
book," a response to the "political and intellectual conditions
of the 1950se7'MnncCarthyim and Eisenhwer's resounding
defeat of Adai Stevenson in f 952 renewed the endemic antiintellectualism of American saciety, The time was ripe for a reexamination, Hofsbdter wrote, because John F, Kennedy's presidency was burying anti-inkllecctuatism. "If there was then a
tendency to see in McCarthyism, and even in the Eisenhower
administration, s m e apocalypse for intelleetuals in public life, it
is no longer possible, now thait Washingbn has again became so
hospitable to Haward professon and ex-Rhodes s~holars."'~
The book closed with a generational perspective on current
disputes. "Two decades of disillusioning experience" rightly disabused the "older generation of intellectuals" of its cult of alienation, once a moral and political imperative. Nevertheless, Hofstadter, writing in the early sixties, observed a revival of the "old
commitment to alienation" by dissenting writers of a "rising gen-

eration," The dissenters responded to the het that America was
absorbing inkllectuals "~ustat .the moment . . . when their services as an independent source of national self-criticism [were]
most desperately needed." They afl~ued"with good reason"' that
more than ever America required vigorous critics."
Hofstadter laced into a ten-year-old essay by I ~ i n gHowe,
"This Age of Conformity" (1954), perhaps the classic 1950s
statement of independent intellectuals. Hofstadter called it "a
kind of manifesto of the intellectuals of the left," "Lk
ie Mills,
Howe took issue with Trilling" celebration of the intellectuals'
new respectability. identifying the "break-up of bhemia" as accelerating intellectual conformity, Howe remarked, "'Where
young writers once faced the world together, they now sink into
suburbs, country homes and college towns." The "absorption"
of intellectuals by universities meant "they not only lose their
traditional rebelliousness but to one extent or another they cerrse
to function as intellecbls.
Howe forcefully stated the case:

""

The university is still committed to the ideolagy of freedarn and many
professors try hard and honestly ta live by it. If the intetlectual cannat
subsist independently, off his work or his relatives, the aademy is usuaIfy his best bet. But no one who ba live sense of what the literary life
has been and might still be . . .can accept the notion that the academy is
the nahral home of inteUe-ct.f3
When writing this essay, Howe himself was positioned between two lives, independent intellectud and professor. He explains in his autobiography that "by the early fifties word began
to reach New York that it might be possible to find a i o L n o
one I knew thought of it as a career-teaching in a university."
Though they lacked advanced degrees and academic scholarship,
Howe and other literary figures were wooed by expanding uni-
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versities. The post that Brandeis University offered him could
not be refused-here Howe typilies the careers of many fifties
intellectuals-since it meant "a steady job" and freedom from
"the irksome reviewing I did for ~ime."'*
Xn his book, Wofstadter cltllightedly referred ts Howe as Professor Howe, since by 1963 the independent critic had become
the entrenched professor he had warned against." Hofstadter
recoiled from "the prophets of alienation" like Howe, dissenters
who calculate intellectual merit by "the greatest possible degree
of negativism." They believe that an intellectual's responsibility
is not "to be enlightening about society but rather to make an
assertion against it.''36
The dissenters threatened to become ""sridentW-or worse;
alluding to Norman Mailer and the beats, Hofstadter used terms
like "moral nihilism," "romantic anarchism," "adolescent rebellion.'"e
sorned the belief that creativiv needs bohemias or
that "'accredited institutions" contaminate intellect, T o charge
betrayal when intellectuals join established institutions crudely
misconstrues the complex relationship of the intelIectual and
power.
Bebeen the lure of success and a cult of isolation stood a
"personal choice." Hofstadter counseled that intelleduals
should became nkither "technicians concerned only with
power" nor ""trvillhllyalienateb" critics ""more concerned with
maintaining their sense of their own purity than with making
their ideas effective." His book concluded with a ritual praising
of the "variety of styles of intellectual life" that "liberal society"
makes possible. He feared only that "single-minded men" might
dominate the
Hofstadter's closing had a responsible and judicious ring: servants of power and prophets of alienation equally threatened the
well-being of the pluralistic Republic. Yet the neat symmetry is

somewhat misleading. Hofstadter was not a simple figure with
simple faith. If he was a "secret conservative," as Kazin called
him in NW York Jew, he was also a hidden rsdical, Even after his
relationship with Mills had deteriorated, he expressed guarded
approval of Mills's stance and efforts.
Hofstadter o&red some sharp criticism of The Powar EIite
(19561, Mills's moral and political indictment of the concentration of American power, but added that Mills was the first forthright sociologist since Veblen. "The sight of an American academic," Hofstadter wrote in this unpublished review, "trying
courageously in these times of danger and complacency, to confront the large issues of the world from a notably rebellious p i n t
of view is in ihejf a thing to command attention and re~pect."'~
Nevertheless, publicly Hofstadter stood almost midway between the enthusiasm of Trilling and the harshness of Mills,
Trilling occupied a liberal right, se(tling into an easy, sometimes
ironic, acceptance of society, Mills awrned the rote of the
American rebel, an subider with no manners; and WofstadCer
delicately plied the center, critical but harboring few grievances.
Christopher Lasch remarked upon Wofstadter" ""faithin Golumbia Universi~"and his ""supreme confidence in the historical
profession."" In their choices and fates the three Columbia
University colleagues almost present a microcosm of 1950s
intellectuals,
Is there a lesson here about radicalism and Jewish and nonJewish intellectuals! Trilling, the 6rst Jew in the English Department at Columbia, always amazed at and appreciative of his good
fortune, never ceased to be the responsible professor. Mills, a
muckraker and moralist, an outsider to New York intellectual
life, even at Columbia University, kept his distance; he once
called himself "the outlander, not only regionally, but down
bone deep and for good," adding that "my Texas grandfather
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has something to do with that."* And halhay between Trilling
and Mills was the "half" Jew, Hofstadter, upholding a critical
liberalism that looked Both ways, Kazin remembered his clean
eolIegia~elwks, but "'he was soon telling Jewish jokes, jokes
about Jews, doing impersonations of Jews." Hofstadter "was secret in many things, in some strmge no man's land between his
Yiddish-speaking Polish father and his dead Lutheran mother."*'

IN PLOTTING cultural life often the less original thinken register most faithfully the zeitgeist. In his evolution and politics,
Norman Podhoretz exemplifies the trajedory of New York Jewish intellectuals. Like the others, he was first of all a publicist-a
journalist, a book reviewer, and an essayist who wrote well and
easily. He established a voice and a presence. From the back
ewer of his first book, Daings and Lrndoings, the young Podhoretz stares out, tie loosened, eyes squinting, cigarette dangling-someone to be reckoned with, He is described as "the mast
brilliant young critic of our day."
From the first, af well, he spelled out a conservatism that he
only once lost sight of. In 1957 a twenty-seven-year-old Podhoretz touted the mature life against revolution and bohemia.
"On the whole," he proclaimed, poshar America offered "a reasonably &cent environment for the intellectua1,'"is
situation
required a new intellectual garb since "the old style of 'alienation,' represented by commitment to the ideal of Revolution
and an apartment in Greenwich Village" smacked of the 1930s.
The 1950s called for a "new style of 'maturity,' " that assumed
"tbe red adventure of existence was to be found not in radical

politics or in Bohemia but in the 'moral life' of the individual . . .
in. a world of adults."42
For Podhoretz "the trick" was to "stop carping at life like a
petulant adolexent" and get "down to the business of adult living as quiclrly as possible." This was not "conformity" but the
realization that "the finest and deepest possibilities" of life cauld
be found "within 'bourgeois' society.""
Twenty-five years later, after a short detour opposing b u r geois societry, or at least the war in Vietnam (a fact he no longer
remembers),44Podhoretz repeats his old wisdom. In almost the
same wads from decades earlier-although somwhat more
hysterically-he advises his son in an aftenuord to his memoir
Breaking Rank that radicalism constitutes "a refusal . . . to assume resp-onsibility . . . in a worfd of adults." h is a ""contemptuous repudiation of everything American and middle-dass." Of
course, Podhoretz has teamed some things in the intewening
years, He warns his son of a ""spiritual plague," coursing through
the nation" blooodstream, which attacks "the vitai organs of the
entire species, preventing men from fathering children and
women from mothering them." T o be ad&, he tells his son, is
to be a father. "There can be no abdication of responsibiliCy more
fundamental than the refmal of a man ta become, and ta be, a
father, or the refusal of a woman to become, and be, a mother."45
Podhoretz personifies the continuity of a consewatism--or a
new conservatism or a liberal conservatism-through the postwar decades, Ofcourse, he does not represent all New York Jewish intellechals, but he is hardly an isalated ar rare case, Yet
according to standard interpretations, Jews as political radicals
are "over-represented" in cultural and social life; an impoverished immigrant people with a vast pride and love of culture,
they naturalf y reklled against discrimination and injustice.
'The Jewish contribution to the Left in the United States dur-
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ing the ~ e n t i e t hcentury," begins a book on Jewish radicalism,
"ranks the highest of any immigrant or ethnic group. . . . American Jewry has provided socialist organizatians and movements
with a disprapdionate number-sometimef approaching or
surpassing a majority-of their leaden, activists, and supporters."" Another study demonstrates that Jewish predominance
continued into the New Left, especially in its early stages: Jews,
3 percent of the United States population, constituted a ma~ority
of the New Left's membership and its leaders:?
This seems true enough, Yet the farniliarie with this proposition undermines a dispassionate evaluation of its validity for New
Ysrk intellectwls. An overview of many New York and nonNew York eareers s u s e s b not a Rat r e h a i o n but a critical revision. "h 1972 aionc,'\tates a study of American consenralisnn,
"[Nathan] Glazer, Sidney Hook, Lewis Feuer and Seymour
Martin Lipset app-eared in [the conservative] National Review.
What did Chew men have in common? None had k e n previously known as a conservative. All were Jewish. Three (Glazer,
Feuer, and Lipset) had been at Berkeley (birthplace of the student revolution) early in the 1960s. . . . Perhaps most interesting
was the fact that all had at one time k e n "radical.'
Zf Jewish intellectuals gravitded toward radialism in large
numbers, they also hastily beat a retreat. By the 1950s not simply
Glazer, Hook, Feuet, and Lipset but Itwing Kristol, Lianel Triitling, Daniel Bell, Leslie Fieidler, and scores of others traded in
their red pasts for blue chip careers. In contrast non-Jewish (and
usually non-New York) intellectuals seemed more willing or
able to retain radicalism throughout their careers.
Generalizations of this type are dnerabie to a series of convincing objections. It would be easy to list non-Jews who rapidly
abandoned their radicalism, Morewer, ail intellectraals responded to the dominant political and social realities; nat ethnic

'""'

peculiarities but hsorical events drove intellectuals from the earlier rampam. Iming Wowe underlines the disillusionment with
communism, the impact of McCarthyism, and the prosperity of
the postwar period-plus simple aging-to explain the growing
This cannot be denied."
conservatism of Jewish intellect~ls.4~
Nevertheless, the chart of the larger currents should not neglect the smaller eddies, which are critical precisdy k e a u w they
sustain a wmetimes rare species, the h e r i e a n radical; and these
eddies seem tinted by ethnic or religious hues. Again, this is a
delicate and elusive matter, which, of course, is no reason to
avclid it,
The long view suaests not how many, but, compared to the
non-Jews, how few Jewish intellectuals remained radicals and
dissenters. This could almost be seen in pairs of kindred Jewish
and nondewish intellect-&S: Lionel Trifling (1905-75)and
Dwight Macdonald (1906-82); Daniel Bell (1919- ) and C.
Wright Mills (1916-62); Norman Podhoretz (1930- ) and Michael Warrington ( 1828- ), Other non-Jews mutd be ad&& Edmund W&m, Gore Vidal, Paul Sweezy, John Kenneth Galbraith, Christopher Lash, But the list of Jewish public
intelfectuaIs who remained devoted to a radical vision seems
sho~er,
Scenes from the 1960s: tewis Feuer, a professor at Berkeley
and once a New York socialist, glimpses the end of civilization
in the Berkeley campus protest." He describes the student
movement as a magnet for "the morally compt," those advocating "a melange of narcotics, sexual perversion, collegiate Castroism."" Feuer never recovers from the fright. On the other coast
three students, one carving a can of beer, are applauded after
berating a faculty meeting at New York University. A scandalized Sidney Hook, once a Mantist, calls the event "the most
shocking experience in my life."" Meanwhile, uptown Dwight
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Macdonaid wanders around Columbia University and concludes
that the dudent disturbances are a justifiable response to an intolerable situati~n.'~He and his wife befriend many student
radicals.

IS THIS TYPICAL, the New York Jewish intellectual denouncing youthful radicalism while the non-Jewish counterpart
offers sympathy? Is it possible that Jewish intellectualsvisited radicalism, while more non-Jewish intellectuals stayed the winter?
Is it possible that a solid American background provided more
sustenance for the bng haul than the immigrant past common
to many of the Jews?
Estrangement from a Christian civilization, runs the uswt argument, edged Jews into reformism or revolution. Yet this argument can be reversed, or at least recast: personal alienation does
not engender a hardy radicalism. The angst that expresses the
pain of separation also craves union-or its substitute, recognition and acceptance. The social critique founded solely on alienation also founders on it,
The economic realities of Jewish and immigrant life go far in
explaining a vulnerability to conventional success, money and
recognition. Those who worked too hard with their hands
wanted their children to do better with their heads, ""Intered
C.C.N.Y. [College of the City of New York] in 1936," recalls
Irving Howe. "It was understood that a Jewish boy like me would
go to college. How could it be othewise when the central credo
of the immigrant world was 'my son should not work in a shop' ?
That was the beginning and the end of all desire and wisdom.""

Moreover, for Jewish intellectuals to complete college or secure
academic posts was especially sweet; compared to the Christians,
it often marked firsts for their familie~.'~
No dense Freudian theory is necessary to explain that economic deprivation and cultural estrangement often led to an
identification, and overidentification, with the dominant culture.'? Jewish intellectuals from Yiddish-speaking families-Trilling, Fiedier, Howe, Kazin-often fell in love with American and English literature. Tne phenomenon is familiar, but its
relevance for American intelleduals has not k e n noticed, The
"foreignerp'-the Jewish intellectual-embraced his new cultural home, sometimes dispatching critical acumen for recognition and approval. The native son, lacking a similar estrangement, kept a distance, often turning to foreign sources. While
Trilling drenched himself in American and English literature,
Wilson studied Russian. Sidney Hook stuck to John Dewey,
while C. Wright Mills wandered into the thicket of German neoMancism.
Is it possible that solid American backgrounds allowed-obviously did not compel-a distancing that sustained radicalism for
the long haul! That the anxiety of iliegitimacy, or persecution,
did not haunt the all-American intelrtecttrds? That their sometimes more monied or aristocratic backgraund gave them better
footing? Did more principles and less angst infuse the radicalism
of non-Jewish intellectuals? Did the radicalism steeped in anxiety slide into conservatism, while the Texan, Puritan, or Scottish
identities of Mills or Wilson or Vidal or Galbraith gave rise
to a bony radicalism more resistant to economic and social
blandishments!
Trilling and Mills exemplify the contrasts bebeen Jewish and
non-Jewish intellectuals. Trilling typifies the successful and
moderate Jewish professor with a radical past; Mills, the Ameri-
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can rebel suspicious of compromise and adjustment. Trilling's
Yiddish-speaking prents (his Edther was a tailor and an unsuccessfuI furrier) encouraged his studies; it was assllnted that he
would attend coltege, and like other Jewish intellectuals, he cornmenced a lifelong commitment to English literature. His talent
and devotion paid off: Trilling, who entered Columbia University as an undergraduate, was the first Jew tenured in its English
department.
Evefything about Trilling, from his name to his dmeanor,
implied a successful adjustment to Anglo-American culture. As
his wife later wrote, "in appearance and name" Trilling made a
"good gamble" for an English department looking for its first
Jew. "Had his name been that of his maternal grandfather, Israel
Cohen, it is highly questionable whether the offer would have
As a polished and judicious commentator on hubeen
manism and literature, Trilling earned an endowed chair, showers of awards, honorary titles, national recognition. For intellectuals caught between a leftist, often ethnic, past and cold-war
prosperity, Trilling sttvelr the right tone; he contribiutd to "reconciling a depoliticized intelligentsta to itself and the scrcial status
q~o."'P
For some of his old acquaintances, on the other hand, Trilling
had gone too far; Alfred Kazin recoiled from his "exquisite sense
of accommodation," his nerveless abstract prose, his penchant
for words like "scarcely," "modulation," "our educated classes."
"For Trilling I would always be 'too Jewish,' too full of my lowerclass experiences. He would always defend himself from the
things he had left behind.'pb0
The diEerences with Mills are instmctive. Mills also came
from a modest economic background: his father was an insurance salesman in Waco, Texas; his mother, a housewife. Nathing dse talies with Trilling, Mills did not seek an academic ca-

reer, nor was he encouraged as a schoiar; he enrolled in Texas
Agricultural and Mechanical College to become an engineer.
When he taansferred to the Universiv af Texas, he stumbled
upon philosophy and sociology. Until his last years he retained
doubb about an academic life, distrusting professional conventions, which he frequently flouted. While he obviously prized his
Columbia University position, unlih Trilling, he did not settle
happily into it; his colleagues found him abrasive and strident.
For an immigrant family, a university career--status, salary,
and security--signified unalloyed advance. Herein lies a critical
diEerente between an American and an immigrant experience,
Mills recalled a family past-his grandparenb
ranchen. Whether this was fact or fiction hardy matten, for it
shaped a vision of self and world: life as an employee in an
office--university, government, or publishing-did not measure
up no matter the title, money, or respect. The same could be
said of other venerable intellectuaf radicals, such as Wilsan or
Vidal or Galbraith; they looked back to families of independent
farmers, statesmen, or rebels &at seemed to provide a secure
base for a radical life. This is captured in the title of Galbraith's
memoir of his Scottish-Canadian past, Made to Last!'
In his autobiography, Kenneth Rexroth, poet and lifelong bohemian, pondered the role of genealogy in casting a peculiar
American rebel. He believed his own past provided "a kind of
family epic in which I thought, and still think of myselt as called
to play a role." An ancestory of "Schwenkfelders, Mennonites,
German revslutianaries of '48, Abolitionists, sufiizgists, squaws
and Indim traders, octoroons and itinerant horse dealers, farmers in broad hats, full beards and frogged coats, hard-drinking
small-town speculators'' engendered a personality resistant to
conformity.6'
Rexroth did not think that his past was atypical. "Most Ameri-
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can families that go back to the early nineteenth century, and
certainly those whose traditions go back to the settlement of the
country, have a sense of social and cultural rather than nationalist
respnsibilizy. The sense that the country Is really theirs, really
taglongs to them, produces radiical critics, rebels, reformers,
eccentT~cs,?*~
Wilson and Vidal have aired kindred thoughts. Core Vidal
once noted that he shared with Wifson a " " s n ~ "of America and
roots in a Puritan traditioneMWilson recollected in Upstate that
even after a thirty-five-year absence, he felt he belonged in the
town of his youth, his parents, his grandparents. Everyone knew
him OF the family; everyone was related; several homes belonged
to family connections. "Our position was so unquestioned in this
little comer of Lewis County [New York] that I have never
~'
ceased to derive h m it a certain conviction of s ~ ~ r i o r i t y . "As
a "member of a half-obsolete minority" of Americans, it was for
Wilmn just a shart step to solidarity with even "'more ddfashioned Americans," the New York Sbte In&mns, the Iraquois, in the baele with developers.66
Mills's family (or his sense of it) does not cornpre with Rexroth's or Wilson's, yet the faint image of his grandfather, a Texas
cattle rancher tilled in a gunfight, wafts through his work. It is
almost posfibfe to detect in MiIls the fleeting figure of anothet
Waco resident-ab gunned down---the rekllious ~ournalist
Winkm Cowper Brann, who published The Iconoclast. "'e
are mlemnly msured," h a n n wrote, "that the world is steadily
that's so, for in days of old they
growing better; and 1 sup
crucified men head downwards for telling the truth, while now
they only hammer them over the head with six-shooters and drag
'em around a Baptist college campus with a rope. AII that a reformer now needs is a hard head and a rubber neck."67 (This
proved optimistic: Brann's feud with a Baptist school, Baylor

University, ended with his assassination-and the killing of the
assassin, since Brann managed to return a shot.)68
Next to the larger-than-life figures of ranchers and gun-toting
journalists, his own father, the insurance salesman, appeared colorless. Mills's White Collar, his broactside against the new bureaucratic classes, including academics, whom he roasts in a
chapter entitled "Brains, Inc.," is at least half autobiographical.
He traces the decline of the old independent groups, the farmers
and small entrepreneurs, tough, democratic individuals, and the
rise of insecure and craven employees of corporations and the
state. The evolution of his own family from ranchers to salesmen,
MiUs once revealed, entailed a painful loss. "'I have been writing
White Collrrr since I was ten years old and watched my whitecollared father getting ready for another sales tripewG9
f n the New Yark world Mills viewed himself, a friend recalled,
as an outsider, a Texan and oRen a Wobbly, those ornery American anarchists who "opposed nearly everything and everyone,
and valued most of all their independence. Whenever he liked
someone, he'd say, "That guy's a real Wobbly.' "70 Mills's first
b k , The N w Men a f Power, bears as an epigram an anonymous Wobbly poem:
When that boatload of wabblies come
Up to Evere@,the sheriE says
Don? you came no further
Who the hell's yer leader anyhow?
W o k yeer badm anyhow?
And them wobbiies yetled right backWe ain ? gat no leader
Weke all lea&n
And thoy k p t hght on coming.71

Of course, it is easy to overdo this, and Mills himself may have
overplayed the Texas rebel. "He commuted to Columbia in a
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rather bulky getup suggestive of a guerrilla warrior going to meet
the enerny,'\ecalfed a friend. "He usually wore camping
boots . . . a helmet or cap used for motorcycle riding, and was
strapped around with army surplus duffle bags or knapsacks filled
with books and notes."72
It is hardly surprising that Milfs felt a deep aAinity Eor another
abrasive critic with roots in independent farming, Thorstein
Veblen, whom he considered a "sort of intellectual Wobbly"
and "the best critic of America that America has ever prduced."
(Nor is it surprising that another stony critic of America, Lewis
Mumford, ioaked to Veblen, and alluded t-o Veblen's sown fondness for the Wobbliese7') Mills's introduction to Veblen's The
Theory ofthe Leisure Class reads much like Mills on Mills. "In
character and career, in mind and in everyday life, he was the
outsider." He "hated sham, realistically and romantically protesting against it by his manner of living as well as by his life wark."
Veblen, MilIs tell us, "was a masterless, recalcitrant man, and if
we must group him somewhere in the American scene, it is with
those most recalcitrant Americans, the Wobblies. Qn the edges
of the higher Iearning, Vebten tried to live like a Wabbfy. it was
a strange place for such an attempt.""
For Mills, also, it was a stra~gepfacle lor such an attempt. Of
course, Mills cannot represent all non-Jewish intellecbal dissenters, but there was something peculiarly Anrerim aboa his
sti&neckedness. When b i g h t Macdonald met MiUs, he remarked on their temperamental affinity. "We were both congenital rebels, passionately contemptuous of every received idea and
esbblished in~titution."~'
To believe that Mills or Wilson or Rexroth or Vidal, and
others, found resaurces far a rebellion in their d1-Ameriean family pasts is perhaps to succumb to myths they themselves invented. Yet these myths enabled them to resist the lure of sue-

cess, so tempting to more desperate irnmigranb. Trilling's
pleasure that the rich respect professors and Podhoretz's glee that
he has '"made it" h' ave ta be set against Mills's ode to failure as
certifying integrity. "Veblen's virtue is not alienation; it is
failure. . . . There is no failure in American academic history
quite so great as ~eblen's."~'For Mills, these are words of praise.
Several qualifications to this discussion must be introduced.
The shifi of Jewish intellectuals to the right has frequently been
noted. Yet it is easy to overstate this migration; it is also easy
to confuse the visible public intellectuals with the larger, more
submerged, and perhaps more stable, radical Jewish community
of social workers, lawyers, editors, teachers, unionists, and political activists. The new conservatism may be confined to the more
public intellectuals. And even within this select grouping, of
course, some Jewish intellectuaIs continue to piace thernselva
on the leA. In this category belong people associated with D&gent, like fming H o w , or The Nation, like Normm Birnbaum;
and there are others. Nevertheless, this does not dispense with
the issue. W i l e ""some"is imprecise, it appears that more Jewish
intellectuals now, especially in comparison to the pat, identilywith conserva.t-ism.
The short or shrinking list of Jewish radical intellectuals includes a disproportionate number from one sector of the plitical
spectrum: anarchism, Perhaps this is dso true of the non-feurish
radicals. The pink thread of the Wobblies and Veblen runs
through the cloth of American dissenters.
Of the fewifh radicab, Paul Cwdman, Nsam Chomsky,
Murray Bookchin, and to some degree Isaac Rssenfeld represent
versions of anarchism. The peculiar resiliancy of anarchish, of
course, is not mysterious. T o the extent that they are anarchists,
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they distrust large institutions, the stare, the university, and its
hnctionarks. They are less dnerable to the corntptions of title
and salary because their resistance is moral, almost instindd.
This, of course, is what &mists charge: anarchis&think ethically, not strategically. Yet exactly this reveals their long-run (and
short-run?) strength. Manrist intellectuals can and do convince
themselves to subordinate mind and ethics to a larger goal or
distant cause that frequently slips out of sight. Anarchist intellectuals are less susceptible to this logic. T o use the language of
historical materialism, it is no accident that currently an anarchist, Noam Ghomsky, is the most energetic critic of intellectuals
apologizing for American foreign policy.
While Paul Goodman and Noam Chomsky are familiar figures, Murray Bookchin remains neglected.77Bookchin might almost symtxrlizc: the distorlion of public aRention; his work is
deeper and longer than most lionized intellectuals, but he has
received scant natiee,
Bookchin (1921- ), raised in New York by his Russianspeaking social revolutionary grandmother and mother (Yiddish
and English were his second and third languagm), pmsed
through the familiar shifcs of his generation. As he expLins, 'My
own life in the thirties closely follows that of people like lrving
Howe'ywhom he did not know). He joined the various Communist youth group-first, the Young Pioneers. "We were everywhere with our drum corps. . . . Those who could afford it
attired themselves in blue uniforms and, instead of raising the
clenched fist, raised an open palm over their right temple, to
denote the 'five-sixths' of the wodd that were not conquered by
socialism." Later he became a member of the Young Communist League. However, the Popular Front, Moscow Trials, and
definitively the Soviet-Nazi pact drove him into opposition, to

Trotskyism, and to dissident Trotskyist p u p s . After a stint in
the army, he wound up as a faundryman and auto worker in the
United Auto Workers. Ten years of factory work convinced him
that the proletariat was finished as a revolutionary, even radical
force, and fie enrolled in a teehniea! sehod an the Cl Bill,
Bookchin did not drift from Trotskyism to liberalism or consecvatism but to anarchism; moreover, two subjects that most
radicals habitually ignored early marked Bookchin's sanarchism:
eeofogy and cities. Bocrkehin's first important work, Ow Syn&@tic Environment, appared in 1952 (under the pseudonym
Lewis Haber). As he explains in its republication, arriving some
six months before h c h e l Carson" Silent ;Fpriv, it waf all but
drowned by her book.
When noticed, Bookchin was erroneously considered her follower or written off as too utopian. Unlike Carson he tackled not
only pesticides but dixzd additives, chemicalized agriculture, Xrvs, fallout, and bloated cities. For reviewers this was b o much.
""No one is going to stop the world so that some who would like
to get off will be able to," decided The AIew h
r
k Times reviewer,
"'or, as with Mr. Herber, spin us backwrd in time," Bookchin
dosed Our Synthetic2 Environment with il vision of '% new
syntbesis of man and nature, nation and region, town and
country."78
However inauspicious its reception, this book bgan a writing
career that is still picking up steam; his books The Limits of the
City, Pagt-Sarcip Anarchism, Spanish Anarchists, Ecology ofFreedom champion an ecological and anarchist perspective. He
writes as a polemicist, historian, and philosopher.
Unlike many of his communist generation, Bookchin's unhappiness with the 1960s was not from the right but the left: the
Mamisb were toa consemtive, toe wedded to tinkering with
capitalism. His most celebrated pamphlet of the sixties, ""Lsten,
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Mamist!" 'blasted the revival of dead and deadly Leninist dogans
in the New Left. Bookchin came out swinging: "'AII the old crap
of the thirties is coming back again."79
He remains a scathing critic of academic radicals and milkCoast reflormers,
hdicai gslitics in our time has come to mean the numbing quietude
of the polling booth, the deadening platitudes of mtition campips,
carbumpr sfoganeering, the contradictory rhetoric of manipulative
piiticians, the spectator sports af publie rallies and finally, the kneebent, humble pleas far small reforms-in short, the mere shadows of
the direct action, ernbanled commitment, insu~gentconflicts, and social idealism that m d e d every revolutionary project in histov. . . .
What is most terrifjling about present-day '%adicaEism"is that the piercing cry far "audaci~"-"Caudaee! L't~u&cef Encore IPaudace!"that Oantan voiced in t 793 on the high tide of the French revolution
would simply be puzzliw to self-styled radicals who demurely carry
anach; cllses of memorank and grant requests into their conference
rmms . . .and bull horns to their raiIies?'
Bmkchin? radicalism derives from at least two sources. Like
the best of revolutionaries, his vision a f tire future, especialty: the
future city, is drenched in the past.. "We lived in cuiktral ghenos,
but intensely creative ones and, economically, very communal
ones," h remembers of his c h i l d h d , '"XI is easy to forget haw
richly articdted the immigrant socialist movernent was in th&
time and the extent to whi& that cultural weaXth has been lost
today. There were choral groups, lecture groups, educational
groups, mandolin groups."8'
For Bookchin, the present and future demand nothing less.
His anarchism enables him to stay the course. "I hold this commitment [to anarchism] with pride, for if nothing else it has been
an invisible moral boundary that has kept me from oozing over
to neo-Mantism, academicism, and ultimately ~eforrnism."~'

The history of anarchism has its share of sinners and opportunists, but few anarchists joined former Trotskyist and Marxist
intellectuals in registering for rooms in the motel of state. Insofar
as the cultural knchmark for anarchists is a pre-industrial order,
they can sometimes offer a more penetrating critique of industrial civiliation than mainline Marxists, who oil rather than rebuild society. While Mantists dream of Five Year Plans, anarchists, whose critique is ethical as well as political, nurture the
utopian Aame.8'

SOME YEARS AGO Daniel Bell absented that memoirs of the
New Left: and the k s t s food the world, but aside from several
older novels (by Tess Slesinger and Mary Mecarthy) and a single memoir (Podhoretz's Making It), little has appeared by New
York intellectuals. "There are almost no memoirs, no biographical accounts, no reflections." For Bell the autobiographical
dearth explains the emphatic contribution of New York intellectuals, which includes himselt to American culture. Ashamed of
their immigrant and drab origins, the New Yorkers turned to
culture with a vengence. They did not want to discuss their family pasts; they wanted to discuss ideas. "The very nature of their
limited backgrounds indicates what really animated and drove
them was a hunger for ~ulture."~'
Bell's remarks were off the mark-and not only because of
unfortunate timinge8' Bell announced the absence of New York
memoirs in 1976, on the dawn of an outpuring: X ~ i n gHowe,
William Phillips, Lionei Abel, Willlam Barrett, and Sidney
Hook offered their reminis~ences.~~
Bell also managed to forget
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that two volumes of the best mernoir of the lot, Alfred Kazin's
Walker in the City and Coming Out in the Thirties, had appeared same time earlier (his third volume, NW York Jew, ws
published in 1978);and that Podhoretz's Making It vvas partially
gatfrerned on R?failerrs1959 Advedisemenfs fot. Myself:
It is true that New York intellectuals established a high profile
in American culture, often overshadowing non-New Yorkers;
and this is due in part to the reasons that Bell--and many before
him, including ~eblen--outlinedeg7Jews became intellectuals
for the same reasons they became shopkeepers: they were net
automatically excluded, and they commanded the prerequisities,
wits and gumption.
Yet familiarity imbues this argument with more truth than it
m y contain; the superiority of New York Jewish intellectuals is
assumed, not mkbfished. In discussions of the 195Qs, for instance, there is much talk of Trilling or Rahv or Podhoretz and
little of William H. Whyte, Kenneth Burke, or John Kenneth
CaTbraith, This is reasonable, even just, if it is believed that the
New Yorkers made themselves into premier inte1IectuaIs while
the others were something eke: pgularizers or commentators.
But this is questionable.
By quality alone, it is simply not possible to sharply distinguish
the oeuvre of New Yark intellech13 fram that af non-New
Yorkers, Essay by =say, book by book, the cdective work of
New York intellectuals is neither so brilliant nor so scintillating
that all else pales. It is almost more feasible to reverse the common opinion: the significant bwh of the Mies were authored
by non-New Yorkers. The books by C. Wright Mills or Jane
Jacobs or Rachel Carson possessed an energy and originality that
the New Yorkers' books rarely matchedee8
If this is tme, then New York intellectuals receive the lion's
share of attention less by reason of genius than by sociological

luck: their New York location and their personal and physical
proximity to the publishing industry. In addition, their tireless
monitoring of themselves lays the groundwork for further studies
(and myths). For those padding cultural histories with reports on
what writer X said to editor Y at 2;'s pariy, the New York scene
is a motheriade, It would be more dificult 1.0fluff up a study af
Norman 0.Brown or Kenneth Burke, around whom there were
no circles and little gossip.
Culturd attention and intrinsic merit rarely tally, but even
within the rarified universe of Freud studies, New Yorkers tend
to edge out non-New Yorkers; for instance, the writings of Lionel Trilling and Norman 0.Brown on Freud klomg to approximately the same period. For concentrated intellectual probing
Brown" LLife Agninsf Deat.h may have no match in American
studies of psychoanalysis; compared to this book TrilIing's Freud
writings are casual and familiar.89
Trilling, however, wrote a partially autobiographical novel,
offe~edseveral essays about himself and his milieu, and, as a New
York intellectual, figures in a number of memoirs. His collected
works are pdlished replete with a reminiscence by his wife,
Diana Trilling. Some books on Trilting have appeared, and more
are in the o%ng. Brown, on the other hand, was never part of
the New York seene; Life Against Death is apprciated, indeed
trasured, but its author is rarely written &out. For American
cultural history he hardy exists not because of a minimal contribution but because ofa minimal impact on New York circles.
To characterize the complex world of New York intellectclals
is, of course, exceedingly &%cult. Yet automatic dekrence to
its unparalleled brilliance and heady intellectualism should be
resisted. A cool appraisal of New York intellectuals reverses
Bell's Mdgment: they are best-most convincing, articdate, obsewant-when they are discussing their own lives, but the com-
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plling theoretical works by New York intellecbls are in very
short supply. Belji got it exactly wrong: precisely because of their
immigrant past and fragile situation, New York intellectuals specialize in the self; theirs is the home of psychoanalysis, the personal essay, the memoir, the letter to the editor. In style and
subject m&r their writings are generally highly subjective. Of
course, this is not a failing. An intensely personal voice permeates their rnast brilliant writings, for instance ECazin7s workincluding, obviously, his autobiography.
Even the most philosophical of the New York intellectuals
failed to produce an imposing theoretical oeuvre. If T"riling was
the New Yarker's sonsummake literary critic, their '"profess~rof
English who could really think, whose writing . . . moved to the
movement of idea^,"^ Sidney Hook was their philosopher. Bell
dedicated The End ofldeolagy to Ha& ' 3 owe most . . . to Sidney Hook . . one of the great teachers of the generation.'Tg'
Irving Kristol also designated Hook as the "great teacher" of
their
Others concurred; Dwight Macdonald, William
Phiflip, William Barxett, Nathan Glazer, even H w e and Kazin,
all praised Hook as the philosophic genius of the group. "Sidney
Hmk is America's N m b r One Mamist!" pmcbimed Macdondd. By virtue of his productivity, theoretical acumen, and
feistiness, Hook would seem to deserve ail accolades."
Hook" early work ~ustifiedthese appreciations. His %wards
the Understanding of Korl Mar* (1933) and From Hegel to
Mam (1936) brought originality, breadth, and European
thought to an American Manism dulled by dogma and provincialism. These b o h , which sought to give a John D e w y twist
to Marxism, have rightly been called "absolutely the best" American books on Marxism of the t h i r t i e ~ . ~
Yet Hook's later wo&s sadly lack the force and excitement of
these beak. Herein lies an old tale: as a Mamist sympathizer he

.

wrote thoughdul and philosophical books; as a sworn enemy of
Manism, he fell into a philosophical rut, endlessly recasting the
same positions. Of course, it is daunting to summarize the muvre of an individual who lists more than b e n @ books to his
credit. Yet the numbers are more intimidating than the contents.
HmFs books are almost exclusively anthologies he edited or
compilations of his own essays that had appeared in diverse periodicals. Essays and lectures compose books like Reason, Social
Myths and Elemoeracy (1840); Academic Freedom tlnd Amdemic Anarchy ( 1 970); Revolution, Reform and Social lustice
(1 975); Phila8ophy and Public Policy (1980), Mamism and Beyond (1983).Books with titles indicating coherent philosophical
efforts, such as The Quest for Being (1961)or Pragmdtism and
the Trwic Sanse of Lifi. (1974) are filled with l e a r e s , fom
contributions, and magazine pieces. For instance, The Qwst for
Being, which is typical, contains two lectures, several essays from
Fedschtifts and philosophy journals, two contributions from
Commentary, five from Partisan Review, and an exchange of
letters.
There is nothing wrong with assembling leG~uresand essays;
but in repeating the same arguments and points they do not eiab
orate a philosophical position. And repeat they do: reading Hook
in 1985 is very much like reading him in 1975, 1965, 1955,
1945, and almost 1935. No book by Hook is complete without
a reiteration of the threat to democrrncy from communism and
its supporters. Even books that might seem distant from his usual
concerns, for instance, Philosophy and Public Policy and Pragmatism and the T r q i c Sens;e
are filled with familiar Hook
essays ("Law and Anarchy," '"Are There Limits to Freedom of
Expression?"). His Education and the Taming of Power (1 974),
a classic Hook grab bag of essays, including one from the mid1930~
is ~dedicated "To those who have suffered without yield-

ofm,
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ing in the cause of scholarship and aeademic freedam at home
and abroad at the handts ofpolitical tyrants, cowardly administrators, colleagues and shrdent mobs."" in his most recent book,
Hook is still quoting from an American communist newspapr
of 1937 as proof that comrxlunist professon ""violated the norms
of academic freedom and integrity."%
Like other New York intellectuals, Hook is primarily a political essayist. Since the 1930s he hats wrinen almost no sustained
book; he is a philosopher who has contributed almost nothing to
philosophy.97His complete bibliography suggests he delighted in
letters to the editor, rejoinders, and replies to rejoinders; their
subject is usually the communist threat and someone's misunderstanding of it.* Even the editor of the Hook Festschrift, which
gushes with praise, calls him a master of "appked intelligence,"*
meaning he wrote little philosophy.
The problem is not the essay form, which hardly precludes
philosophy, but what Hook did with it, which was very little.
Unlike the essays of other New York intellectuals, Hook's lack
elegance, They seem hurried, written by an angry author, and
they do not improve when collected together, Chapter one of
mucation and the Tamingt $Power begins this way: ' T h e time
for plain speaking a b u t American education in our day is long
past due. A hoax is being per~tratedon the American public in
the name of educational "reform,? 'innovation,' and Treedam.? ''
Chapter two opens with "There is great deal of nonsense talked
Hook is more a stump orator
about philosophy of ed~cation."'~
than a philosopher.
Hook recently pontlemd why in the renaissance of Mamist
scholarship, his own work is not cited. More than a score of books
"in which I have discussed some aspects of Manism," he complained, go unmentioned in a new "dictionary" of Marxism.'"
The reason may be that for decades Hook has contributed noth-

ing to Manist scholarship. Long ago he ceased to grapple with
Mamism or philosophy. Hook is an essayist, polemicist, raconteur. He specializes in politico-cultural stances, but since his
Deweyian expositionsof Mam in the mid- 1930s, he has not produced an original and coherent philosophical work.
If Hook is ignored by current Mantis8 scholan, an "extra"
theoretical reason plays a role: leftists feel little affection for a
philosopher who has worked nights to establish the grounds to
exclude subvenives, communists, and shdent radicals from universities. Hook's publications relentlessly raise the alarm that leftists, communists, rrtdkalrs, and what he calls "'ritualist Iikrals"
endanger freedom. He is slower to register any other threats,
although the blinkered vision is exactly what he holds against the
Xeft .
The only time that Hook mised the issue of Nazi antiSemitism in the prewar period was to score points against cornmunism, ""Let us rememkr," he wrote in 1938, "that it was
from Stalin that Hitler learned the art of uprmting and wiping
out whole groups and classes of innocent citizens. We cannot
with good conscience protest against Hitler's treatment of the
Jews and remain silent about the six million . . . who fill the concentration camps in Russia." In his study of New York intellectuals, Atexander BIoom comments that '%so entrenched was he
[Hook]in the anti-Stalinist campaigns that he could not discuss"
on its own terms the Nazi war against the Jews.''

UNTIL RECENTLY arguments about 'Yntefle&wfs" 'took
their cue from the Dreyfus A h i r of the 1890s. The artists, writers, and teachers, including Emile U a , who challengcld the
state's prosecution of Dreyfus became known as the ""itelkectu-
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als." For the anti-DrevfLsards they were a new and obkctionable
group. As one anti-Dreybard wrote,
The interference of thk novelist [&h] in a matter of milibry iuistice
seems to me no 1es irnwrtinent than, let us say, the intewention of a
police earnin in a probtem of syntax or versification. . . . As for this
netition that is being circulated among the In
&at one hm recently created this word f n t e f f e e ~tob designate, as
though they were an aristocracy, individwls who live in Iabratoric4s
and libraries, prwIaims one of the most ridiculous eccentricities of our
time,"'

Moreover, the Russian term "intelligentsia," which dates to
the 1860s,lMgradually passed into English or at least rubbed off
on "intellectuals," darkening its oppsitional hues. The intefligentsia, which prepared the way for the Russian Revolution, was
almost exclusively defined by "its alienation from and hostility
towar& the state.'"'OF
This history colored subsequent dixusions. Some thinkrs
wanted to overcome this past; othen to reclaim it.'" When H.
Stuart Hughes looked into the future of intellectuals, he also
lwked to their past in the I&90s,(Perhaps his m@ important
book surveyed intellectuals at the turn of the century.)i07Nevertheless, the 1%Qs and f 960s bleached sut much of the srigind
pigments. Discussions about intellectuals do not cease, but the
terms change. Where once there was talk of intellectuals as critics and bohemians, now there is talk of intellectuals as a sociological class. The shift in idiom illuminates the shift in fives.
The old questions seem less urgent, since they had been answered not by agreements or conclusive arguments but by
events. As with the controversy about suburbia, "progress" is
marked less by resolution than neglect; heated issues slip out of
sight because they reflect a past no longer encroaching upon the

present. In the 1980s few are asking about the future of independent or bhernian intellectuals. This is seeled: there is no future.
Instead, commentators and scholars ask if intellechals eonstihte
a ""new

Of course, there is still no agreement, but the reformulation
of the question registers the restructured lives. intellectuals live
less as independent writers or poets and more as professional
groups, interest coalitions, perhaps classes. For =me, like AIvin
Coufdner, the 'hew ctad' of intekctuals and technicians constitutes "the most progressive force in modern s~ciety."~"Iwing
Kristol disagrees; the new class is an "ambitious and frustrated
class."'09 An editor of The WaN Street loumal has discovered-or hallucinated-that "many of the great fortunes built from
business empires have now been captured by intellectuals, and
are n w k i n g used . . . to attack business md advance the New
Class*"
T o Banief Bdl "'new classP5sa "muddled" category, Instead,
he proposes to classify intellectuals by their institutional attachments, which he numbers at five: business, government, university, medical, and military. Bell's list indicates the distance
traveled. The ssciolsgical idiom of class and institutions supplants talk of independent intellectuals, who sumive as curiosities,
Today intellectuals travel with curricula vitae and business
cards; they subsist by virtue of institutional backing. The standard
first or second question among academics is not "who?" but
"where?" meaning with which institution someone is affiliated;
it makes a diflerence. Xn X964 tewis Coser called Edmund Wilson a "monument" from a "half-forgotten past.""2 Twenty
years later that past is fully forgotten. T o put it sharply: in the
1950s, the future of anaffiliated intellectuals engendered discussion; in the 1 9 8 0 the
~ ~ future of an intellectual cfass. The suhti"
@
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tution Of class for intellectuals encapsulates the change,
The novelty, as fad or term, of "new class," is again not the
issue, M e n Newton hwin identified a new a~adernicspecies,
the managerial professor, he alIuded to fames Bumham's Tfie
Manqegerial Revolution (1941), which announced a new society,
beyond socialists and capitalists, of "managers"; and Burnham,
an ex-Trotskyist, borrowed his idiom from the old Trotskyist argument about who ruled the Soviet state--new capitalists or new
bureaucrab? The term, however, arose mueh earlier; it has been
employed in political controvenies for at least a century.
This is not simply an antiquarian p i n t ; for if many intellectuals moved fmm left to right, they also retained and revarnped
their old vocabulary. The collection The New Class?, mainly by
corzsewatives, is dedkated to Max Nomad (1 88 I - f 97'31, who
prior to World War I collaborated with the Polish revolutionary
Jsln Machajski ( I 866- 1926) in several revolutionary schemes.
Machajski forcehlfy enunciated a theov of intenectuais as a new
dominating class. In a series of books Nomad did the same, presenting Machajski's ideas to American cuiture."' As Nomad's
work abundantly shows, neither the vocabulary nor the concept
of intellectuals as a class is new. Today these fringe concernsNomad's writings never gained much attention-inch into the
center while the debate on independent intellectuals lapses.
Not only the issue of intellectuals as a &ss signals the times;
almost everywhere the iconography of the professor has been
redesigned. Through the 1950s the professor appeared in American fiction as a harmless misfit wandering through society; he
was Professor Pnin of Vladimir Nabokov's Pnin (1957), literally
lost en route to a Friday lecture; or he was Professor Muleahy of
M a y McCarthy's The Groves of Academe (195 Z), whose car"the roof leaked; the front window was missing; the windshield
wiper was brokenpp--refiectedhis life.'

''

Perhaps these characters still exist, but they have become too
rare for fiction to employ, even to lampoon."' Contemporary
fiction needs material that smach of the times. T o cast a professor as a scatter-brained pedant would damn a book as a quaint
period piece; rather an absurd erotic or professional ambition
imbues the current professor. In Don DeLillo's White Noise,
Murray calls in his cdieague, Jack, for advice. Murrily busts
with praise and admiration. Jack invented Wider Studies, which
has become a small industry in the academic world. Everyone
honors, defers, and toadies to Jack; he is invited to numerous
conferences. "You've evolved an entire system around this figure [Hitler], a stmcture with countless substructures. . . . I marve! at the e k r t . It vvas mastehf, shrewd and stunningly preemptive. It's what I want to do with Elvis [PresleyJ.""6
A reviewer of a recent satiric academic novet summed up the
situation:
Once upan a time, if you wanted to get people to laugh at professors,
you would portray them as goggleeyed intellechals so disoriented from
the practical world that they wore unmatched shoes and spoke in Sid
Caesarian German about incomprehensible nonsense. To&y . . . the
figure af the atbat-minded prolersssr has k e n replaced by at pack of
smoothies. . . . Instead of =tiring from the world of events, the new
comic professor has the world too much with him, He craves big
money, drives sprty cars, covets endowed chairs, and hops from conf e z w e to conference in pursuit of love, luxury and fame."'

fn 1965 Harold Rasenkrg reviewed the past discussion of
intellectuals on intellectuals. Rosenberg (1906-781, trained as a
lawyer, led a checkred career as a poet and government and
advertising consultant before beaming the art critle for The New
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Yorker and, in the l%Qs, a professor at the Universiv of Chicago. In this he mirrored the life of last generation intellectuals.
His essay ""The Vanishing Intellectual" reconsidered the literdure, including Wafstadter" A&i-fntelleetucxlism 2nd Coser's
Men ofldeas. Rosenberg did not share the worry that intellectuals might disappear; he believed that lntellectuats astiumed various guises and disguises and that they regularly showed up after
k i n g consigned to the historical ctustbin. Intellectuals eI\sdttd all
categorization, escaped all prognoses of their imminent demise.
Rosenberg was confident that intellectuals would always be with
US.

Rosenberg concluded his essay by noting that a journal Coser
co-edits, Dissent, recently carried a report of student activity at
the University of Califsmia, Berkeley. The report called Berkeley "a melting pot of campus intellectuals, aesthetes, and politicoes"; it described the crowds at the campus cafeteria and at
Telegraph Avenue caEee houses: '"Were . . . are a surprisingly
large proportion of the most intellectually serious and morally
alert students on campus," Far Rosenberg the moral was clear:
""S ouch far the "death of Bohemia' in the Wenties and the
vanishing of the organizationally unattached intellectual.""8 For
Rosenberg and for many, young and old, the sixties explosions
ended all doubt about conformist or vanishing intellectuals. Yet
when the dust-and dirt, rocks, and bulders-kact settled, the
doubt returned.

CHAPTER 5

The New Left on
Caqzls I: The Freedom
t o Be Academic

IN A Prophetic Minon'ty (1966), Jack Newfield (1938- ) surveyed the origins and impact of the New Leh. His book, perhaps
the best of the early studies, argued that the New Left--"the
prophetic minorityp'--was destined to assume increasing importance. He guessed that in fiheen yeas "Bob Dylan's poems will
be taught in college classrooms" and the Beaalles' movies shown
in art houses, We also hazarded that the New Lelt theorkb would
emerge as society's next eminent intelfec~ls.By the 1980s
"Torn Hayden, Norman Fruchter, Robb Burlage, Mario Savio,
Dick Flacks, Bob Parris, a d Car1 Ogfesby will be w a r social
critics." ""
As a cultural seer, Newfield made a respectable showing.
Beatles' movies are sometimes boolted by art houses, and Bob
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Dylan, if his poems are not studied, still performs. As an intellectual foremster, however, Newfield scored zero. Ta be sure, "major social critics" is an imprecise category, Nevertheless, s m e
twenw years after he drew up the list, none of its figures wdd
remdefy be considered majar social critics or prominent inteltectuals. Of course, Tom Hayden (1939- ), a California reform
Democrat (and husband of lane Fonda), is well known, but fie
is hardy a commanding intellectual. Several have disappeared
from public life (Mario Savio [1942- 1, Bob Parris [1935- 1);
one is a professor of sociology (Richard Flacks [l938- 1); and the
others remain active in urban, regional, or peace politics (Norman Fmchter [1937- ], R& Budage [I937- ], Cad Oglesby
[1935- 1). The issue is not the value of their contriburions but
their relationship as intelteetuals to a larger public.
Mistakes are possible, and Newfield, a senior editor and columnist at The Villwe Voice, may simply have guessed wrong.
Hindsight is more reliable than foresight, and it should not be
difficult to look back and answer two questions: who were the
intellectuals of the 1960s, and what became of them?
The first question is, of course, hardly simple; many even contest its legitimacy. Conservatives and radicals, who agree on little,
sometimes concur that the sixties and inteiXeebXs did not mix,
For cansewatives the sixties =presented an irrational sexual and
potitical explosion that wrecked the culbre. "The 60s were like
a tidal wve that swept over America," writes Jose$ Eptein.
"The wave has begun to roll back, but in its wake the shore is
revealed to be littered wilh broken glass, dead a n i d s and all
kinds of garbage."' According to The Nav Criterion,
We are still living in the &exmalih of the insidious asauft on mind that
was one af the mast repulsive features of the radical movement af the

Sixties, . . .The egect on the life al culture has k e n ongoing and
catastrophic. . . . Xt woufd probaMy take the combined talents of a Cibbon and a TocqueviEle to teli the whole shabby story . . . but one does
not have to be a genius to recognize some of the more egregious results
of this Bight from intelligence. . .

.'

Smne radicals might almost agree but regret that the e&ct has
not been ongoing or cat~rophic,Both perspectives bestow
digerent values on the same scenario: the "direct action," "drugs,
sexuality, and rock 'n' roll of the sixties displaced or challenged
inteflectlxals,
This is true-to a point, T o view the sixties exclusively
through the lens of intellectualswould be a serious mistake. Nevertheless, it is equally errmeous to disregard the impact ol writers, philosophers, and political theorists. In every phase of the
sixties, student protest organizations-Student Peace Union
(SPU), Students for a Denacmic Society (SDS),Shdeni NonViolent Coodinating Gommi~ee(SNCG), Northern Shrdent
Movement (NSM)-played decisive roles. College "teach-ins"
galvanized the opposition to the Vietnam War; and the last chapters of the sixties were written at Kent Sbte University and Jackson State Gdlege, where in May 197Q National Guardsmen and
police shot and killed protesting students. Of course, students
and intellectuals are not identical; yet campus politics of the sixties cannot be dim iated from bsoks, ideas, or i n t e l t e h b , a11
e a shdent universe.
Who were the sixties intellectuals? Probably most were not
American: Jean-Paul Sartre, Albert Camus, Frantz Fanon, Herbert Marcuse, fmc Deukher, Wilhelm Re&. Studenb did
not necessarily grasp, even read, Same's k i n g and Nothiwe#$
or Marcw's One Dimensional Man, but these individuak and
their writings glowed with protest, revolution, and morality thst
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sharply broke with American liberalism. When he spoke at a
Berkeley teach-in in 1965, Isaac Deutscher, the independent
Manist, received a standing ovation from an audience of twelve
thousand.' This hardly indicated that the audience had plowed
through his three fat volumes on Trotsky; rather, Deutscher exemplified an engaged intellectual willing to challenge American
(and Soviet) official wisdom.'
It would be difficult to imagine an American intellectual who
would elicit this response, except for C. IYright Mills, and he
died in 1962. Some American intellectuals played small roles in
the sixties, but then feu away; others played roles despite themselves: Paul Goodman, Norman Mailer, Michael Harrington,
William H. W@,behe1 Carson, John Mennekh Calbraith,
B e w Friedan. Mills, however, almost bridged the gap between
the inteliectwls of the fillies and the new figures of the sixties.
~l
The contribution of Mills illuminates not only the c u i r ~scene
of the early New Left but the fate of its intellectuals.

""TODAY in the United States," "Mils stated flally in 1959,
"there is no Left." He presented a catalog of resignation and
retreat: weary ex-communists, who substitute nationalist celebration for politics; professional ex-communists who "sour" the atmosphere; "Young Complacents," who desert politics for prospering careers; academics who "are fully rational, but . . . refuse
to reason." The very bleakneu of the political landscape gave
Mills some hope. "In the present situation of the impoverished

mind and lack of plirical will, United States intellectuats,
it gems to me, have a unique opportunity to make a new
beginning."6
A year and a half hter, Mills published a "Letter to the New
Left" with a strikingly different tone; he announced the new
beginning. In the interim Fidel Castro had driven Batista from
power, and Mills had published an exuberant defense of the Cuban Revolu~ion,Lirten Yankee! We noted that the "end of ideology" ideology that assumed-or desired-the disappearance of
real issues had seen its day. Around the globe a new political
wind gave a chance to the theory, morality, and utopianism of a
New Leh. "Let the old men," he closed, "ask sourly 'Out of
Apathy-into what!' The Age of Complacency is ending. Let
the old women complain wisely about 'the end of ideology.' We
are beginning to move again."7
For Mills the ""we" were intellechrals, Afl his work dwelled an
the task end impact of intellectwis. He traced the decline of public intellectuals; he sought to awaken intellectuals; and he tried
to be a public intellectual himself. T o Mills, intellectuals eonstituted the New LeftS8"We cannot create a left by abdicating our
mles af inteliectuab to kcome working class agitators or machine politicians. . . .We can begin to create a left by confronting issues as intellectuals in our work." We must, he declared,
act as intellectuals, as "public men."'
A revitalization of intellectuals required more than moral
courage. In the JeEersonian democracy of early America, Mills
believed, intellectuals lived in and among the educated citizens,
their audience. Now institutions and corporations prevented intellectuals from addressing a public. Mills often referred to
Thorn@ Paine, who% world allowed "a direct channel to readers"--the pamphlet. For intellectuals to pen pamphlets today
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roughly corresponded to writing poems for the drawer; the mass
magazines, too dependent on advertising and circulation, could
not risk heretical opinions, "'Beheen the intellectwl and his potential public stand technical, economic and focial structures
which are owned and operated by others," noted Mills."
No matter. If moral courage did not suffice, it was nonetheless
a prerequisite. Mills always wrote as a moralist, partisan, critic.
He lamented the intellectual surrender of the 19503: the conformism, the caution, the loss of the utopian vision. "h class,
status, and self-image" the intellectual "has become more solidly
middle class, a man at a desk, marrid, with children, living in a
respectable suburb. . . . The writing of memoranda, telling others what to do, replaces the writing of h o b , klling others how
it is."" He called upon intellectuals to uphold "the politics of
truth.'"The iintelbttual ought to be the moml conscience of his
society."" In The Causes of World War Three, he decried the
""cultural default," tthe loss of intellectd newe. What should
we do! "We ought to act as political intellectuals . . . as public
intelfe~tuals."'~
For a historical moment, Mills seemed to twj everywhere. His
baks, The Cause8 of Wartd Ular Three and Listen, Yank@@!
(which was excerpted in firper's), sold hudreds of thousands
d q i e s . His view were regularly solicited-perhaps too much
so; he s d e r e d a heart attack on the eve of a television debate on
Cuba." Yet Mills's spirit, language, and example stamped the
early New Left. The founding statement of SDS, an argument
for a new campus politics (Port Huron Statement [1962]), barmwed his ideas and idiom, Tom Hayden, its main author, had
already written a thesis on Mills. For New Left intellectuals or
would-be intellectuals Mills was essential, even a bera."
The moment passed. Of course, Mills's oeuvre survived the

demise of the New Left, but his successors became sociologists,
not public intellectuals. In the 1950s, apart from Mills, there
was scarcely another publicly radical sociologist. Today leftist,
Marxist, or feminist sociologistscan, and do, fill convention halls.
They seem everywhere. The change is startling-and partly deceptive. The increased numbers do not translate into public intellectuals; out of the hundreds, perhaps thousands, of left-wing
sofiologists, it is difficult to name one with the presence of Mills.
This is due not to the quirks but to the contours of history.
Radical sociologists may dream of revolution, but they bank on
their profession. Professionalization also spells privatization, a
withdrawal from a larger public universe. Mills was a scrappy
public thinker, who was also a professor; today radical sofiologists
are first professors and rarely, if ever, public intellectuals. The
volume that appeared in Mills" hanor in 1964, The New h i o l ogy, is dedicated '"G the American graduate students of Social
Science," h t more than twenty years after its publieation, its
younger American contributors have not crossed from sociology
to public writing. In this they exempliPy the larger movement of
New Left intellectual^.'^
As they obtained university dots, New Left intellectuals acquired the benefits: regular salaries, long vacations, and the freedom to write, and sometimes teach, what they wanted, Qf
course, it w s not this simple. Vast insecurities beset the academic enterprise. One's future depended on a complex set of
judgments made by colleagues and administrators. Academic
freedom itself was fragile, its principles often ignored. Nor were
these violations confined to meddling trustees and outside investigators, The threat emerged, perhaps increasingly, from within;
academic careers undermined academic freedom. This may be
a paradox, but it recslls an inner contradiction of academic free-
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dorn-the institution neutralizes the freedom it guarantees..For
many professors in many universities academic freedom meant
nothing more than the freedom to be academic.

MILLS HAD BEEN a graduate student at the Universie of
Wisconsin, Madison, a school with a long tradition of independent radicalism. One Madison journal, S~udieson the Left,
which carried the imprint of Mills and his mntor, Hans Gerth,
exemplifies the hope and fate of younger intellectuals. If, by the
end d the fifties, disillusionment and McCarthyisrn had gutted
the old communist left, it also opened a breathing space for legists without old loyalties.17in 1959 those who launched Studies,
an essential journal for intellectuals of the early New Lee, envisioned themselves as future professors. ""As graduate students anticipating academic careers,'htated its inaugural editorial, "'we
feel a very personal stake in academic life." They called for the
revitalization of radicaf scholarship. "It is our conviction that acadernie acceptance of the radical scholar's work . . would . . .
revitalize all of American intelleetwi life."'8
Yet Studies Bed from academic complacency and specialization, mowing in 1963 from the campus town of Madisan to New
York to breathe the air, if not partake of urban political ferment.
This move did not resolve its persistent arguments about intellectuals and their commitments. Several years later three editorsNorman Fruchter, Tom Hayden, and Staughton Lynd--dissatisfied with the journal's self-contained theorizing resigned to assume more active political roles. If most editors and associates of

.

Studies did become professors, these three and some others, such
as Sad Landau (1936- ), member of the Institute for Policy
Studies, Washington D.C., and film maker; Lee h a n d a l l
(1935- ), publisher, nude beach activist; and James Weinstein
(1926- ), publisher of the socialist newspaper, in These Times,
made lives sutside the university, The problem is that neither
the academics-Martin SUar (1935- ), Ronald Radosh (1937- ),
Warren Susman ( l 927- 1985), Michael Lebowitz (1 937- ),
James Cilbert (1935- ), Joan Wallaclh Scan (l94 1- ), and others-nor the nonacademics have quite made the transition to
public intellectuals. The trajectory of two Studies editors,
Staugkton Lynd and Stanley Aronowitz, highlights the limited
choices.
Their careers are almost mirror images. Lynd was a professor
who became a l a h r activist; Aronowitz, a I a h r activist who became a professor. Staughton Lynd (1929- ) is the child of an
academic famiIy; his parents (Rokrt S, and Hden M. Lynd)
authored a classic sociological work, Middletown. The moralism
and pragmatism of Robert S. Lynd, a Christian and a reform
minister wfio became a dissenting sociologist, made a lasting impression on Staughton, whose own writings are imbued by an
ethical spirit.'' Staughton Lynd followed a high academic road,
from schooling at Haward and Columbia to teaching American
history at Yale. However, intense piitical work in the sixtiescivil rights, antiwar, and draft resistance-drew him in another
direction, disrupting his relationship to the university.
At a Berkeley teach-in in 1965, Lynd replied to a political
science professor, Robert A. Scalapino, who damned the event
as a "travesty" of scholarship. Lynd challenged the purity of reputable scholarship that Scalapino had invoked.
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X am employed iby Vale University, the instihtion which produced the
architect of the Bay of Figs, Richard Biss~fl;the author of Ran Six
for V i e h m , W, W. Rostow . . . and McCeorge Bun@ [presidential
asistant and vigorous defender of the Vietnam War]. Hence if Professar Seafapino is an expert on Vietnamese insurgcmts, f consider myself
something of an expert on American eounterinsurgents. I think I know
somethingabout the Ivy League training which these unetected expds
receive; a training in snobbishness, in provincial ethnocentrism, in cynical and manipulative attitude toward human beings.'@

Yale did not agpreeiate these sentiments, and when it boot&
him out, Lynd's discontent with the university prompted him to
try another career. He saw no way to inject humane values and
action into his field, history, and "I sure wasn't going to . .score
brownie points with senior conservative historians for the rest of
my life to prove that, even though I was a radical, I could be a
good historian, too."" After a career as a history professor, Lynd
became a law student. In 1976 he rnwed to Youngstwn, Ohio,
to practice law, representing steelwohrs who oppsed mifl
closings.
His writings reflect his trajectory; his first Book was an academic monograph, Anti-Federalism in Qutchess a u n t y , NW
York ( 1962). Later, he b&ed the history of radicalism in America (The lnteIIectuaJ Oligins ofAmriean hdicaligm [ 1968f),
draft resistance ta the Vietnam VVar (The Resis~rrncewith Michaef Ferbttr [197 1l), and the experience of working-class organizers (Rank and File: Personal Wiston'a by Wofking-Clas8
Organilers with Alice Lynd [1973]).More recently, he has written on labor law and steelworkers' resistance to plant closings.
His Labor Law for the Rank and Filer (1978) is a pamghlet,
designed for unionists and organizen, summarizing federal labor
legislation.

.

The F"ight Ptgainst Shutdowns (1982) is an account of plant
closings in Ohio, where Lynd sewed as legal counsel for several
unions and community organizations. "I was a historian before
I became a lawyer,)' he explains, '"Afr our struggle ended, it
was natural to think of telling the story as best I could." He adds
that "I have deliberately placed rank-and-file steelworkers in the
center of the narrative. I think they belong there."2z This antielite, goputist, and moral stance has consistently marked Lynd's
writings and activities,
The vaiue of Lynd's efforts as a tabor lawyer or chronicler is
not in question; and an occasion in newspapers and magazines,
he addresses more general political issues. His own career, however, inadvertently testifies ta a specialization that no one s e m s
able to buck, He renounced the narrowness, perhaps elitism and
sterility, of the university; but he has not become (wrhaps he has
not wished to become) a more general intellectuai, Today he
writes as a socially committed labar lawyer.
Aronowitz (1 933- ), on the other hand, began as a union organizer, and unhappiness with its limits drove him to the universit~
Several years ago two small aeademk journals, New Geman
Critique and Social Text, whose editors include Aranowitz, held
a conference in Madison. Paul Breines (1943- ), a history prof e s s ~ ,once associated with Shrdies, mused on the irony that
Aronowitz had now come to Madison as a professor and editor.
Me recalled the earlier years, when Studies had left Wisconsin.
Part of the reason for its move from Madison to New York City c y s to
be located more suitably for building ties to fefiist activity 'tzeyond the
campus confines, The recruitment of Stanley Aronowitz, at the time
an organizer for the OiX, Chemical and Atomic WorkersWnion, was
to further this aim, Through him Studies . . . was not only reaching
into the working class, but bringing the working class into the journal.
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Now, with some water under the bridge, Starnky Aronowilz, one of
three editors of h i a l Text, is a tenured professor, He is seeking among
had found in him in the
other things exactly what Sudies on the
first place.23
Aronowitz is himself almost a transitional figure, illustrating
the passing of the older independent intelligentsia and the rise of
the professors. His career runs parallel to that of Michael Harrington, whom, in fact, Aronowitz met at the famous Greenwich
Village hangout, the White Horse, at its last hurrah in the late
1950s. Aronowitz recalls listening to "the refugees of the political intelligentsia" who had remained in the cities despite the suburban exodus of the 66i.es.
The McCarthy era, the obvious deterior&ion of the Iabor movement's
niiitancy, the advent of consumer wiety-nothing could daunt the
smdX band of radicals who downed gaIlons of h e r every Friday at the
m i t e Horse. Now appropriate it was that they should ~ostlein that
packed room with the Beats and the veterans of an already eclipsed
literary radicdisms [of the thirties]."

He is also transitional. in that his first book, Fabe Promises
(1973), an original mix of autobiography and thoughts about
working-class life, bespeaks the domain of the free-wheeling intelligentsia. Aronowitz, suspended from college in 1950, assumed a series of factory jobs that led to union actiwiQ. He was
offered a position in the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers'
Union, where he stayed for many years, resigning in 1967."
Aftenuard he participated in antipoverty programs and altemative schools, eventually finding a post at a Staten Island community college.
Today he is a professor of sociology at the Graduate Center
of the City University of New York. His more recent work--its

idiom and its problems--reffects his new environs. For instance,
an essay littered with references to Foucault, Derrida, and Lacan
(in his C ~ g i in
s Historicdl Materialism) begins this way: "The
problem of the commensurability of discounes is a way of describing an antinomy regarding the structure of human knowledge: can we speak of a unitary science, or is the object of our
knowledge consfituted by structures/discounes that are fundamentally discontin~ousl"~~
This is a thousand leagues from
False Promises.
Of caurse, this is unfair. By virtue of his union p a t Aronowitz
remains devoted nat simply to a new academic audience, or even
a single discipline, but to addressing, sometimes in The Villee
Voice, a wide series of iuues before a lay public. His recent
Working Class Heroz7 marh a return to (and a revision of)
There may be several clues here
themes of his False ~romises.'~
to the contours sf intellectual Xife. If the aeuvre of Aronowitz
shines, this may be due not only to his sheer ta'tents but to his
unique trajectory; he stands at the end of the tradition of urban
nonacademic intclle~b!~.
And at that end the prsgressian from
labor and antipoverty organizer to full professor takes a toll even
on the wiliest, The talented intellectuals of Swdies on the Lefi
display the gamut of choices; they also reveal its limits, the nature
of cdturd activity in an age of institutions.

NEVER BEFORE in American history did so many left intellectuals seek and find university pasitions. Radicals of the early
part of the century almost never became college teachers. Max
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Eastman completed all his requirements for a Ph.D. in philosophy but neglected to pick up his degree. Why should he! Scott
Nearing, one of the very few socialist professors, had been
fired." It also cost thirty dollars to print a thesis, and Eastman
could not see himself as an academic. h t h e r , he became a freelance lecturer and writer, finding his calling when summoned by
the editors of "a bankrupt magazine of unpopular opinions."
"You are elected editor of the The Mmses," stated the complete
text of the offer. "No pay."'0
As the postsecondary school systems gradually expanded,
however, even radical intellectuals could find employment. Of
course, the size of the university was not the only factor; the
political climate was also decisive. In the 1930s at least several
hundred professors, perhaps more, had: links to the Communist
Party; nevertheless, few ventured forth as public radicals. In any
event, they had no future. Not only had the Depression limited
new positions, McCarthyism effectively rendered universities
off-limits to leftists. McCarthyism, of course, refen to the anticommunism orchestrated by Senator Joseph McCalthy in the
early 1950s. However, as a loose term for systematic harassment
and persecution, it dates back at least to 1940,when a comminee
of the New York State Legislature (led by Assemblymen Herbert
Rapp and Frederic R. Coudert) began to investigate subversives
on cdlege faculties.
Figufes on the numbers of communists and radicals in the
universities are notoriously difficult to establish. This is clear,
nevertheless: McCarthyism in its various guises successfully
purged or silenced academic radicals. Fifty-eight teachers were
dismissed in New York City alone, perhaps a hundred in the
country. At the end of the McCarthy period, concludes one
study, "Mantism disappeared from the campus. Most of its main

practitioners were exiled from the academy and the tradition of
left-wing scholarship . . .was broken.""
The numbers of those dismissed or hounded out only tell part
of the story. Most major universities either investigated themselves or were investigated by the state. Those fired rarely found
new teaching
"None of the three dismissed faculty,"
notes an account of the witch-hunt at the University of Washington, "ever got jobs in higher education again." After futile attempts, one discharged professor ended his days on public relieE" The sorry tale is recounted in Ellen W. Schrecker's No
IyWy T o w . ""The academy did w t fight McGarthyism," she
concludes. ""X contributed to
The specter of dismissal and unemployment raised by the fate
of some professors could and did silence entire fgculties, which
had no nlore, and probably less, courage than any random group
ing of individuals. "Now consider the case of the professors of
economics,'\statd H. L. Mewken of the earlier Nearing firing,
"'who have not been thrown out. WEro will say that the lesson
of the Nearing debacle has been lost upon them!"" Of course,
from the p i n t of view of the individwi, the distinction between
dismissal and silencing is not trifling. For the wider culture, however, the distinction is less critical; from this perspective, a radical
(or conservative) who has been silenced does not exist.
"Silencing," however, can be rendered more precise. What is
ohen obscure in the history of academic freedom is its almost
inverse relationship to professionalization. Not classroom teaching but public statements or political aaliations have provoked
hostility to professors. When threatened they have withdrawn,
naturally, into their speciality. Professionalization has sewed as
a refuge; it has also entailed a privatization that eviscerates academic freedom.
This seems the lessan of one famous case of academic free-
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don. In 1894 Richard 'l"
Ely
.of the University of Wisconsin was
charged with "justifying and encouraging" strikes and boycotts,
specitically of a local plant. His trial before the University of Wisconsin Regents coneluded with a ringing defense of academic
freedom. In a statement, part of which continues to adorn the
Wisconsin campus, the Regents declared that "whatever may be
the limitations which trammel inquiry elsewhere we believe the
great State University of Wiscoqsin should ever encourage that
continual and fearless sifting and winnowing by which abne the
truth can be faund,'"'
Yet these eloquent words concealed a defeat perhaps more
illuminating for the Uure; for Ely, a mild socialist, drew the
conclusion after the trial h a t it would be belter, as his biographer
writes, ""ta ccdncentrak on kcientific2investigations in the future
When he became editor of a
rather than 'popular'
baok series several years later, he was unhappy with its title, The
Citinens Librow, because it seemed too popular and unscientific, The moral he drew from his own case-stay away from
public controversy-was reinfareed by the hte of his former student, Edward W. Bemis, embroiled in trouble at the University
of Chicago.
Benis had long advocated public ownership of: railroads, In
the year of the great Pullman railroad strike that was shaking
Chicago, Bemis, teaching at the University of Chicago, sided
with the strikers, The president of the Universie of Chicago,
which had been founded with John D. Rockefeller's money, did
not appreciate Bemis's stand: "It is hardly safe for me to venture
into any of the Chicago clubs." He directed Bemis to "exercise
very great care in public utterance about questions that are agitating the minds of the people."'8 At the end of the school year
Bernie; was sacked; all eEorts at redress QiZed.

VVhy the differences in their fates? Part olthe reason, it seems,
is that Bemis remained incorrigibly devoted to public discourse.
In fact, Bemis had written to Ely congratulating him on his exoneration, However, he added a regret. "'I was sorry only that you
seemed to show a vigor of denial as to entertaining a walking
delegate or counseling strikers as if either were wrong."" Bemis
continued to bemoan that Ely had withdrawn ffom public life.
We wrote to Ely some years later, "'I wish you might occasionally
return to your practice of years ago of writing advanced articles
of social reform in the most popular magazines."40
Their academic fiutures duly reflected their contrasting relations to the public. As W l t e r P. Metzger writes, Ely "remained in a full state of academic grace for the rest of his life.''
However, Bemis became "an academic fshmael, with a reputation as a padisan and a malcontent that he never was able to live
down. Except for a brief and ill-starred tenure at Kansas State,
he received no further academic appointments."*'
Of course, the Ely and k m i s chapters do not exhaust the
histov of academic freedom and its lessons' Another event, the
formation of the New Schod for Social Research, dso is instructive of the refationship beheen acadmic freedom and professionalization. The founders of the New School not only ardently
defended academic freedom, they protested the insuiari~of tlniversity life and thought. While the New School is often assoeiated with the inAw of European refugee schotars in the 1930s,
it was actually founded by American rdugee schohrs a k r
World War 1-professors fleeing the established universities.
During the First World War, the president of Columbia UniversiQ, Nicholas Murray Butler, estabiished a board to ferret out
subversive and disloyal professors.4' It unearthed several:
f. McKeen Cattell, who for years had argued for faculty control
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of universities ("a democracy of scholars sewing the larger democracym4'), and Henry Wadswarth Longfellow Dana, who opposed United States participation in the war. Both were discharged.* Their dismissal engendered a strong protest and some
resignations. Charles A. Beard and lames Harvey Robinson, Columbia's most illustrious historians, resigned. Together with
others, including Thorstein Veblen and John Dewey, they
founded the New School for Social Reswrcfi, an instihtion
exclusively defined by faculty and students without meddlesome
administrators.*
A common dissatisfaction with the sterility of academic life
motivated the New Schwl's founders. They accepted Veblen's
indictment that '"merican universities continued to encourage
publications largely for the sake of institutiond prestige, reward
mediocrity as often as merit, and exert enormous pressure on
dissident Facuiv to conform"; and they fejected '"the assump
tions of the new professionalism," which obscured moral and
political issues.* Alvin johnson, who came to preside over the
new audit, regarded the London School of Eeanamics as a
model and wanted to create a new institution devoted to ""ad~~
weary of academic routine
vanced adult e d ~ c a t i o n . "Robinson,
and c~nformi.iy,dso envisioned d u k education as the heart of
the New
These proposals did not go far enough for
Beard. He desircld a comptete break with the established university--even its odor: he suggested that the New School locate
"over a livery stable, garage or brewery where even the olfactory stigmata of conventional education would be effectively
~bscured,"~
In the 1930s Johnson set up a University in Exile at the New
School for European refugee xholars; this became the Graduate
Faculty. Although "accredited," the Graduate Faculty, accord-

ing to Lewis Coser, was "nevertheless not fully part of American
cultural and intellectual life."" This was a blessing: it allowed
the New School to support scholars who found little place elsewhere. In recent years the original ambiance is hardly in evidence; yet the founding of the New School by protesting faculty
and its illustrious history as a refuge for dissident thinkers may
hold a lesson. When academic freedom succumbs to professionalization, it becomes purely academic.

BY THE EARLY SIXTIES, McCarthyism was largely swnt,
and universities no longer feared a hostile government and
clirna~e.Rather, higher education was turning fat and selfconfident. Demographics is part of the story: children of new
poswar families comtituted a grouping larger than any previous
generation. The baby boom generation was entering college in
unprecedented numbers. Afrnost all the statistics show sharp absolute and relative increases: not only did millions more young
people enter college in 1960 than in 1900, but the percentage
of youth who completed high school and continued on to college
ctimbed steadfly as well. In 2900 college was strictfy an dite
aflair, with about 4 percent of eighteen- to twenty-W-year-olds
attending; by the late sixties, some 50 percent of the eighteento nineteen-year-old group were entering psstsecandary educational systems."
After the launching of Sputnilr in 1957, federal and state manies poured into the univerdies; over a single decade (1960-70)
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some states (far example, New York and Massachusetls) increased their spending six- and sevenfold, Massive new eampuses, such as Cleveland State University, Chicago Circle (University of Illinois), and the State University of New York at
Albany opened in the sixties. Old ones expanded and refurbished. "h the course of the E960s," noted one commentator,
"old private colleges, s h a y city universities, and forlorn rural
colleges projected and accomplished the completion of hundreds
of student unions, libraries, and performing-arts centers. . . . Little Wells College . . . got a new library of extraordinary
proportions. . . Sooty Wayne State University decorated itself
with a convention center of marble and crystal."'2
I"hese trends translate into sizable jump in nmbers of students and faculty. "In 1900there were a b u t 250,000 American
universiv students. Today, the City University of New York
afane has more than that.""f Gradmte $&dents--those enrolled
from about one
in programs after receiving B.A.'s-increased
hundred thousand in 1939-40 to over one milXion in I970. F'aculty, which numbered thiq-six thousand in 1910, welled to
over a half million in XV70.**
For
" a historical moment these faculties beckoned radical inteIIectuals not simply with jobs but with
more: the c d k d and political fires were burning brightly on
campuses.
The relationship of New Leftists to the university fluctuated
wildly, depending on the year and the political fadion; for some,
the prosperous universities were simply new homes where they
had moved after high school and intended to stay. Others denounced the colleges as tools of imperialism or as an escape from
real politic4 activity. Many young intelleduds, such as those
around Studies m the Left,believed that universities could harbor a new radierrl culture,

.

Some theorized that professors with or without students
formed a "new" working class; universities replaced or supplemented factories as the locus of capitalism." By designating
teachers and students as '"new" workers, university Marxisb
could legitimate their own activities. "Neo-capitalism," it was
argued, entailed a "proletarianization of students and academics
at the same t i m that the knowledge industry beeame an essential
cog in the machine producing surplus-value."56 Leftisb slept
better dreaming that they were part of the working class.
Even those who departed to work as community or labor organizers were seduced back by universities that seemed alive with
energy, or they returned as the larger ferment abated. After several years outside school New Leftists with an intellectual bent
ofien realized that the Best chance for a life of thinking and writing lay with the univenity. A sign of the trajeftory that many
took: a former SDS president stated in 1968, ""1. ., have no
further academic plans."'7 Today Todd Gitlin (1943- ) is professor of sociology at the University of California, Berkeley.
The wider ""movement" and its intellechls probably never
saw eye to eye a b u t the university. While activists often disdained academics, New Lefa intellectuals largely envisioned
themselves as future professors. Herein lies an irony that hints of
institutional strength. Unlike the old left, the New Left frontally
attacked the university. Yet young intellectuals entered it with
less regrets. Maurice Isserman, in his careful account of the formation of the New Left, comments on this,
When Wowe had ainended Ciw ailtege he had done so with the ""crtainty" of never gdCing an academic job. . . . Xn the early l%&, [for
New Left intellectwfsj "the only question w a where were you going
to pet t m r e , ' W e w LeEIl* paradaxicdty w d adopt a much more
hostile plitical sQnee toward the universities than Howe ever had and
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yet, at the same time, feel much more at home and less ambkalent
about making ai career within the confines of those same universities.
T h e transfomation af the intellectual etass from a margind, acitversarial
rote to a securely imtitutionaliized one went on apace in the 1960s
regardless of the nclmentafy radical ascendancy on the campuseseS8

In their 1966 book, The New Radicals (dedicated to C.
Wright Mills), Saul Landau and Paul Jacobs reprinted the opening editorial of the 1959 issue of Shrdies on the Left. They noted
that the Studies editors, who were then radical graduate students,
had "thought that similar groups of graduates existed at other
universities and that Shdies wodd become the organ far a New
Left theory. Similar consteihtians, however, did not develop. . . ."
They added that ""the notion that the radicals should leave the
world of the universi& had not yet received the wide approval it
was to get later.""
These statements by Landau and Jacobs were &wed by the
times; the 1959 SCtldier editorial, anticipating numerous radical
graduate students and young faculty, was hardly off the mark. By
1966the notion that radicals could and shouid stay in the university was enjoying unprecedented success, and similar graupings
of graduate studenb and young professors did emerge in many
schmls. In the mid-sixties several professors, including S u i e s
associates, launched the Socialist Scholars Conference as a farum Car radical sehohrship, They optimisticaXXy assumed that
scholars in the country might contributepapers, and perhaps
several hundred might show for the first meeting. The inaugural
conference in 1965 drew a thoumnd people; by 1967 ahost
three thousand New Left ~ h o l a r sand hangen-on attended an
electric and free-wheeling forum in midtown Manhattan."
Although the door slammed shut before many could gain entry, the New Left established a visible, often self-confident, pres-

fie

ence on the universigr faculties. Efow large a presence? The Wall
S h e t bumal, an unreliaMe source on these matters, figures
twelve thousand Mantists now teach in American c0lle~es.6'Yet
it is immsible ~o determine. An inMing of the size, and change
from the past, might be obtained by comparing the mid-fifties
and the mid-eighties. A discussion of public radicals in the universities in 1955 might take a dozen pages, wrhaps Iess; after
surveying C. Wright Mills and Paul Baran, it would begin mnning out of steam?'
T&y a discussion of radicals in the University could fill several volumes-and in fact has, Bedel1 Bllman ( 1935- 2, a professor of political science, and Edvvard Vernoff, a teacher and editar, have compiled a three-volume survey, The h f t Academy:
mtxist Scholhrship on Amen'ean Campuses,which I;loes over
the writings of left-wing professors discipline by discipline. "A
Marxist cultural sevolution,'%gins their tour, '"is taking place
in American universities, . . . It is a peaceful and democratic revolution, fought chiefly with books and lectures. . . ."6'
Each essay runs over the major names and b o k s and lists additional bibliography; nearly all the disciplineshave dissenting journals, such af DialeeCieal Anthropology, Insurgent Sodol~gy,
New Folitieo[t Science, hdical Wbtory Review, and Antr'podc!.
Nor is Ollnan and VernoR's survey exhaustive. Indubitably,
radicals have estkfished themselves in colleges and universities;
left-wing professon, books, magazines are common; conferences
of "swiafists scholars" and feminist historians draw thousands.
None of this is news to conservatives, who regularly charge
that the universities have succumbd t~ leftists. Gonsewative
periodicds, such as Commentary or American Scholar or Modem Age, print articles almost monthly lamenting that left academics have seized the universities. " n o s e of us who received
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graduate degrees in the humanities from American universities
in the 1960s," begins a typical piece, " h o w that a major change
took place in the academy about that time." This change is what
the author calls "an invasion and conquest" by left professors
espousing "dialectical methodologies."M
e
This conservative nightmare lifts with any d a ~ i m impection
of universities. What happened to the swarms of academic leftists? The answer is surprising: Nothing surprising. The ordinary
realities of bureaucratization and employment took over. The
New Le&that stayed on the campus proved industrious and well
behaved. Often without missing a beat, they moved from being
undergraduates and graduate students to ~uniorfaculty positions
and tenured appointments.
The ordinary realities comprise the usual pressures and
threats; the final danger in a liberal society is unemployment:
denial of tenure or unrenewed contract. In a tight rnarkt this
might spell the end of an academic career. The years of academic
plenty were long enough to attract droves of would-be professors;
they were brief enough to ensure that all saw the "No Vacancy"
sign. Professionalization proceeded under the threat of unemployment. The lessons of the niar and far past, from McCarthyism to the first stone thrown at the first outsider, were clear to
anyone: blend in; use the time alotted to establish scholarly eredentiak; hide in the mainstream.
Nor does it take mwh to intimidace professors; news traveh
fmt and well. A11 h o w cases of teachers forced out, not because
they were imperfect professionals but because they were something more: public intellectuals and radicals. Inevitably the cases
reported in the news are those that take place in the elite and Ivy
League schools; and simply by virtue of the publicity they are
often "happily" resolved.

For instance, Paul f tarr (1 949- ), a young sociologist at Harvard University, several yean ago published The Social Transformation of American Medicine, to what The Nau York Times
called "extraordinary praise." In 1984 Starr received the first Pulitzer Prize ever awarded to a sociologist. His future at Warvard
seemed secure-until f 985, when he was dismissed, or, mare
exactly, denied tenure, effedively releasing him. Why?
It seems that Starr wrote for a larger public; hence his contribution to professional sociology was suspect. The (former) departmentd chair hinted that Sbrr wrote t w much journalism,
straying outside proksssiond xlcidogy. "If I want to be a freelance journalist," offered this professor, "then I should quit Harvard and go be a free-lance journalist." The New York Times
noted that Starr "worked alone, took an interest in public issues.
. . . He rarely wrote for an audience of professional sociologists. . . . The 'mainstream' behaves quite differently. . . . Its dialogues are academic, conducted in professional
Starr was hardy thrown to the wdvtrs, By remon of the publicity and his achievement he insbntly received a psition at
Princeton. Coincidently, Princeton recently let go a young historian, David Abraharn (19%- ), according to his detractors, Eor
sloppy scholarship; according to his supporters, for his politics.
Vet his case also was not typical, if only because it generated
endless articles in newspapers and
Yet what happened
to Starr or Abraham in ivy League schools, duly reported by the
press, happens continuously, and goes unreported, elsewhere. It
is necessafy only to cross the Charles River from Harvard University to Boston University to find several cases that barely elicit
any notice.
Henry Giroux (1943- ), a young professor of education, idenii5ed with a critical and dissenting tradition. We published

widely, with many articles and several books, one introduced by
Paul0 Freire, the Brazilian educator. Several deans and appropriate committees unanimously recommended him for tenure. The
final decision, however, rested with the universiv president,
John Silber, a conservative little known for his devotion to civil
rights. He is quoted as saying, "It would be a pleasure to rid
Boston University of Henry Giroux." He appointed Nathan
Glazer, the neoconservative, to an ad hoc committee to review
all the other commiftees and recommendations, Glazer penned
a savage political attack on Ciroux, suggesting that he belonged
to a political "sect" and had no place in higher education. Although he was oubded (two to one) in the ad hoe committee,
Silber accepted Glazer's recommendations and discharged
Girou~.~~
No one noticed or reported this-and Boston University is a
major university in a major city. Dismissals with political overtones at Haward or Princeton may make the news; something
similar at Boston University might elicit some passing comments.
But what happens when a young professor is sent packing for
political reasons from Southwestern Oklahoma State University
in Weatherferd, Oklahoma, or even well-known universities outside the usual nevvs belb, such as Washington University in St.
Louis? Few outside the local community will know or care.
Paul Piccone (1940- )-to summarize one case of academic
life outside the limelight-translated, edited, and wrote on European social thought and Mamism; he published extensively not
only in the journal he edited, Telos, but elsewhere; his essays,
often anthologized, appeared in six languages. He was a veritable
dynamo of a scholar and editor; he wrote a prize-winning book
on Italian Manism, which was published by the University of
California Press. He came up for tenure at Washington Univer-

sity in St. Louis with enthusiastic support from a wide spedrum
of scholars, including Daniel Bell ("I would unhesitatingly recommend Mr. Piccone for promotion and tenure. . . [He] has
been in the forefront of a necessary effort to introduce a larger
philosophical dimension in the thinking of American sociology"), Herbert Marcuse (". . . Professor Piccone's work has
been of the greatest significance"), Jurgen Habermas (". . . one
of the most inffuential among those philosophers who attempt to
develop a social theory. . . . I highly respect the work and the
inspiring influence of Paul PicconeW).@
His department evduated the record and voted unamiously to
recommend Piccone for tenure, noting "he is one of the most
eminent figures in his held of specialization and has both a nationwide and a worldwide reputation . . . an especially effective
scholar and researcher . . . his publications . . . in many cases
(are) brilliant. . . . Washington University is indeed fodunate to
have a person of such high intellectual calibre and whose reputation is outstanding."69
Washington University decided that it was not fortunate to
have such a person. Piccone was turned down for tenure; he was
turned down on the appeal and on the appeal of the appeal. In
the face of his record and recommendations, the administration
decided that Piecone had wandered too far from the mainstream;
his contribution, stated a dean who reviewed the matter, "bars
a problematic relation to the main currents of development in
the social sciences," as if tbe main currents were the anly currents. In other words, swim with us or get out. Piccone never
found another regular post. None of this, of course, ever caused
a moment's concern elsewhere?'
The situation is worse at community colleges, where the tradition of academic freedom hardly exists.71 Moreover, in all of

.
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higher learning the cases that provoke some agention are neeessarily t h o s involving tenure, where committees and administr&rs meet and write up recommen&tions. Yet increasing
numbers of academics, perhaps as many as a third of the nation's
faculty, are not employed in 'tenure-track' positions; they teach
part-time or on single (renewable or unrenewaHe) year contracts. T o let these people go requires no committee reports or
recommendattions; they are dismisged unless rehired. Hence they
are particularly vulnerable to pressures of professionalization; a
half-step off the beaten path and they are applying for unemployment benefits (for which they are frequently not eligible).7z
Ssciolqists md more sober consewatives concede that leftwing prodesm are less leh-wing than they are professors. The
rapid expansion of the universities, notes a sociologi&, meant
that many younger professors =me out of the sixries student
movements, a situation that might have led to crisis and generat i d conflict, No need to fretl however; it is already clear that
"the normal politics of the academic profession, which is by
and large supprtive of established institutions, has reasserted
itself.
This was a conclusion some consewatives had already
reached. hdicals in the Univelsity, a study published by the
Hoover Institution, the canservative think bnk, atlaws that since
radicals captured the Modern Language Association (MLA) in
1958, nothing has changed. '"n retmspect, the spectacular 1968
successes of the radicals have proven fo be ephemeral. MLA is
lit-tle digerent from what it was before 1968,"74A cansewative
who wandered into the American Philosophical Association convention was pleasantly surprised: radicals had made hardly any
impression.?'

CHAPTER 6

The New Left on
Campm II: The Long

WEjlEN THEY ENTERED the universities, last generation intellectuals sometimes reflected with nostalgia on the demise of
bohemian and independent thinkers-their own past. Even as
professon, this generation retained its commitment to a larger
public. The New Le&sprang into life around and against universities; its revdsian seemed visceral. Yet New Left intdlectuals
became professors who neither looked backward nor sideways;
they kept their eyes on professional journals, monographs, and
conferences. Perhaps because their lives had unfolded almost entirely on campuses they were unable or unwilling to challenge
academic imperatives.
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Younger professors, however, did not accept passively the academic disciplines they found. By establishing a credible body of
radical, feminist, Mantist, or neo-Mantist scholarship, they assailed the venerable, sometimes almost official, interpretations
dominant in their fields, The extent of this literature, the outpouring of left academics, is extraordinary, without precedent in
American letters. In severaf areas the arccompfishfnenb of New
Left ixrtetellechls are irrevocable,
Yet it is also extraordinary for another reason; it is largely technical, unreadable and-except by specialists-unread. While
New Left intellectuals obtain secure positions in central institutions, the deepest irony marks their achievement. Their scholarship looks more and more like the work it sought to subvert. A
great surprise of the last hventy-five years is both the appearance
of New Left professors and their virtual disappearance. In the
end it was not the New Left intellect-1s who invaded the univenities but the reverse: the academic idiom, concepts, and concerns occupied, and finally preoccupied, young left intellectuals.
"Professors Woods, Perry, and Hocking are moderately talented and enterprising young men with whom philosophy is
merely it means for getting on in the vvorld,'3ecXared Professor
E. B. Holt of several younger teachers in his department. "I do
not respect them; I will not cooperate with them; and I am happy
to be in a position now to wipe out the stigma of being even
nominally one of their 'colleagues.' " With this statement Holt
in 1918 resigned from Haward University and moved to an island off the Maine comt.'
The sworn enemies and bitter critics long produced by academic life, however, cannot simply be dismissed as failed or rejected xholars. Max Weber, very much a successful professor,
once suggested that all prospective academin should answer the

following question: "Do you in all conscience believe that you
can stand seeing mediocrity aher mediocrity, year after year,
climb beyond you, without becoming embittered and without
coming to grief?" He added, "X have found that only a few men
couifd endure this situation."'
The two most savage attack, on American university life are
steeped in the muckraking of the early part of the century. Both
Thorstein Veblen's The Higher Learning in Amen'ca (19 18) and
@-Step (1923) denounced the heavy
Upton Sinclair's The
hand of business stiRing universities. Chapters with titles such as
"The University of Standard Oil" (University of Chicago) and
""The University af the Steet Trust" "niversity of Pittsburgh)
composed Sinclair" book. Yet a cataloging of corgorate control
and rniscontrol did not exhaust their effods; b t h Sinclair and
Vebien addressed the egects on teachers and research.
Sinclair recdled his experience as a student at Columbia. ""XC
was a peculiar thing, which X &sewed as time went on-every
single man who had anything worth-whik of any sort to teach
me was forced out of Columbia University in some manner or
other. The ones that stayed were the duli ones, s r the worldly
and cunning ones.'*3
Distempered critics, commented Weblen, the distempered
critic, charge that social scientists are restrained in their research
by conservative controls. Not so. Professors are given complete
freedom of research and allowed "the fulest expression to any
conclusions or convictions to which Iheir inquiries may carry
them." No external baniers restrict the professor. However,
"their intellectual horizon is bounded by the same limits of commonplace insight and preconceptions" as their conservative
overseers. For academic success "a large and aggressive mediocrity is the prime qualification."*
H. L. Mencken's scathing a~tackson amdentics stem from the
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same period. He presented his biases: "All my instincts are on
the side of the professors. I esteem a man who devotes himself
to a subject with hard diligence. . . . f am naturally monkish.'"
However, investigation did not yield a Battering picture. The
professor, menaced from above and below, is "almost invariably
inclined to seek his own securiv in a mellifiuous inanity--that:
is, far from being a courageous spokesman of ideas and an apostle
of their free dissemination . he comes close to being the most
prudent and skittish of all men." T h e behavior of professors during World War I is his proot

..

They constihtted themselvers, not a restraining influence u p the mob
run wild, but the budest spkesmen of its worst imhcilities, They
fed it with bgus history, h g u s philomphy, bgus idealism, hgus
heroics. . . . 1 accurnulat-ed,in those great days, for the instmction and
horror of posterity, a very large colledion of academicarguments, e x p
sitions and pronunciamentos. . . . Its conknb range fmrn mlemn
hymns of hate . . .official donk~eyisms. . .down to childish harangues.'
Afier Veblen and Menden, corrosive critiques of the academy abate--until C. Wright Mills. If Mills prized intellectuals,
he doubted whether miversities could protect or nurture dir;senters. On the eve af their expansion, Mills chamterized universities as "still the freest of places in which to work." Nevertheless,
"the professor, after all, is legally an employee, subject to ail that
this fact indves,""The institutions ""naturally select" "iable individuals, who are influenced '"how, when and upon what they
will work and write." Not blacldists, secret police, and arrest but
insecurity threatens academic intellectuals.
The deepest problem of freedom for tezhers if not the occaional ousting of a professor, but a vague generd fear-ssmetimes plitely known
as ""discretn," "d
taste," or ""balanced iudgment." It Ita fear which

leads to serf-intimidation,.. . The real restrain&are not so much external prohibitions as; contrd of the insurgent by the agreements of a=demic gentlemen?

Recent analyses of academic life-more sociological and statistical-lack the verve of Veblen or Mills. Yet the picture they
present is also sobering. They do not consider the "occasional
ousting" of a professor or the role of big business; rather, they
assess the imperatives of employment and advancement in the
academic wortd. T o succeed neither brilliance nor public contribution count, since bath are viewed with suspicion-signs of a
nonprofessional bent-but c o n f o m i ~and ""cantacts," connections with reputable institutions or people.
One survey of American professors dryly states that initially
"it is much more the prestige of one's terminal degree and one's
graduate sponsor than one's scholarly productivity which will
lead tc, a good academic appointment.'%ater professional
achievement, however, does not correct but reinforces this imbalance; early success ensures future succeu. "Once having secured the right initial appointment, which is more a function of
prestige than demonstrated competence . . .subsequent appointments are determined by the prestige of that first appointment.''
University success, Ma&in Finkelstein concludes, summarizing
studies of academic careers, depends more on "thhe pxestige and
visibility aEarded by institutional affiliation" or "thhe praminenee
and power of contacts" or "the prestige of one's doctoral institution" than on "either the quality or the number of one's scholarly
publications."7
Lionel S. Lewis's research confirms that the original doctoral
institution-where one went to graduate, schoof!
decisive ingredient for academic success. "Entree into any but
the most marginal depaments is indeed restricted for those who
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would hope to find a position solely on the basis of their teaching
ability or research accomplishment^."^
Lewis managed to obtain secret documents of academic success-letters of recommendation solicited by applicants b r &culty slots. From these letters, he leamed that interpersonal skill
and charm outweighed scholarship, even intelligence. "After
reading well over three thousand letters of recommendation . . .
from a number of disciplines . . . it would not be overstating the
case to say that, on the whole, academics are obsessed by the
desire to be surrounded by individuals marked by charm, a conforming personality and skills in interaction." For the professors,
integrity, genius, or produdivity took a back seat, and often no
seat, to collegiality, the ability to fit in. Universities that might
seem ta be '"the last sanctuary for individud initiative in a society
dominated by corporate psychology," Lewis closes, have become
"havens" for "patronage, committee decisions, conviviality, aillousness and provincialism."'
In plain English, these studies suggest that where one went to
school and whom one knows, not what one does, are:criticd. Not
quality of wo& but social relations permeate academic success.
Of course, this can be exaggecsted: a deadbeat graduate of Haryard University may fare no better than one of Middle Tennessee Slate Uniwersie. There are no guarantees or autamatic
awards; yet an examination of aademic careers indicates a decisive tilt toward the well connected. The professor at Bkck Hills
State College in Speahh, South Dakota,who received his doctorate from the University of South Dakota and who has published a fine bsok with the University of Nebraska Press, will be
professionally invisible. The professor at Princeton University,
who received a doctorate from Yale and published a dissertation
with MIT Press, will be an esteemed expert, regularly cited, invited, and funded.

Even the latest research invention, footnote citation 'Yndexes," encourages deferential and toothless scholarship. The
Social Science Citation Index, a massive volume appearing three
times a year, draws from thousan& of ~ournatsthe footnote references to particular articles and books. By looking up a specific
author, say C. Wright Mills or Daniel Belt, one finds a list of the
journal articles where Mills or Bell has been cited. In principle
this allows a researcher to find material where Mills or Bell, or
related matters, are discussed--or at feast footnoted.
However, this index is increasingly touted as a scientific
method for identifying xholars who have impact in their field; it
is also being used as a guide for promotion and awards. Presumably the more references to a professor, the greater the stature.
Many citations to an individual's work indicates he or she is irnportant; conversely few or no references impIies someone is unknown a d irrelevant. '"If citation indexing becomes a basis for
promotion and tenure, for grants and fellowships," comments
Jon Wiener, "the irnplkations for me's sawn footnotes are clear.
In the marketplace of ideas, the footnote is the unit of currency. . . . One should definitely footnote friends . . . and do
what is possible to see that they footnote you in return. . . ."l0
Like any quantitative study of reputation, the index is circukr.
It measures not the qualiv of wark but clout and connections. Xf
used to evaluate careers, however, the lessons for the striving
professor are clear: cast a wide net, establish as many mutual
relations as possible, do not isolate yourself from the mainstream.
It pays not simply to footnote but to design research to mesh
smoothly with the contributions of others; they refer to you as
you refer to them. Everyone prospers from the saccharine
sholarship.
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THE STUDY of prokssions is itself an occupation; but inquiries into academic professionalizatian-salaries, class backgrounds, ethnic and sexual composition, status--fail to gauge the
essential cultural dimension. It is frequently missed or understated: professionalization leads to priwtization or depoliticization, a withdrawal of intellectual energW frcm a larger domain to
a narrower discipline. Leftists who entered the university hardly
invented this process, but they accepted, even accelerated it.
Manism itself has not been immune; in recent years it has become a professional "field" plowed by specialists.
It is possible only to suggest with the broadest strokes how
several disciplines have succumbed to professionalization. Mills,
again, is instructive, since his first work charted the retreat of
American philosophy to campus enclaves. His doctoral dissertation examined the "professionalization of philosophy" since the
Civil War, the migration of philosophy into universities. In the
hentieth century hll-time phi-losapby prokssors with their own
organizations and journals replaced the lawyers, librarians, and
scientists, the ""relatively h e intelligentsia,'? who once canskituted American philosophy. Mills even agered some figures on
the ""beeline"? oaf philosophy, its shrinking presence in the public
arena. We surveyed the number of articles on philosophy in general magazines and found that as the professional journals proli&
erated, the "volume of attention" in the general media diminished." Philosophers increasingly preferred to address each
other,
Although Mills cast some doubts about Dewey's accomplishments, he prized the pragmatist as the fast public philosopher, a

thinker whose devotion to a democratic audience and ""lkral
and free" knowledge set him against the professional drift.'' This
may still characterize Dewey's place in philosophy. Of course,
Dewey is not forgotten. Yet his status in philosophy departments
may be like Freud's in psychology, dispatched in an inhoductory
lecture as an unscientific, although honorable, precurmr.
Throughout his long and productive life, Dewey always criticized academic philosophy. He presented his ideas in and for the
public; he was a publicist, who lamented philosophical ~holasticism. "The monastic cell has become a professional lecture hall;
an endless mass of 'authorities' have taken the place of Aristotle,"
he wrote in one of his earliest essays. "lahresberichte, monographs, journals without end occupy the void. . . . If the older
Scholastic spent his laborious time in erasing the writing from
old manuscripts . . . the new Scholastic . . . criticizes the criticisms with which some ather Sehalastic has cri~cizedother
criticisms. . .
His ReconshvGtion in Philogwhy decried the philoqiic
"withdrawal from the present scene." For Bewey "the distinctive ogee, problems and subject m a ~ e rof plnilosophy grow out
of stresses and strains in the community life." To this community
life philosophy must retum "to regain the vitality it is losing."I4
These words come from Dewey's 1998 new introduction to his
1920 text. They imply a consistent vision; they also imply that
huentieth-century philosophy heeded Dewey little.
From the beginning of his career Dewey sought a public. As
a young instxuctor, he tried to launch nought N w s , a cross
b e ~ e e leaset
n
and journal that planned to inject philosophy into
the daily warfd, This '"newspaper" pomised not to discurrs
"philosophic ideas per se but . . . [to] treat questions of science,
letters, state, school and church as parts of the one moving life
of man and hence common interest, and not relegate them to
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separate documents of merely technical interest."" As an established profesfor he wrote regufark for The New Repubfc and
participated in a thousand causes and committees alerting the
public to one evil or another. One example: at the age of seventyeight(!), Dewey chaired the Commission of Inquiry in Mexico
City investigating the Soviet charges against T r ~ t s k y . ' ~
Yet Dewey was not an exception; he almost represented a
philosophical generation. Bruce Kuklick, in his book on Haward
Universiw philosophy, The Rigs oftlmeric.mPhilosophy (which
does not treat Dewey, who taught in Chicago and New York),
concludes that since William Jarnes and George Santayana, Harvard professors have surrendered their public. Kuklick closes his
account reflecting on the "triumph of Professionalism." The
philosophy professors who emerged after Wodd War II "were
unaware that American philosophy was once important outside
the university; and if they were aware, they were contemptuous
of the fuzziness, lack of clarity and woolly-mindness of their
predecessors. . . . From its pre-eminent nineteenth-century role
as the guide of life, mid-huentieth-century Harvard philosophy
reflected the irrelevance of speculation to life." The new philosophers "spend their time in administration, in committee work,
placing graduate students, in orgnizing conferences, and in mnning journals. When narrow professionals hrrned to their scholanhip, they thought of their work as a game . . . a way, not of
confronting the problem of existence, but of avoiding it."17
This is the conctusion of Kuklick, a historian and oubider to
philosophy; but in recent yean specialists themselves have begun
to raise cautious alarms about their own disciplines. They ask
whether professionalization or privatization has proceeded too
far; whether it might be necessary to reclaim a public culture. In
philosophy, literature, economics, political science, and international studies, books and articles have questioned the cost of

professionalization. Works, such as William M, Sullivan's
k c a n s b e t i w Public Philosophy, Gerald Crag's Ltitemture
&&in& ftself, David M. Ricci's The Tragedy of Political Skie m , challenge entire fie!&, often indicting an underlying professionalization.
For the philosophical effort, John Dewey has loomed large, at
least for William M. Sullivan, who has sought to reinvigorate
a public philosophy. "Since the death of John Dewey . . . no
professional American p)tilosopher has played a major role in
American criltural and political life outside spchlized circles,??
writes Sullivan." He calls for a public philosophy that is "closely
tied to the mores, the practical understandings of everyday life.
If it is to maintain its authentic* and power to i n h e the public
acts af individuals with significance, it can neither be an intellectually detached theory about politics nor a mere set of slogans.""
A similar note is struck by John E. Smith in The Spirit- oJ
Awrlean Pltilosopfiy. Smith, who also draws upan Dewey, rcgrets that American philosophy has become ""completely an academic &air.'The whdesale victory of Brit& analytic philosophy has reduced philosophy to "an internal dialogue among
professionals." Most philosophers have abandoned links to wider
issues, neglecting history, iliterature, religion, and art. "The decline of philosophy as an inffuential voice" in cultural life might
be reversed, he hopes, if it reapprapriates a brmder conception
of experience and reason.'@
Richard J. Bernstein, author of a book on John Dewey, records the '"growing uneasiness in philosophy," "adding that this
salutary unrest is partially sustained by a renewed appreciation of
Bewey. '"It is not accidental that a philosopher like Richard
Rorty, who has brilliantly criticized much of the sterility and irrelevance of recent philosophy, cites Dewey," alling for 'b return to the spirit of Dewey's pragmatism."f'
It is likely that these appeals will have little impact, since phi-
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losophy has proved almost immune to reform. Of course, the
self-examination of every discipline proceeds at its own speed.
The philosophic self-scrutiny, however, may well be the weakest,
bcause American philosophy has promoted a technicat expertise that repels critical thinking; its fetish of logic and language
has barred all but a few who might rethink philosophy, an endeavor sometimes pursued by colleagues in political science, sociology, or history,
As in any discipline, notes of reform and sell-criticism can be
glimpsed--sometimes in the least promising places?z Nevertheless, philosophy seems the most routinized of the humanities,
the least accessible to change* For this reason, unIike sociolow
or literature or history, dissenting journals in philosophy have
had short lives and a k M e impact. The hte of one philosophic
magazine, Rh,may be illustrative. Graduate studenb in the
philosophy depadment at the State Universiv of New York at
B d a I o founded Il"efos in 1%7. Dissatisfied with the dismissal of
European philosophy by their professors, they organized their
own seminar on jean-Paul Sartre, afier which they decided to
launch a new journal.
In the words of the editor, Paul Piecone, they proposed to
rescue philosophy from "triviality and meaninglessness."2' The
first issues set the tone for what became regular Telos features:
long, dense artides introducing and analiyzing litde-known Continental philosophers, usually with a phenomenological bent,
such as Enzo Paci and Karel Kosik. By the third and fourtfi issues, T e h moved on to evaluating French structuralisml Antonio Gramsci, Herbert Marcuse, and Georg Lul6cs (whose main
work was still unavailable in English). "It is now recognized,''
states one survey of its histsry, "that Telm has been one d the
most important vehicles for making continental Marxism available to English-speaking readers.""

Afier almost C-ivenv years T e h still publishes and evalwtes
European philosoohical and social thought. What has its impact
been on American philosophy? In a word: nil, The stony ground
of professional philosophy proved wtillable, This is rdected in
Telos's own self-identification. Originally called "the official
publication of the Graduate Philosophy Association of the State
University of New York at BuEalo," it later redubbed itself "a
philosophical journal d&itely outside the mainstream of Ameril was an understatment, and
c2n philosophical thought." TThs
eventually the journal abandoned reference to philosophy; it has
since called iklf, among other things, "an international interdisciplinary quarterly" and, most recently, "a quarterly of critical
thought."
The distancing from professional philowphy was nat simply a
theoretical matter. Almost none of the young philosophers who
eswished Telos ever obtained academic posts in philosophy.
The jaurnal itsetf Imated W phibsophy department wilfing to
sponsor it, For a while a smiology department (at Washiqton
Uniwrsity) tolerakd T e h , but some seventy thick issues since
its founding, Rlos (and its long-time editor, Paul Piceone) has
been ass-ociateri with no depa~mentor university, Norrtover,
among its large group of editorial advisers-more than twentyhe-onfy two or three hold positions in philosophy; most. teach
in political science, sociology, history, or literature departments.
T o be sure, Telos may represent a theoretical msde no mare
lucid or public than the philosophy it could not subvert. Nevertheless, its lailure to establish even a minimal presence in philosophy suggests that the profession is armed against critical inquiry.
When a discipline sustains dissenting thinkers or journals, it testifies to a willingness to reconsider its idiom and t a b and even to
dream of reclaiming a publie.
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The self-scrutiny has been more promising in other disciplines, such as literature or intemational studies, where the selfdestruction has not been so complete. International studies, almost unknown as an academic discipline k b r e World War If,
presents a classic example of professionalization and its costs.
When the United States government and private foundations
rediscovered the world, especially during and after the war, they
threw money at universities to study it. Rabert A. McCaughey,
in a recent b d on international studies, subtided A ehepter in
the Enclosure of American Learning, argues that the founding
and funding of intemational studies programs led to the transfer
of knowledge and interest "from the American intellectual cornmunity at large to the universities"--with dubious results."
In the universities, he tells us, learning succumbed to the usual
realities. For the young academic to write for a general audience
or periodical was "to risk being thought insufficiently serious . . .
aspiring intemational studies junior faculty gained greater stature-and more lilrely access ta tenure--for publishing aiticles in
either their area or their disciplinary journals." These pressures
took a toll; the discipline turned inward. The prosperous new
field of international studies, McCaughey concludes, failed to
enrich public cultural life, rather it became ""primarily and almost
exdusively" an academic fiefd~rn.'~
m i l e eschewing sharp judgments, Mcfiaughey indicates that
the intermtiond studies scholars were more subservient to foundations and government than earlier independent advisers; the
academic experts rarely chanced bucking official policy. During
the height of the Vieham War protests, when it might be supposed that they had something to contribute, intemational studies scholars were "conspicuous" by their absence.27Of course,
this fact is open to various interpretations. Were these scholars

absent bemuse their fearless sifting of the truth led them to s u p
psd the American strategy? Or did they suspect they endangered
future grants and advancement by openly questioning United
States policies?
Another assessment suggests that many "qualified experts"
questioned rhe government in the "fearned'"iteratc1re but did
not step foward as public oppanents. Why? Because they could
not aEod to earn the disfavor of their colleagues, who were
linked by inclination, money, and values to the administration,
"The political scientist clearly risks his career when he takes a
stand on a political matter."'8
McCaughey does not pursue a generational angle, but others
have noted a fatehl progression, where younger and more docile
academic experts supplant older independent advisors in foreign
agairs and service, The so-cdlled China Hands, by virtue of
famiIy, birth, or business, knew about China and possessed
the wherewithal to challenge the olficial position on Chiang
Kai-shek-and they paid for it by being dismissed or relegated to
insignificant posts. More recent experts, the products of graduate
schods and the elite institutes af international studies, knaw less
and are less willing to question government decisions.
David Malberstam aNributes some of the Vietnam debacle to
the purge of the China Hands, and their replacement by Haward
intellectuals, "the best and the brightest," who knew Asia only
through texts and monographs. John Paton Davies of the Foreign Semice, who had lived in China, was finally drummed out
of government in 1954, afier undergoing nine security investigations. (He was cleared reluctantly fourteen years later.) Halberstarn comments that Davies's exit marked for the United States
"the end of one kind of reporting and expertise in Asia. The best
had been destroyed and the new experts were different, lesser
men. . . The Americans who followed John Dwies would be

.
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very different, they were determined to impose American versions and definitions of events upon Asian peoples. It became
easier to be operational rather than reRe~tive."'~
Political science is a much broader and more Bihse domain
than international studies, but recent app~aisalsby David M.
Ricci in The Tragedy ofPolitica1 Science and Raymond Seidelman and Edward j. Hapham in Disenchanted Realists deteet
advanced symptoms of the general ailment; political science has
contracted into a dull self-contained professional pastime. Who
are the important pditical scientists? Ricci asks. There seem to
be none. He suggests that "the declining number of great thinkers and the growing prominence of universities" are related.
Moreover, the eclipse of general intellectuals means that American citizens now rely on the professionals for information. Yet
the work of these specialists reffects their own university situations, not the needs of the public."
Seidelman and Harpham trace the rise and fragmentation of
professional political science, concluding that its hopes, when
the discipline was founded, to fuse knowlege with an inhrn@d
cikizenry, have receded.
Both the faith and the focus guiding the American science of wlitics
has given way to hywrspeciafi~~1tion,
resulting in the neglect of major
political issues and questions. . . .Simuftaneously, the outside audience
of political science has narrowed and sametimes even disappeared, . . .
The American science of ~ I i t i c farmed
s
and grew with the expctation
and hope of winning the attention and deference of a m m public and
enfightened, progressive elites . . . put] plitical science is new an institution, not a c r ~ a d e . ~ "
With different material Ricci makes a similar argument. The
American Political Science Association has expanded, but meetings and publications are "less interesting and intelligible to non-

academic generalists." The accumulation of jargon in the Iield
registers not the needs of truth but academic empire-building,
where professors can lord over microfields. The vocabulary,
which political science shares with sociology and international
studies, reduces human and social confiict to diagrams and computer printouts; these disciplines view swiety as an engineering
problem.
A standard texttxMk, wriks Ricci, lists tradition4 words and
recommends that political scientists replace them with a professional idiom,
Among the old would be words Ifke '~bs~lutism,'"~justicrl;,'*
"nation,"
"ptriotic," """rhts," """society," and "'tyranny.'' Among the new waujd
be ""atihde,'"'conflict,"
""'cross-pressure," """gm,'?
"interaeGon9"
"pluralism," 6%ocidimtion,""and ""valmtion," . . .No~ithsbndingformal justificatians, the primary reawn . . . for ceaselessly creating new
teminofogy in piiticaf science has Iess to do with the sukbnce of
science than with the form of organized enterprise."
The pressures of careers and publishing intensify the parceling
of knowledge. Insofar as the quantity of publications, not the
quality (which ranked fifth in one study), counts-and can be
counted-the tendency is to "'conmitantly refashion the scope of
political science into smaller and smaller realms of expertise." As
the intellectual yards subdivide, the number of competitors also
dwindles, making it easier to set oneself up as an expert. Within
a six-year period the profession officially acknowledged thirtythree new subfields. Articles which were once reakble, at least
interesting to others, have become utterly closed and enclosed."
Even the subjects broached reflect caution and careers, Poiitical scientists regularly seem to ignore the most pressing issues.
For instance within a ten-year period (1959-69), the three leading political ~ i e n c ejournals published but one article on Viet-
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nam (out of 924 pieces!). During &is same period, the main
journal, Amen'can Political Science Review, published a single
study on poverty and three on urban crises. Insofar as young
political scientists need research grants md recommendations h r
supporl-and the more recommendations the befter-bland
topics and technocratic approaches minimize opposition. T o
portray political scientists as searching for truth might get a few
laughs; most of them are looking for grants.'4
Sociology hardly seems better. More than fifteen years ago
Alvin Gouldner published a free-wheeling critical appraisal of
swiology, The Comiw Crisis 4 Western Sociology. His hope
that academic and Marxist sociology w u l d transbrm each other
has ironically come true, although not as he wished; it is more
and more diBicult to tell them apart. However, his assault on a
sociological hnctionalism that embraced a teehnisd vocabulary
depreciating violence, power, and inequal* as social issues still
rings true. In Talcott Parson's 800-page sociological tome, The
Structure of Social Action, four pages are devoted to violence."
Goddner argued that the lives of sociologists themselves
aflected their discipline. Some, wrote Couldner, are '"gentlemen
profeuon" and "gentlemen farmers."
Most live suburban =istenem; not a few have summer homes; many
. . . The daily texkrre of the? smiologist's life
integrates him into the world as it is. . . . It is a world in which the
sociologist has moved onward and upward. . . . Their own personal expirence of success s u b e s with congenial sentiment their conception
of society within which this happened.'6
do extensive traveiling.

Gouldner even charge$ that Parson's functiondim dorninated the profession, not because of its theoretical superiority;
rather, Parson's association with Haward bestowed on his system
an automatic prestige, As expanding swiology departmentf

hired Harvard graduates, Parson's theories were spread far and
wide.'?
Things have changed since Gouldner's book; but not much.
Even Parsonian theory, for some years hardly visible, may be
Recently a sociologist surveyed the official sociological journal, American Sociological Review, over a forty-five-year
period (1936-82). Patricia Wilner expected to find the sociologisb addressing criticd political and social events--the cold war,
Mecarthyism, protest movements; she initially wondered how
she would classify all these articles. But she found very few, for
less than 5.1 percent sf the t,559 articles address4 such issues.
During this period of massive social and political dislocation, the
dynamics of mate selection proved irresistible to sociologists--it
was their favorite topic. Moreover, contributions by one author
have rapidty &dined, supplanted by articles by teams and
groups. "Issues filled by single authors nose-dived from 69.4 percent to 2.4 percent! This remarkaMe change indicates a move
from 'entrepreneurial' to 'corporate' research, and the rise of
firnded
What is to be done? For political seience, Ricci ogers a strategy, which unfortunately testifies to the p w e r of the profession.
He knows that any young academic who frontally challenges the
disclpfine wilf b%: shown the door. ""At the o d w t of one's teaching career," he counsels, "it is advisable to display unexceptional
qualities of professional competence, expressing sound opinions
and publishing unremarbble writings. This tactic will help
young scholars to gain tenure." Once the academic is established, "boldness becomes more feasible"; it might even be p s i ble to write up "some" thoughts in "plain English."Q Unfortunately, Ricci does not realize, or has forgotten, that his strategy
smacks of age-old advice--and suffers from the age-old failing:
nothing changes. When finally the requisite rank and security
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have been attained, the talent, even the desire, for b l d thinking
has long since atrophied.
Seidelman and Harpham partly resgond to Ricci's suggestion.
In a contracting academic narkel, the old wisdom of ""publish or
perish" no longer suffices.
Today it is entirely possible to publish and perish if the pubiishing is
not done in the right journaXs with the right publishers and to universally laudatory reviews, This is hardly a system designed to welcome
pariahs. . . . By the time the Iucky point-corer receives the hard-won
prize: of tenure at a major institution, who could

The field of economics displays similar features. In ""The Poverty of Economics," Robert Kuttner, an independent economist,
charges that the profession suffers from conformity and irrelevance. Economists increasingfy empfoy complex mathematical
models not simply because they might illuminate reality but because they facilitate publishing; the models allow economists to
write art.ieles without a r n a s s i ~any new information, We reminds us that Wassily Leontief ( l 906- ), one of the profession's
most celebrated mathematicians and a Nob1 Prize winner, has
often decried the prokssion's salt of mthernatized formula
building."
Leontief complained in a 15370 address to economists that
"the mathematicalt-model-buildingineiustry has grown into one
of the most prestigious, possibly the most prestigious branch of
eeonamics." Unfortunately, '"uncritical enthusiasm fof matbematieal formulation tends often to conceal the ephemeral content of the argument." Most of these models "are relegated to
the stockpile" after publication because they have no application
or validity; others fall out of favor only because a newer and more
sophisticated version is s e m d up. Moreover, this state of agairs

seems to be self-perpetuating; younger economists have received
the message. They "advance their careers by building more and
more complicated mathematical models." Leontieff called for
economists to return not onfy to empirical inquiry but also to the
"wider public" they had abandonede4'
More recently, Leontief examined the profession's leading
journal, The American EGsnomic Review, over an eight-year period fI972-75; 1977-8 1) and found that most articles ernpIoyed
mathematical madels without any data; only 1 percent employed
direct information generated by the author. "Year after year economic theorists continue to produce scares of mathematical
models . . .and econometricians fit algebraic hnctions of all passible shapes to essentially the same sets of data." Neither advances the understanding of the "structure and operation of a
real economic system." The situation, Leontief concluded,
seems permanent as hng as senior economists '"continue ta exercise tight control over the training, promotion, and research
activities of their younger faculty members."* According to
Kuttner, Leontief has "so &spired of"his profession that he [has]
ceased publishing in economic journals.""
In his survey of the profesian, Kuttner detects a generational
rhythm; the only economists who still confront the economic
reality fwidly are aging or retired. "A generation ago economics
was far more committed to observation, disputation and its own
intellectual history. The lions of the mid-century had lived
through depression and war, had watched real economic institutions totter, had worked in economic agencies. . . . Most of them
are now gone." What Kuttner calls "the great idiosyncratic economists of the last generation," including John Kenneth Galbraith
(1908- ) and Abed Wirsehman (1 9 15- ), "disseminated their
work to a broad audience but left few spores within the profession,'"(One might add R&rt Neilbroner [l 919- f and Rokrt:
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Lekachrnan [1920- 3 to this list.) These heretics agreed that "if
they were young assistant professurn a t t e w i n g to practice their
brand of economics today, they would not get tenure.'The orthodoxy is r e i n k e d "by the sociology of the profession, by the
politics of who gets published or promoted and whose research
gets funded."*
From deep within the profession, a gentle criticism, which is
also a self-criticism, has recently emerged. Donald N. McCloskey, long associated with the University of Chicago ""school" of
economics, judges that Anglo-American economics "noturithstanding its gleams of steely brilliance" has yielded "by now
many crippled economists," who are ' b r e d by kift.ory," "iggnorant of their civiiization," "thoughtless in their ethics, and unreflective in methad.p'47
McCloskey dm examined the contributions to The Arnegean
Economic Review and discovered that of 159 full-length papers
during the period l98 1-83 "only 6 used words alone." The obsessive use of sbtistlcs, diagrams, and "'explicit simulation" has
damaged the field. Contributions are '"0 lower even supeficially accessible to lay people; and young economists overvafue
a narrow, and occasionally silly, ingenuiky of technique." For
McCloskey, the crusading "scientism, behaviorism, operatianalism, positive economicsm--the fetish of science generally-has
""outlived its u~ehiness."~'
While he does not expfain why economists joined this c
McCloskey alludes to a peculiar vulnerability of New York intellectuals to the cult of science. He sifts through & i I r o d and
Amaecttn h n o m i c Growth (E%+),
a h k vvhich eskblished
the reputation of Robed W. Fogel, whom he calls "the Napoleon of the cliometric revolution in economic history."" Fogel
inaugurated a scientific approach to economic history that has
been widely imitated.

Born in the BFonx, Fogel (1926- ) came to economics late,
afier a youth devoted to radical politics. An uncehin position
in an uncertain discipline-"a distinctly right-wing and gayiseh
field," according to McCloskey--prompted his scientistic rhetoric and approach.
The necessities of academic politics required it. There were and are
na departments of economic history in North America, . . . Economic
history in t 964 was on the kfensive in American depadments of economies, dismksed as antique by the new teehnoerab stmtting abut the
earnp in their gleamingamor, . . .It w a essential that young economic
historians prove themselves tetchnically able. . . , FogeI repatedty displays the brightness of his economic armory."

Fogel's work since his miiroad book ampfy illustrates the costs
of professionalization; he continues militantly to uphold what he
calls "scientific" history (against "traditional") h i s t ~ vIn
, Fogel's
vision L'seientistsf'are hard-working researchers with laboratory
coats who use sophisticated statistics; traditional historians are
dreamers, pets-the Iiterati. The findings and r e p & sf h e
scientific economists are not even intended to be read by the
unwashed. "The majority of cliometricians," b g e l tells us, believe that the "proper audienceFpfor their works are "not those
who read history for pleasurep'--the disdain here is palpable-"but those who are capable of assessing and validating the fruits
of scientific labrs-not a broad public, but a narrow group of
highly trained specialists.""
Mafsive team efforts, according to Fogel, are the "hallmark"
of cliometric history. "One recent paper," he announces
proudly, "involved no fewer than ten authors." Since they treasure '"acts and khavioral regularilies," vrmnal ""voice"' is considered a "failing." Fogel and his specialists gather in institutes
dreaming of new colonies. He lists past vidories. "The cliomet-
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ric approach developed most rapidly in economic history and
has been the predominant form of research in this field. . . . The
majority of the articks published in the main econamic history
journals of the United States," Foget crows, "'are now quite
mathematical, and cliometricians predarninate in the leadership
of the Economic History Association.""
Although Fogel enjoys professional success, the ability of his
numbers to illuminate the historical reality remains questionable.
In 1974 Fogel, with Stanley L. Engerman (1936- ), published
Time on the Cross: The Economics of American N e p Slavery,
a two-volume work, which boasted that its scientificand quantitative appraach put slave histofy on a new basis. Yet its deficiencies
index the ills that haunt the fetish of methods: figures and methods mask the reality itself. '"Scientific'%istory turns into science
fiction.
At least in part, Time on the Cross sought to establish that
slave labar was more productive than scholars previously thought
and that this productivity depended less on external punishments
than on an inbred work ethic, Herbert: C. Gutman, in his Mistering attack, Slilvety and the Numbem Came, found their evidence
and approach woefully inadequateeS3For instance, Fogel and
Engerman examine the records of one plantation owner who
over several years kept track of when he whipped his slaves. They
make the requisite computations and conclude, "The record
shows that over the course of two years a total of 160 whippings
were administered, an average of 0.7 whippings per hand per
year."'4 For Fogel and Engerman, this was almost scientific
proof that slaves were not driven to work by punishments, since
the whippings were too infrequent to be effective.
Gutman demonstrates that Fogel and Engerman miscalculated the number of slaves on the plantation; but even within
their terms, he questions the significance of the figures-"&?

whippings per hand per year." M a t does it mean? in fact, retranslated it means that ""a slave-'on averagep-was whtpped
every 4.56 days. Three slaves were whipped every huo weeks."
This suggests a more harrowing level of violence. Fogel and Engerman's flawed method, Gutman argues, risks obbxuring the
reality. "It is known, for example, that 'on average' 127 blacks
were lynched every year between 1889and 1899. How does one
assess that average? Auume that 6 million blach lived in the
United Sktes in 1889. . . . Is it weful to learn that "the record
shows an average of 0.0003 lynchings per black per year x, that
about 99.9997 percent of the blach were not lynched in 18891"
For Cutman this significance of social violence cannot be deduced from averages."
C u t m n k intervention was characteristic and signals that
some historians swim against the tide of professionaiism. History
has always attracted radicals and Marxists seeking to rediscover
the untold history of a nation or labor or women or minorities.
Those from the left., like Cutman, who entered the profession
have remained loyal to this commitment in a double sense; they
have wished not simply to reckim the past but to reclaim it for
the participants-for a public. For this reason, American historians writing on labor, slavery, the family, women, and the origins
of the cold war have informed, even influenced public discussions. WilIiam A. Williams (1 92 1- ), Eugene Cenovese
(1930- ), Howard Zinn (1922- ), Christopher Lasch (1932- ),
and others have &red reahble h&-from
The Trqedy of
American Diplomacy (1959) to The Culture of Narcissism
(1 979)-that speak to public issues.
Herbert Gutman's own work is typical in that he sought to
bring history out of the academy into the open air. The son of
Jewish immigrants, Gutman (1928-851, who was active in left
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politics, attended Queens College and Columbia University before shihing for his doctoral work to the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, traditionally a home of an independent left and I a b r
st~dies.'~
Later he taught at Faideigh Dickinson University in
New Jersey and the University of Rochester, before returning to
New York at City University.
Gutman's writings were less technical monographs than public interventions. His bwk, The Black Family in %very and
Freedom, 1 750-1925, was directly provoked, as he states in its
fiat sentence, "by the bitter public and academic controversy
surrounding Daniel P. Moynihan's The Nepo Family in America: The Case for National Action."17 Gutman targeted the belief that the black family had been destroyed and disorganized by
American sociev; he wanted to show that it contained remarkable resiliency and vitality. He also wanted to undercut the policy
implications of the Moynihan report that the cause of black poverty lay with the black famify and not, as Cutrnan believed, with
structural unemployment and racism.18
Cutman, a pioneer in the " w w " sosocial history researching the
ignored underside of histoy-the invisible workers, blacks and
minorities-feared that this history might forget its public obligations; he warned against '"he balkanizing thrust in the new social
history." Too much history is "too narrowly classififatory. too
narrowly statistical and behavioral. . . . The new social history
suffers from a very limiting o v e r ~ ~ c i a l i z a t i o nUnhappy
.'~
with
this academization, Gutman launched a sCiil ongoing enterarise
to make history public, the American Social History Project,
which is bringing out a popular W-volume history of American
lahr, W o Built Ametzed t, as well as a series of stick shows and
films designed for a wide audience.@
Gutman's work is undeniably powerful and influential. Yet is
it passiblt: that it belongs to a cuftural world almost abandoned?

Might Williams or Gutman or Lasch be "transitional" intellectuals with an obsolete comitment to a public outside the profession? Lach, once a cdleague of b t h Cutman and Genovese,
rmarked on the diffirrences between his generarion of historians
and that of his teacher, Richard Hofstadter. His awn generation
had diaculty sharing Hofstadter's confident professionalism:
"We find ourselves uncomfortable in aademie life and ofien at
odds with the profession and the unive~sity."~'Yet perhaps this
discomfort impelled them to find an audience outside the university. Ironically the New Left historians seem more settled into
university slots, more satisfied with a campus audience. Although
some of these historians-again partly inspired by Cutmanhave very recently sought to "remedy" the "neglect of popular
history and the general
it is diacult to identify the
successors to Williams or Gutman or Lasch.
Precisely this issue has b e n raised by a young historian, "Where are the young left historians?" asks Cagy Blake
(1956- ), a professor at Reed College. "Busy in the tasks of academic advancement," he writes, "radical historians roughIy beMeen the ages of 25 and 35 have paid little attention in recent
years to the larger issues. . . . Young left historians too often produce work that merely fills out previous theses or applies them
to new social groups or geographical areas with rather predictable
res~lts."~'If this is accurate-Blake exempts some feminist historians-then the h h r e of radical histsry will be little different
from that of other disciplines.

NOWHERE HAS the impact of the New Lefi on the university
been as great as in Mamift thought. Twenty-five years ago Namism was almost absent from campuses; today, subdivided into
166
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political science, sociology, history, literary theory, and other
fields, it is taught at most major universities.
As in many American industries, imports dominate the Mantist academic market-for roughly the same reasons as with cars.
Although the final product is sometimes assembled inside the
United States, foreign Mantism seems snappier, better designed;
it accelerates more easily. It is more finished and polished. Why
stick with clunk '4merican models? A recent survey of philosophic Manrism by an American professor contains chapters on
Georg Lukics, Karl Korsch, Antonio Gramsci, Max Horkheimer, Jean-Paul Sartre, and Jiirgen Habermas, but only passing references to any American contributorseM
In the larger area of Mantist shtdies, however, one American
is frequently put fonvard as a candidate on a par with the Europeans. Fredric Jameson has been labeled the most original and
influential young Manrist thinker today. It is "generally recognized," states the introduction to a volume devokd to him, that
famesan is ""a--and perhaps the--leading Ntarxist critic of our
time."6' His books, from Marxism and Form ( 1 97 1) to The POlifieal Unconscious ( X 981), are fundamental relerence points;
and their author has a ~ i n e the
d academic heights, having been
coutted by major universities-Yale; University of Cdifornia,
Sanb Cruz; and Duke University, where he currently teaches.
Few will contest that fameson is a thinker of rare energy and
commitment. Few could Boubt, also, that his world is that of the
university: its jargon, its pf~blems,its crises. While the Marxifi
and radical critics of the past--lewis Mumford, Malcolm Cowley--never deserted the public, Jameson never sought it; his
writings are designed for seminars.
That jameson's swoxk has already spawned a sizable secondary
literature illustrates the shift. No one was needed to guide a

reader through Murnford or Wilson or Trilling for the simple
reason they were their own best introductions; they wrote to be
read. Within three years of the publication of Jameson's
The Political Unconscious, however, a university preu published a book to help the uninitiated understand it.& This book,
\ameson, Althusser, Marx: An fnfrductt'on to ""The Political
Uneorrsez'aus," ogers an unobstruchred view of amdernic
gamesmanship.
Out-of-touch professon are informed that Jameson's work assumes "a good deal of serious thinking that has gone on in recent
years about narrative." They are also told that his ultimate aim
is "the opening up of the individual text into that hors t o x t ~or
unspoken (nondiit) ground of intolerable contradiction that it
But what "it," or more exactly, our aucannot ackno~ledge."~~
thor, cannot acknowledge is that the real text is the advance and
self-advance of careers,
The world is slithering toward nudear disaster, global pllution, and starvation, but. one Mantist critic writing on another
brightly trades in Marxist academic lutures. M a t does the rnarkeg loak like? Excellent for coming yeairs, thaugh the quality is
not quite up to the Parisian standard. "We are . . . in the midst
of an explosion in theory, and a number of younger theorists
especially show signs of rapid development, but so far Jameson
is the only one working in English who writes as the peer of the
French poststructuralists."68
Jameson cannot be burdened with the sins of cultists; however, it is worth examining a fragment of Jameson's writing in
which he tackles a public issue. In a recent essay, Jarnescrn identifies architecture as a salient example of "postmodernism," a favorite topic of literary critics. For Jameson, pstmodernism signifies the "'effacement" of' the lrontier b e ~ e e nhigh culture and
so-called mass or commercial cultu~e;it implies the emergence
af new k i d of "texb." The postmdernists have broken with
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the elitism of earlier critics vvho diskined popular culture. "The
postmodernists have in fact been fascinated precisely by this
whole 'degraded' landscape of schlock and kitsch, of TV series
and Reader$ Digest culture, of advertising and motels. . .
From this angle Jameson examines various postmodemist
"texts" including a "full-blown postmodem building" that offers
"some striking lessons about the originality of postmodemist
space." This building is the Bonaventure Hotel in Los Angeles,
designed and developed by John Portman, who is also the architect of the Pexhtree Plaza Hotel in Atlanta and the Renaissance
Center in Detroit, Portman's signature has been the m y storied atrium, a sweeping interior space lined with balconies and
boutiques and enhanced by open lobbies, reflecting pools, and
w atedalls.
Glass elevators glide up through this shimmering space and,
in the case of the Bonaventure, out, almost into the open, where
Los Angeles spreads out below. Atop the main tower, which is
equidistant from four identical cylinders containing the hotel
rooms, revolves a circular bar. Even Po&manPsharshest critics
cancede that his hank devotion to profitable and popufar buildings is refreshing. He does not suffer, noted an Italian critic,
"from those complexes that torture the European intellectual.""
Perhaps lor this reason peopie seem to like his work-at least,
out-of-town visitors are often brought by friencts to ride the
elevators.
What does jameson make of this? He cannot sufficiently
praise or describe the Bonaventure. He suggests that it transcends conventional terms, even conventional exprience.

We are in the presence of something like a mukttion in built space
itself. . . VVe
the hum= subiecb who h,appen into this new space,
have not kept pace with that evolution. .. . We do nclt yet psswss the
percept-1 equipment to match this new hwrspace. . . . 'l''%@
newer

.

. ..

architecture . . . statnh as something like an imperative to grow new
organs, to expand our senwriurn and our body to -me new, as yet
unimaginable . . . dimension^.^'

This excited introduction spurs Jameson on; in keeping with
a postmodem ethos, the Bonaventure decisively rejects elitism.
UnlBe the classic modern buildings, whieh were imposing and
distant, the Bonaventure is 'Ynse&ed"' into the city fabric. Its
entrances exemplify this very different relation to the city. S u m p
tuous old hotels staged the "passageway from city street to the
older interior. ' T h e buikjiings of the International Style were aets
of "disruption."7z
With the Bonaventure, however, the entrances are small, ""lateral" and "rather backdmr affairs." " M a t I first want to suggest
about these curiously unmarked ways-in is that they seem to have
been imposed by some new category of closure governing the
inner space of the hotel itselt" T o this new space corresponds
"a new colledive practice, a new mode in which individuals
move and congregate . . . a new and historically original kind of
hyper-crowd."7'
Nor is this all. Again and again lameson confesses that he is
at a loss for words, since the postmodern "hyperspace" of the
Bonaventure transcends individual perception and cognition.
However, his enthusiasm for its elevators and escalators, whieh
are "dialectical opposites," calls forth some additional thoughts.
They illustrate something of the narrative form, where visitors
are led through various paths.

XR the Bonavenfure, however, we find a dialecticaI heightening of this
procea: . . .the escabtars and eievators here hencefohh replace movement but also and above all designate themxlves as new reflexive signs
and emblems of movement proper, . . . Here the narrative stroll has
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b e n underscored, symbolized, rei5ed and replaced by a &ansprtation
machine which bcrcomes the allegoricd signifier of that older pramenade . . . and this is a dialectical intensification of the autoreferentiality
of all modern culture,"

There are several problems with this Mantist homage to the
Bonavenfure: the first is the Bonaventure itself. The Manrist cultural critic decked out with the latest advances in deconstructionism and semiotics cannot diseover What the simplest inquiry
shows. The building that Jameson believes is transcendently
postmodem, requiring new organs to fathom it, is palpably premodern; it hints less of futuristic space than moats and feudal
castles. The Bonaventure reduces contact with outsiders by the
use of massive wails tmd minuscule entrances. It has been described as a perfect exemplar of fortress architecture.
Jameson considers the curiously invisible entrances as representing some new category of space. Not quite. They are small
and unmarked to keep out the lwal population, predominantly
poor and Hispanic, One reviewer tailed the main entrance "'a
small hole punched in a vast four-story-high wall of ~oncrete."~'
Far the Bonaventure, built on urban renewal land, is not for lmal
inhabitants; the real entrances are by automobile for visitors and
businessmen. The hotel is practically inaccessible to pdestrians,
as anyone can verif) who has sought to enter by foot; from the
sidewalk it is a ""bnker,"76
The incoherence of the Bonaventure, which leaves almost all
visitors confused, has tefs to do with new dialectical space than
with the old incoherence of architects mare interested in h z z l e
than design. A review of the building, which is positive but not
uncritical, states that while the '"entire complex works weil as a
landmarbr and visual focus, the vast concrete podium on which
the towers sit does not respond well to the environment." The

limited street access threatens the entire project, The interior
space is "large and certainly exciting,'' this review continues, but
it is also "disorientating and lacks clarity and focus."'7
This haters myriad cdurnns and continuous gray concrete curving
s t a i r c ~ aserve only to confuse, rather than sbengthen, the impact of
the central space. . . . The hnaventure Hotel. is a bbyrintk of such
complexity that hate1 guests have complained justfibly a b u t wing
tip into the wrong tube and wandering ahut Iiteralb in circles, Recent
aBempts to identify the four identical tawtrs with narrow colared banners proved a feeble gesture when viewed ag;zinst the vast canyons af
the centrd space.78
That a leading Marxist critic can wax eloquent about the "inserfion" of the Banaventure into the city without stumMing on
the fact that it expressly excludes, as well as devitalizes, the city
sugge&s that the Marxist theoretical "explosion" "has the force
of a seminar caffee break. That a-the"r1eading
Marxist critic
enthuses over hypespace, new collective activity, hypercrwds;
that it takes a reviewer unfamiliar with Dictionary of Mar-xist
Lingo (revised) to raise questions about pedestrian access and
spatial incoherence indicates a theory feeding upon itself. The
problem is not only Jameson's surplus jargon but the jargon itselk
everything is text and more text. The metropolis itself vaporizes.
T o be sure, this is just a passing exercise for Jameson; his major
writings concern themselves with literature, Yet his piece exernplifies the failings of a new academic Manrism.
This new Mamism converges with, indeed partly promotes, a
"poststructuralism" that concentrates on texts, signs, and signihers as the stuff of intepretdion. Insofar as this method, inspired
by Jacques Derrida and Roland Barthes, posits, "there is nothing
outside the text" and "interpretation of any signifying chain is
necessarily only another chain of signs,'779it both surrenders at-
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Cention to a social or material context-or fails to appreciate its
import-and encourages endless spirals of commentaly.
Gerald C r d , an English professor, has decried these approaches that imply literature is only a b u t itself. Me believes
the fashion of meta-intepretations-more and more strained and
belabred intepretations feeding on interpretations--is the form
of professionalization in an age of advanced capitalism. With
only a trace of irony, Gr& states:
Just as a ptscarciQ economy rnay require the liquidation of traditional
mord restraints, aadernic professionalism rnay require radial critical
innovationzzs a condition of its expansion, Where qwntitative ""production" "of schobrship and criticism is a chief meatsure of profesional
achievement, nanow canons of proof, evicfence,logical consktency and
ctahty of expraion have to go. To insist on them ixnpses a drag upon
progress. Indeed, to apply strict canons of abjectivi~yand evidence in
acahmic publishing t d y w d d be comparable to the American economy" returning ta the gold sbndard: the @Beetwould be the immediate
coXXagse of the sygtem, The new wave of pracrilticd and rnetacriticd
Cions in criticism . . . may be a necess;lry spur to indwtrial
groMfi at a time when the conventional nocles of professional publication have worn thinem
Charles Newman, reflecting on the professorial obsession with
mhtheory, agrees, "Theory becomes an infinitely expenhble
currency, the ultimate inflation hedge."" In different terms, literary theory expands as literature dwindles. The theory of fetishism, which Manr set forth, turns into its opposite, the fetishism
of theory.

The devotion of Marxist (and non-Mantist) literary thinkers
to self-devouring theory, it might be supposed, could not infect
Manrist profesmn of economics, inevitably more attentive to social and ecanomic realities. The s p i e s of Manrist eeonornic

professors is ifiself new to the American environment, "If there
is a single professor in the United States who teaches political
economy and admits himself a Socialist," wrote Upton Sinclair
in his vast 1923 tour through American academia, "that professor is. a needfe which I have been unable to find in our academic
hay-stack.'?8' Today Sinclair would find dozens of needles.
kdical and Marxist economists have established a presence
in sever4 universities. For w e years their organization, the
Union for Radical Political Economists (URPE), and their journal, Review of Radieaf Political h n o m i e s , have been the most
successful of New Left academic institutions, Unlike other left
professionals, the radical economists retain a commitment to a
larger public; they regularly hold conferences and summer
"schools" specifically geared for interested outsiders. Almost
alone among the left academic groupings, their organization
publishes pamphlets and books for a lay audience. For instance,
URPE edited a book on the crisis in state cutbacb of: social services, This volume, Crisis in the Public %etor: A R e d e r , seeks
not only to instruct but "to assist the process of organizing a
response to the public sector crisis and the current mood of
keut-backs."""'
Al! of this is reason for celebration; it should also be put in
perspective. The achievement of the radical economists has been
limited, in spite of their numbers and indisputable talent. It is not
possible to name a book by a younger radical ecanomist in the
same league-in writing or verve--as those by last generation
radical economists from Paul Sweezy to John k n n e t h Galbraith, Even the best work of this younger group, for instance,
James O'Connor's The Fi~calCrisis of the State, tends to be
diffuse and involuted; the writing seems increasingly to bear the
homogenizing mark of university '"dialogue."
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Democracy and Capitalism, for example, the latest book by
Samuel Bowles and Herbert Cintis, two outstanding URPE
thinkers, challenges conventional political theory; yet it also
exudes its idiom and concerns. The authors ~ustifyignoring
tvventieth-century European Marxim and its ""elegant critical
pursuits" (such as psychology and philosophy!) because these
"theories generally have not incorporated the logic of individual
choice into their conceptual apparatus, have not understood the
critical importance of the micro social aspects of macrosocial activity, and have not embraced the emancipatory status of individual liberty."84 This (dubious) proposition opens the way-is already the way--to the language and ideas of academic political
theory.
Despite their safutary eff;orts, and occasional successes, in the
long run few radical economists seem able to resist professional
imperatives. Radical political economy has steadily adopted, or
succumbed to, the form and style of standard economic^.^' This,
in fact, is the conclusion of Paul A. Attewell in his study, Radical
Political Eeonomy Since the Sixties. He suggests that initially the
sixties generation engendered an "academic left scholarship"
that challenged the prevailing economic knowledge. However
the fervor, identity, and perhaps raison dP6treof radical political
economy ebb each year.
The story Attewell recounts is familiar; young Mantist professors face the hostility of the profession. Under the tenure system
they are "dependents" with alloted time to prove their respectability. "This pressure," Attewell writes, "shows itself as an attempt to adopt academic style and to 'sseientize' Mancist sch-olarship." Increasingly, reports Attewell, most radical economists
"legitimate their work by adopting a scholarly style, by publishing
in respected journals, and by emphasizing the rigorous empirical

fbundations of their arguments, which ohen use quantitative
techniques of analysis." While retaining their radical identities,
usually by the choice of topics, "the professional pressures" have
led them "to embrace the mainstream canons of academic:
method and d i ~ ~ o u r s e . ? " ~
The vulnerabili@ to academic constraints sets the new Marxists apart from last generation Mantist economists situated outside or on the outskirts of universities. Perhaps for this reason,
unlike Paul Baran and Paul Sweezy, who were able to update
Mamism lucidly (in Monopoly Capital), the combined oeuvre
of the more numerous younger Mamist economists seems
weaker in content and impact. In the world of Marxist political
economy, the generational divide yawns as wide as elsewhete,
Although often igoored, the writings by the asmeides of
lMonthb Review and, sgecifically, the b o b by P a d Baran, Paul
Sweezy, Harry Braverman, and Harry MagdoE formed a school
that in coherency, originality, and boldness no other American
Mantisrn has eeme close to maching. When Marxists of other
countries turn to American contributors, it is prima~ilyto these
authors, However, the lMonthly Revievv school lacks pupiis to
carry on its work, If it is wssible to point to absences elsewherethe absence of successors to Trilling or Wilson or Mumford or
Mills-the absence of successors to Sweezy and Baran is glaring.
T o identify Monthly Review Marxism as a "school" beyond
the academy is, of course, too simple. Paul Baran (1910-64)87
led a life typical of the European left-wing intellectuals: many
exiies, rnany countries, rnany careers. We wm born in Russia and
educated in Frankfurt and Moscow, but the rise of Hitler and
the consolidation of Stalinism put him on the road. After a stint
in the family business in Poland, Baran emigrated to the United
Shtes and enrolled at Warvard. He served in various agencies
during the war, including the United States Strategic Bombing
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Survey under John Kenneth Galbraith, who called him "one of
the most brilliant and, by a wide margin, the most interesting
economist I have ever knawn.""
In the war's aftermath, he again wandered about-Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Bank-untiit Stanfard
University offered him a position in 1949, an act the administra. Sweezy exglains, ""Since the Gold
tion soon came to r e g ~ tPaul
War and the witch hunt were still in their early stages and had
not yet cast their baleful shadows across the country's campuses,
no one was unduly troubled by his outspoken Marxism: many
liberals, and even some conservatives, were still naive enough to
welcome someone who could expound views radically different
from their own.'"'
The naivetk dissipated, and Baran was much bothered, and
sometimes demoralized, by quasi-oacial harrassments over his
course load, sahry, a d leaves of absence, which left liale doubt
that the university wanted to be rid of him. This intensified after
the Cuban Revolution, which Baran openly welcomed, traveling
in I960 to the island and meeting with Gastro.
A friend reported to Baran that he saw both a stack of letters
from Stanford alumni cdling for his firing and the official response by the Stanford president. The president's reply, reeaunted Bamn, 'Yid n d p i n t out that the University was committed to the principle of academic freedom or anything of that
sort, but stressed its having the very difficult problem of my having tenure. The busineu of freezing my salary, far from being
treated as a secret, is being widely advertised (among donors) to
show that nothing would be done to 'encourage me to stay
here.' " b r a n added that he should be "'above all this,'? but "'it
burns me all up" and "plays havoc with the nervous system."w
Three years later, in 1964, he died of a heart attack,
Pad Sweezy's (191Q- ) path was almost the reverse; he at-

tended Phillips Exeter Academy and commenced an all-flaward
career: undergraduate, graduate student, and instructor in the
economics department. Harvard University Press published his
dissertation (on the English coal trade). During the war Sweezy
took a leave, assuming a position in the Ofice of Strategic Services (OSS),a haven for many academics and left-wing intellectuals. After the war and following a period of study, he resigned
his Haward position, recognizing that '"his political md intellectual views would prohibit his tenure at Haward.""
Within several years Sweeay founded MonthIy Review, an independent socialist periodical, which he still edits today. Its first
issue featured Albert Einstein's "Why Sociaiism?"TThe jaumaf
also established a small publishing arm, Monthly Review Press;
its first title was l. F. Stone's book on the Korean War, The Hidden Hist-ory o f the Korean War, The other Monthly Review
principals will be mentioned briefly. Harry Braverman (192076), originally a metal worker and a Trokskyist activist, eventually
beeam an editor at Grove Press, After some years he resigned
when they refused to pubfish a book by Bert~andRussell on
Vietnam, and joined Monthly Review Press. Harry MagdoE
(1913- ) worked as an -mkt
for a series of New Deal and
World War I1 agencies; like many lehists in the fifties he
bounced around without secure employment-stockbrolier, insurance salesman-until he entered publishing, joining Monthly
Review as a co-editor with Sweezy in 1969.
At their best the Monthly Review books possess a clarity and
originality rare among Mantist writings; they include Sweezy's
The Theory of Cafiitolist Development ( 1942), which still may
be unsurpassed for its expasition of classid Manrist theory and
debate; Baran's PotiricaI &@nomy of Crawth ( 1 %7), a decisive
work in opening up the discussion of "underdevelopment";
Baran and Sweezy's Monopoly Capital (1964), which, bearing
the imprint of the New Left, is the most accessible Marxist cri-
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tique of American society; Magdoff" The Age of Imperialism
(1969),a Mancist primer on American breign policy; and Bravernan's Labor and Monopoly Capitial (1974.), a thoughtful
study that has spurred much discussion about the "de-skilling?'
1abor.92
The force of these works cannot be attributed simply to the
lives of the authors; but neither can it be cleanly separated from
them. The Monthly Review authors stood largely outside the
universities and they wrote for the educate&reader. Their books
are not rehashings of Marxi& dogma; nor are they monographs
for colleagues. ""The desire to telf the truth,"' wrote Baran, is
""only m e condition for k i n g an intellectual. The other is courage, readiness to carry on rational inquiry to wherever it may lead
. . . to withstand . . . comfortable and lucrative conformity.""
They are last generation Marxist intellectuals, having more in
common with Edrnund Wilson and Lewis Mumford than with
the university Mantists who follow them. Like The Death and
Life of Great American Cities, Monopoly Capital and Ldbor
and Monofi+ Gapitd have academic successars, but. none with
the same vigor and langmge,
Insight into the Marxist generaZiona1 shift can pe~hapsbe
glimpsd from the following: when Pad Baran died in 1964,
M;ontfily Review published a memorial volumie~""aolIective
pomait."* It included some thirty-eight statements a b u t Baran
by friends and associates. The vast majority of these were by older
intellectuals-foreignen, or foreign-born and foreign-educated
Americans, The list of contributors ran fmrn Joan Robinson,
Isaac Deuischer, and Erne& (Che) Euewrd to Erie Wobsbawm,
Otta Kirkheirner, and Werbert Marcuse, ft also induded reflections by four younger North Americans, students or friends of
Baran: Peter Glecak (1938- ), John Q'Neill(193 3- ), Maurice
Zeitlin (1935- ), and Freddy Berlman (1934-8 5).

WOwere these four and what &came of them? T%e first
three were instructors or assistant professors when Baran died;
today they are established professon of American studies or sociology at major North American universities (University of California, Irvine; UCLA; York University, Toronto). They have
made substantial contributions to scholarship, but little in the
style or vein of Baran. The last, Freddy Perlman, founded an
anarchist press in Detroit, Black and Red, which over the years
has published pamphlets and book. His press and name might
be recognized by a few cognoscenti of left literature?'
Twenty years later a Festschrift for Sweezy and Magdoff a p
peared with many contributionsfrom North Americans.% Of the
approximately seventeen younger American authors, none has
yet written a book of the caliber of Monopoly C a ~ i t o or
l Labor
and lClsnopoly Capital;all but m e of these authors teach at universities. Of course, like any list this hides a series of different
situations and aspirations; it is more than possible that none of
the contributors has wanted to write a work in Monthly Revim
style; and it is pouible that some still do. Nevertheless, the overview of Mantism and radical political economy suggests that its
development parallels other disciplines and subdisciplines: colleagues have replaced a public, and jargon has supplanted English. American Manrists today have campus offices and assigned
parking spaces.

THE RISE of radical geography illustrates the general problem
that haunts Mantist and neo-Mantist scholarshipsuccess.
Richad feet (1940- ) recounts that he and h& friends knew
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"nothing" of a radical geography tradition when they began their
studies. "The very idea of a radicalized geography was beyond
our comprehension." While enrolled in graduate school at the
University of California, Berkeley, the student movement
spurred them to rediscover and reinvent this tradition, although geography was the "last" department to be affected by
radicaf ism.
As beginning professors they dispersed, accepting teaching
posts across the nation. At Clark University in Worcester, Massachusetts, Feet and others decided to create a forum fbr friends
and sympathizers. In 2969 these young scholars founded Antipode, a journal of radical geography. With early issues broaching
subjects that traditional geography rarely addressed-the geography of poverty, underdevelopment, urbanism--the journai
served as a catalyst for graduate students and younger faculty.
David Harvey's work, which was just beginning to appear, inspired other geographers to delve into Marxism.
By the early eighties times had changed, and radicai geographers sought to establish themseives within the profession. The
Union of Socialist Geographers became an official sut>section
(Socialist Geography Specialty Group) of the Association of
American Geographers, "Even radical academics with safe, tenured jobs" 'had to respond to the times if '"they want to have
students in their classes, or gain scholarly respect with their publications," comments Peet, The Row of articles to their journal,
even the interest in it, flagged. "The very generation of Marxi&
geographers we had helped to radicalize" no longer submitted
articles to Antipode. TubIish in a respected journal' had replaced 'support the movement.'
Yet Antipode survived and made the decision, at least in form,
to professionalize: since 1986 it has been published by an established scholarly press, Blackwell's. "My own feelings about this,"
"

states Peet, "are essentially optimistic-that the academic respectability provided by a professional publisher will intersect
with a renewed energy and commitment. . .allow[ing]A n t i ~ d g
to progress to a new level of quality and influence."98
The trajectory is vpical, and it would be flip to challenge the
inescapable realities or to deny the accomplishments. The A w ering of left scholarship, the weakening of political protest, and
the defense of the university beachheads seem an almost natural
and inevitable progressian that has affected radicals, Mamists,
and neo-Marxists in d disciplines. Moreover, the gains seem, if
not irrevocable, unprecedented. For the first time marginal or
lost traditions of radical geography, sociology, history, and other
disciplines have entered the bright light, where they can be examined and taught, while enlisting additional students. In the
long run this may prove decisive.
Yet a sticky malter should be. aired: if left intellectuats have
succumbed to the imperatives that herded them into the universities, they itre not innocent victims. Left inteifectuds did not
mivefy or unwillingly accept the academic regimen; they also
embraced the university themselves. The critique of academization by a university left is curiously muted--softer than a conservative critique. Of course, a radical critique is not totally absent; it
looks back to Veblen and Mills and forward to Noam Chomsky,
perhaps its boldest current guardian.
An anarchist suspicion of intellectuals as power brokers pervades Chomslty's approach. For his criticism of American intellectuals, Chomsky invokes not simply classic anarchists,
like Bakunin, but the most politically eccentric of New York in
tellectuals, Dwight Macdonald. Chomsky begins his ' T h e Responsibility of Intellectuals" "969) with Macdonaid. "Twenty
years ago, Dwight Macdonaid published a series of articles in
Politics on the . .responsibility of intellecbls, I read them as an
undergraduate, in the years just after the war, and had occasion to

.
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read them again a fiw months ago. They seem to me to have
lost none of their power or persuasiveness."" In Macdonald,
Chomsky sensed a kindred soul, an individual bucking institutions and leftist pieties.lW
For Chomky the new liberal and technical inteligenbia j
truth and morality for specialization and power. He c
niew Brzezins&, who applauds the shift. "The largely
orientated, occasionally ideologically-minded intellectualdissenter . . . is rapidly being displaced . . . by experts
and specialists, who become involved in special governrnentd
undertakings. . . ."lo1
Yet Chomsky raises the sensitive issue that left-wing intellectuals are prone to enter governments and institdions. 'Vne factor in the betrayal of the promise of socialist revolution has been
the willingness of the technical intelligentsia to assimilate itself
to a new ruling class." And this willingness is a factor at work in
Eastern Europe as well as western democracies.lo2Left intellectuals in Chornsky5 view are not simply defeated; they sometimes
cooperate and colhhrate. Chomsky, however, is an unusuat and
wmewhat isolated figure: an anarchist skeptiat of intellectuals
in institutions is rare in the American lefi,
The much more significant progressivism, libfalism, and
Mantism projected a universe where intellectuals would reform,
if not rule society.'03 They would man its bureaus and agencies.
This prospect undermined a critique of intellectuals, for it was
always possible to misread the situation-perhaps intellectuals
were actually reforming society.lM T o put this another way: the
academization of a left-wing intelligentsia was not simply imposed, it was desired. For the lehists, appointment to state or
academic bureaucracies constituted small s t e p on the gath
to power--or so they fantasized. Careerism and revolution
converged.l'

Early in the century the progressive historian Frederick J.
Turner succinctly expressed the hope of intellectuals as official
reformers.
By tfaining in seknce, in law, politics, economics, and history the universities may supljfy from the ranks of democracy administratars, legislators, judg,es and experts far comnissioners who shdl disinterestediy
and intelligenl-lymcdhte between contending interests. . . It is ha*
too much to fay ttrat the best hope ofintelligent and principled pmgrea
in economic and scxial legishtian and ahinistrationi lies in the increasing inAuence of Americrdn universitie~.'~

.

This idea partidly propelled the migration of left intellectuals
into the university; it was hardy a question of "selling out."
Rather, radical intellectualswere not inherent opponents of institutianal pwer, and when the possibili~emerged to enter,
perhaps to utilize, these institutions, they did so. If quick to
record violations to academic, and sometimes xacht and sexual, Ireeboms, they typically proved ablivious to the mts of
institutionalization.
For instance, the radicals in political science, according to Seidelman and Harpham, "did not abandon professionalism for palitics; rather, they asserted their politics through the profeuion."
The Caucus for a New Political Science, founded by radicals in
1967, successfuly democratized official political science organizations: it contested elections within the discipline; it set up new
panels at conferences; and it established a new journal, Politics
and Society. But it succeeded as a new professional group "not
as a united intellectual movement or as a group of intefleduals
seeking ties with a public outside the discipline itselE Indeed the
Caucus's activities centered exclusively on the politics of political
science itself." Eventually it "narrowed its goals to the concrete,
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material and limited demands of an interest group within the
discipline. . . . Polemics, critiques and political activity became
an effort to educate and mobilize other professionals."'07
This is still generally true; the "politics" of academic life s u p
plant larger politics. Of left professors, Mamist academics may
be the most culpable, the most eager to embrace institutional
imperatives (and benefits). From Marxism itself they inherit a
sober ~ientificapproach, discounting useless moral protests. To
accept and utilize the university makes good political sense. Perhaps for this reason no-nonsense Mantist academics frequently
seek to establish not simply the credibility of their ideas but institutes or power bases, dense networks of professors, graduate students, publications, and foundation monies. They want institutimd c h t and prestige,
A recent volume on "historical sociology," largely by and
about left professan, is filled with reports on the status and success of the "field." Theda Skocpol announces that several of its
main figures have done quite well.
[Charles] Tiliy has a&a&ed iarge amounts of research funding over the
years, built a rnaior research eenter at the: University of Michigan, and
serves as a prafessio~lgatekeeper in three or four disciplines, [Xmmanuelj Wallerstein enjoys broad international prestige . . . and has managed to e m M y his world-system prspctive in a research center and
journal, . , . in yearly conkrences at revolving university Iwations . .
and in a section of the American Sociological Asmiation that contrals
several sessions for every year's annual meeting.lo8

.

This perpetual monitoring of the field, charting the major contributors and their successes, which is a regular feature of Marxist
and neo-Mantist writing about everything from feminist history
to Mamist anthropology, suggests less about ideas and more
about property and careers.'@

When talk comes around to one's lifework, the motive most

left scholars ascribe to thems-elvesor others, of course, is not the
establishment of institutional power; rather, they seek to esbblish
a body of '%counter" or Marxist culture that in the United States
never existed, With frequent references to Gramxi and his ideas
of ideological hegemony,"' left scholan envision their teaching
and writing as laying the cultural foundations for a politicaf renaissance; they seek to develop a convincing "new" sociology,
"new" "political science, "'new" history.
This surely has some plausibility: mmpared to almost any
country, the American left s d e r s from ignorance of its past and
of the larger history of radicalism. In most western democracies
socialists and Mamists can claim an honora;t>fecultural tradition,
often with links to universities. In the United States, however, a
dissenting crr Mancist culture has never been firmly estabjished;
it is dikse, fragile, and regularly lost. Left academics study the
past, the sbte, the economy to escape finally h m this failing.
Yet at what point does left scholarship lose its Glan, even its
raison d'Ptre! At what point does it simply become more specialized knowledge, little different-neither better nar worse-than
other contributions? Much Mamist scholarship, although not all,
took its cue from a structural or ""scientific" scsehoal[with its own
secret affinity to professionalism.' In its longing to be rigorously
scientific, Marxism Erequently began to look like the social science it wanted to subvert,
If Mamist sociologists broke with the values and culture of the
mainstream, their love for "&jective" and ""s~ructural"aanalyses
brought them back to it, leading them to dismiss culture, ideology, and subjectivity as so much inconsequential
If
Marxist potitical scientists depreciated conservative theorizing,
they offered in its place technical models of the state that seemed
hardly superior; the Mamist theories possessed the aura of pene-

''
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trating the deep secrets of capitalism but rarely progressed beyond dense formulas. "Academic Mantists have typically chosen
a path of retreat," concluded Car1 Boggs, "from explicitly political phenomena in h o r of abstract treatments of productive
forces, sbte functions and class relations.""'""
Often this Marxist penchant for bloodless schematas is acknowledged and paraded. "The essays'in this book," states Erik
OIin Wright, a Marxist swiologist, in his introduction, "have
been heavily shaped by the academic context in which they were
written." He wishes to "engage in debate with mainstream social
theory" and "simultaneously . . . develop a style of empirical rePerhaps this is laudsearch which advances Mantist
able, but it suffers fmm several flaws. There is no empirical research, as he admits. "While none of the essays constitute an
empirical investigation . . they are all intended to help establish
the theoretical preconditions.
Moreover, Wright's theoretical preconditions derive from the
French brand-now recalled because of major design ftaws but
once exported by Nicns Pouiantzas and Louis Althusser-in
which vapid definitions and pronouncements decorate occasional examples and baroque diagrams. Ta lighten his task
Wright oRers six modes of ""more differentiated schema of stmctural causality" ("'structural limitation," "'"selection"-with
''W
complementary forms . . . 'positive' and 'negative' "--"reproduction/non-reproduction," "limits of functional compatibility,"
"transformation," "mediation") that allow him to map lucidly
the relationships of the state, economic structure, state intervention, and class struggle. He notes, 'This model could of course
be made more complex. Other elements could be added, such
as the role of ideology."'16
The real problem is that this kind of Mantism has gained the
worst of all worlds; it has not really ioined the mainstream, but it

.
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has successfully abandoned the vigor of Mantism. A fair sample
of the light that has been shed might be Wright's conclusion to
one section:
from the mdel ofdetemination in Figure 2 3 is
andys the ccamplex dialedicfil refationships bebeen class stmture, class formation and ckss stmele in any analysis
of classes. . . . Any adeqw&e political understanding of the p s i b i l i ~ e s
and conskaints present in a given swid formation depen& u p n showing the ways in which clas stmctr;lreeshblfshes limib an e h stmaXe
and efass famation, the ways in which clas s b g l e tra
class stmcture and class formagan, and the ways in whieh
mediates the relations between class stmchre and class formation.117

This might be called Mantist vmdoo.
Another book from the sixties illustrates the danger threatening Manrist scholars, Immanuel Wailerstein and Paul Starr put
together two volumes about student and university protests,
whieh presented a spectrum of opinions. In his eonchsion to
The University C ~ s i Reeder
s
(167 l), Wallerstein &red some
of his own thoughts about radicals in the university, "There is
much hard intetlectual work to be done by the left," he stated.
"This inteIEectua1 work will never be done welt if it is isolated
from praxis, kom involvement in a political movernent and political action. But neither will it be done well if it is isolated from
the pressures of campeting intellectual ideas in the mainsham
of intelleehaf debate, which in America is stifj: located in the
univer~ity.""~
These words s i p l e d the times, as did the fate of the sentiments: they did not survive the seventies intact. As the possibility
of '"political
action'ydeclined, only half, or less than half, the
program remained: "hard work" in the middle of "the pressures
of competing intellectual ideas in the mainstream of intelIectua1
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debate." This call for respectable scholarship is beyond reproach,
yet it is dogged by the question, at what point does radical xholarship cease to be radical? Like so many books of the sixties, The
University Crisis Reader was dedicated to "ehe memory of C.
Wright Mills." Fifteen years after this anthology appeared, it
seems that competing with the mainstream has been costly.
Waflerstein himself has cut a wide swath through sociology
and history, as Theda Skocpal observed. Among other things,
he has published two weighty tomes titled The Modem World*&m; and he has founded not only a journal (Reviw)but an
outfit, which he heads, called the Fernand Braudel Center fsr
the Study of Economies, Historical Systems and Civilizations
(State University of New York at Binghamton). His achievements have been considerable, and he has persistently sought to
enlarge standard approaches to national economies and history.
He has recently s b t d that the sbdent movement, which it
is fashionable to minimize, led in fact to important ideological
"explosions." Yet his very appreciation, laden with the new academic ~argon,suggests the disbnce traveld.
In terns of epktemofogy, we are seeing a seriow challenge to both
univer~lizattionand sectorialization and an attempt to explore the
methodology of hali&e research, the implementation of h a t via media
that had been excluded by the nornothetic-idiagraphic pseudodcbat-e. . . . What is really new, however, is the historiographicat
challenge. . . . We are living in the maefstrom of a gigantic: intellectual
sea-change, one that mirrors the world transition from capitalism to
something else (most probabjy sacialism). . . . This ideological shift is
itself both one of the outcomes and one of the tools of this process of
global transition."'

Whatever the value of Wallerstein" global approach and
logic--and it may be valuable-it is far from the spirit of C.
Wright Mills, muckraker, moralist, public intellectual. More-

over, as in m w h Mantist and neo-Mantist writing, the drumhat
of academic troops can be heard. Wallerstein has championed
the ""sstem'hppraaeh to world econsmics; he has also establiskd a system-hk own,a mini-empire alkurnals, centers, and
publications.

"'

The final report on univenities and the New Left is not in.
The eamplexie and size of higher education forbid confident
conclusions. The general tencfencies, hwever, are clear, The
academic enterprise simultaneously expands and contracts; it
steadiiy intmdes upon the larger culture, setting up private dubs
for accredited members, That it is di6cuft for an educated; adult
American to name a single political scientist or sociologist or
philohsopher is not whofly his or her fault; the professionals have
abandoned the public arena. The influx of left scholars has not
changed the pich~e;reluctandy or enthusiasticalty they gain respeccabiitit.)rat the cost of identity, The slogan that was bornwed
from the German left to justify a professional career-"the long
mareh through the institutions"'--has had an unexpected outcome:at least so br,the institutions are winning.

CHAPTER 7

AS EXEMPLARS of last generation intellectuals, Lewis Mumford (1895- ) and Edmund Wilson (1895-1972) seem almost
too perfect. In life and prase they summon up a wrId distant
from the new academics. Mutmfitrd, who has h e n called America's last private scholar, inherited little money and has rarely been
the beneficiary of foundation largess. Nor has he worked as a
salaried editor, reseafcher, or teachel-. In an age of institutions,
Mumford is attached to no institution. He has managed what
was once very difficult and is now almost impossible--to live
from his writings. His twenty-eight books, from The Story of
Utopias ( 1922) and Tgchnics and Civilization ( 1 934) to The
City in History (1961) and The Myth of the Machine (196770), constitute a singular oeuvre, almost unequaled in American
letters.
His life bears the stamp of his times: old New York and Greenwich Village. Mumford walked, savored, and wrote a b u t New

York's museum, libraries, ferries, "'Surely the feryboat was one
of the great inventians of the Nineteenth century. . . .Even the
short trips to Jersey City from downtown New York provided a
touch of uncertainty and adventure, allowing for the tide, dadging other boats and ships, all with a closeness to the sea and sky
and the wide sweep of the city itself. . . ." Bohemian Greenwich
Village provided thk requisite ambience: ". . . I, too, belonged
to the Younger Generation; rebellious; defiant of conventions,
but not yet wholly disillusioned; and Greenwich Village was our
rallying ground." Veblen served as a model. As an editor of The
Dial, Mumford knew Veblen, describing him as a fellow "heretic in the academic wrldf' who, like Mumford himself, refused
to "recognize the no-trespass signs" of specialists.'
Mumlord mainly wrote, as Re would state later, around and
past the academics to the intelligent readerse2"Until the Great
Depression of the 1930s there was a sufficiently wide variety of
week;Xies and monthlies, some like 'The Dialhand 'The American Mercury,"paying
a modest two cents a word, some like
'Harper'ss' and 'ScribnerFs,>aying mare, so that I never w a s
compelled to undertake a subjwt that did not, in some way, further my own purposes," This was the golden age far you% writers, with publishers offering liberal advances for bold projects.
"It would seem almos( sadistic ta give the present generation of
writers an account of the liberated state of publishing then in
almost every field."' Later, he occasionally taught college, but
he did so as a visitor, eschewing a permanent post. He cherished
m independence that he feared would wilt once burdened with
university obligations and protocol.'
It seems proper that Mumford initiated the last generation's
final sally against the encroaching academization of culture. In
t 968 Mumford came across a new edition of his favorite writer,
Emerson, whom he considers "a mountain spring" watering all
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American letters.' Published by Haward University Press, this
complete and scholarly edition of Emenon's journals was an "appraved"?text of the M d e r n Language Association.
MumZord was appalled. Teams of academics had transmuted
Emerson's Buid prose into sludge. In the name of accuracy, the
good professors had flagged every inconsequential divergence
b e ~ e e nvarious manuscripts and published editions. They used
twenty different diacritical marks, which became part of the
printed text, that "vp,a d sputter at the reader, not only to
indicate eancellatians, insertions ar variants, but also unrecovered matter, unrecovered cancelled matter, accidentally mulitilated manuscript, even erasure^."^
For Mumford, the academic enterprise had gone amuck.
""Thus these 'J~ournals?have now performed current American
scholarship's ultimate homage to a writer of genius: they have
made him unreadable." A friend had begged him not to criticize this schslrlrly edition, since Mumfisrd was an unaccredited
outsider.
True, but I am a faithful Emerson reader; and, as it turns out, that
academicdlmbiiity is fberhapmy chief gualification for writing this criticism. For who is to question such an authoritative enterprise . .except
those whose reprrtatians and promotions could not pssibly bc: jeopardized by gassing an unfavorable verdict upon it?'

.

Mumford" frontal attack on the academic establishment
stirred into action another old war-horse. Edmund Wilsan,
born the same year as Mumford, shared much with him: an allAmerican past; a long and productive life of independent writing; a refusal to specialize. If anything, Wilson was more jealous
of his independence and more suspicious of the university. After
World War II, when he had acquired a wide reputation, he sent

a preprinted postcard to those requestkg his sewices. O n the
card

it was noted (with a check against the appropriate Ibzrx) that Edmund
Wilson dws not . . . write articXes or books to order; does not write
forewords or inlrductions; does not make statements far publicity
purposes; does not do any kind af editaria)work, ~u&eliteraq contests,
give intenrievvs, broadest or appear on tefevision; does not answer
questionnaires, contribute to or take part in symposium. . . .%
Wilson's almost willful obsolescenceset him apart and against.
Already in f 9 4 , when a professor asked for a complete bibliography of his published writings, Wilson realized his time and
generation were over; he had become an object of study, someone to gape at. He belonged to a group, almost "extinct and a
legend" in inwhieh '"he practice of letters was a common crafi and
the belief in its value a common motivation." Many are now
troubled by "a writer who works up his own notions and signs
his own name." Professors want to classify and analyze, not to
play a role in literature. "For the literary man in a college, incorporated in that quite ditferent organism, the academic profession,
with its quite other hierarchies of value and competition far status, the literary man of the twenties presents himself as the distant
inhabitant of another intellectual world; and he figures as the
final installment of the body of material to be studied."'
Inspired by Mumford, Wilson looked at some other scholady
editions sponsored by the Modern Language Association. He
found the same profligate pendantry, a vast scholarly libido channeled into textual annotations mangling America's authors.
Thirty-five scholars were busy going through variant texts of
Mark Twain; eighteen of them were "reading Tom Sawyer
baclouard, in order to ascertain without being diverted from this
drudgely by attention to the story or style, how many times
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"Aunt Polly" is printed as "aunty Pally." While universities lavished funds and research on unreadable scholarly editions, often
of unimportant books or authors, cheap usable editions of essential American writings hardly existed. For Wilson this all
demonstrated that the academic enterprise had become a bhated
boondoggle. l0
This blast by America's aging but leading man of letters elicited a small starrn of prokst-and some agreement. The MLA
published a booklet of replies, ominously titled Professional
Standards and American Editions: A Reswnse to Edmund Wilson. To leave no doubt that this W= the establishment talking,
the president of the Guggenheim Foundation wrote the preface.
Gordon N. Ray set the record straight: Wilson and his supporters
represented obsolete amateurism in the age of high-performance
professionals. Wilson's attack
derives in part from the alarm of amateurs at seeing rigorous prolessionat skndards applied to a subject in which they have a vested inkrest.
Were, at least, the issue is not in doubt. As the American world has
come to hll maturity since the secand World War, a similar arilimw
has shown. itself and h e n discredited in fidd after field from btany to
folklore. In the long run professional standards always prevail."

AS A STATEMENT of fact few could tmtest this judgment.
Professionals in high theory or mass culture or intermtional terror have staked out the h h r e . To dexribe ssmeone as a "man
of Ietters" h inhe 1980s is almast krogatory, hinting of villqe
poets or family historians." An unexpected source, however, has
yielded some stiff-necked men of letters loudly decrying the reign

of the technocratic academics: the new and not-senew consewatives. Expsks and denunciations of academic sophistry and careerism can often be found in conservative journals, such as The
New Cn'toion, Commmtav, American SEholar, but rarely in
left and liberal ones. Conservatives honor men of letters, regularly attacking professon and academic hustlers. Why?
In principle, conservatives have been less tempted by institutional or govemment solutions to social ills. At least since Edmund Burke, they have objected to experts, lawyers, or professors meddling in government or society; this is the c m of the
conservative critique of the Enlightenment. They have prized
the man of letters devoted to letten, not politics. An opponent
of Thornas JeEerson raised this charge: he is "a man of letters,
and should be retired as one. His closet, and not the d i n e t , is
his place." Another suggested that fefferson" merits ""might entitle him to the Professorship of a college, bul they would be as
compatible with the duties of the presidency as with the command of the Western army.""
This commitment to the aristocratic man of letters fires rt critique of the univenity that has no left counterpart. The titles
alone of books by conservatives index their concerns: The D e p dation of th; Academic Dogma by Robed Nisbet, The Fall of
the Ameriean Univenity by Adam Ufam, Decadence and Renova/ in the Higher Learning by Russell Kirk, The Declitl.: of
the Intellehal by Thomas S. Molnar. These works all indict the
endemic careerism and corruption of bloated universities. The
authon' loyalty to the obsolete man of letters enables them to
condemn academics swarming for grants and advancements.
Russell Kirk, a cent& figure of post-World War 11conservatism,
resigned hom his university post in the early fifties, already protesting automatk growth and aeadernic bureaucratization.
The intensity of the conservative attack on the university al-
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most transcends political labels. Nisbet, in The Degadation of
the Academic Dogma, occasionally sounds like a wide-eyed radical unmasking colleaguesas capitalist tools. He deplores the conquest d the universiv by capiblism: ""The first million dollars
given to a universiv" was a million too much. ' T h e first man
who, having enclosed a piece of the university, bthought himself of saying, 'This is my instituk' and h n d members of the
faculty simple enough to believe him, was the real founder of the
univenity's higher capitalism."14
Entrepreneurs and hucksters have replaced disinterested
scholars and researchers, An "'academic bourgeoisie'kornplete
with shoddy goods and conspicuous research has sprung up.
"Scratch a faculty member today," Nisbet reports, "and you almost always find a businessman." "The entrepreneurial spirit"
spreads throughout the university, corrupting everything and
everyone.
A veribble faculty jet set came into being, to excite envy-and emuhtion, . . . X firmly believe that direct granb from government and
founAtion to individwl members of university faculties, or to small
company-lib group 01faculty memkrs, for the p u p s e s of creating
institutes, centers, bureaus, and other emntially capitalistic enterprises
wi.thin the academic community to be the single most pwedul agent
sf change that we can find in the university" long history. For the first
time in Western history, prolemm and schdars were t h w t into the
unwanted position of entrepreneurs in incessant search far new murces
of capibl, of new revenue, and . . . of pra6ts. .. . R e new capitalism,
acdenzic c*talism, is a force that arose within the university and that
has had as its most eager supporterr the memben of the professoriat."

The same homage to the aristacratic m n of l&ers explains
mme of the conservatives' success and public presence; (hy abject to academic entrepreneurialism and its language. Unlike left
academics, more easily seduced by professional journals, jargon,

and life, the conservatives are committed to lucid prose; for this
reason they are reahble and are read. While several periodicals
of the left devoted to the general reader have appeared in recent
years, for instance Salmagundi or Grand Street, the proliferating
radical journals are wared to sympathizers in various disciplines;
the uninitiated could hardly plow through Enclitie or Social Text.
The conservative journals, however, adopt a public idiom; an
outsider can pick up and read The New Criterion.
Moreover, the conservative journals seem willing not only to
challenge new academic wisdom but to highlight its function,
shoring up insecure professors. A typical essay in Commentary
questions the mania for theory by literature departments. "The
terms that now cause pulses to race-deconstruetion, disseminations, epistemes, the mirror stage, and the like--are so undescriptive of literary detail that they tend not so much to explain
literature as to replace it." Geofiey H. Hartman, a Yale literary
critic whom Frederiek Crews quotes, states that he and his calleagues resist the attitude that "condemns the writer of criticism
OE comnzentav to nonliterary status and a service function." The
literary critics respond by the cult of high Theory, including the
cult of the high Theorists-themselves." Another Commentary
piece judges, "this eagerness for a whole new set of terms that
can be manewered around and hhind and beyond literature has
the look of a program of system-wide retooling in an industry
that has dixovered it is antiquated."17
The conservative critique comes alive, sniffing academic
wheeling and dealing and its debased prose, where the left ohen
slumbers. However, the vigorous right-wing attack soon flags.
Conservatives' opposition to professionals founders on their suspicion of all intellectuals, at least of all those who do not know
their place.18They inch toward anti-intellectualism. praising the
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experts they sometimes challenge. Their man of letters stays out
of trouble by staying in a specialty.
From the D r e y b affair to the Vietnam War, conservatives
hoded that intellectuals meddled in matters outside their training. In words almost identical to those deployed against Zola
and the D r e ~ a r d s a, conservative has aeaeked scholars who
protested the Vietnam War.
SrnaIX efiques speaking for the profeswriat . . .come faward . . . not as
scholars in relevant, fields but. a profewrs, simply as professors. Ely
virtue of king profewrs-professofs of bidagy, asistant professors of
English, instructors in Romance hngwges-they claim the right to
chalEenge the Gvemment to public debate on whatever issues they
please. Mo one would mainkin rh& plumkrs, just by virtue of k i n g
plumbcrrs, had any such right, or physicians, Iawyers, engineers, merchants, bnkers, or b b r ieiaders, except perhaps where the issue
touched on their special field of interest and competence.'9

Ironically, the conservative critique of professions turns into
its opposite, a defense of special interesb and fief&. They object
to the poets or plumbers speaking about foreign policy, instead
oZ p e m s and sinks, as if the divisions of labor were cast in
heaven. Herein lies a critical diEerence with the sometimes overlapping anarchist critique of pcofessions.
The critique of intellectuals as sewanb of power by an anarchist like G h o m h does not aim to confine intellectuals to their
labs and fields. ]If anylfiing, he wants intellechls to speak up
as citizens or eitizens to aswrt themse;fves as inteNectuals, The
hostility toward unaccredited outsiders keeps specialists in business; it also worb, notes Chomsliy, to silence critics, who are
inevitably outsiders-for instance himself, a professional linguist
criticizing foreign policy.

"In discussion or debate cancerning social issues or American
foreign policy," writes Chomsky, "the issue is constantly raised,
often with considerable venom. I've repeatedly been challenged
on ground of credentials, or asked, what special training do you
have that entitles you to speak of these matters. The assumption
is that people like me, who are outsiders from a professional viewpoint, are not entitled to speak on such things." The problem is
that the appropriate disciplines successfully filter out dissenten
"so that by and large a reliance on 'professional expertise' will
ensure that views and analyses that depart from the orthodoxy
will rarely be expressed.""
Consewatives, however, cherish a more benign view of professionals tending their own fields. Yet even this is not a consistent principle, Their man of letters is not to be found above or
outside the fray, cleaving to arts and letters, but on its right Bank;
they do not allow that an independent intelIectud can alsa be a
critic of society. For most eonsewatives this is a contradiction,
proof of corruption, loyalty to alien powers, and un-American
activity. In the conservative lexicon, "politics" itself is a dirty
word, which somehow the left introduced into the universifiy; at
least politics is the special province of politicians, who never mess
with art and scholarship. Once u p n a time cufture and scholarship stood apart from politics. The left drove them together.
This skewed notion of politics drowns their own defense of
standards and values. Hifton Kramer" The New Gn"ferionand
Joseph Epstein's American Scholar persistently accuse the left
of injecting politics into culture. "The intrusion of politics into
culture," states Eptein, is "one of the maior motifs" of the last
twenty-five years." Not only do they imagine that at some point
culture was uncontaminated by politics; but for them politics can
only mean leh-wing politics. Their own politics is not politics.
Vet rarely have general periodicals devoted to the arts and schol-

anhip been as emphatically political as The Now Cn'terion and
Amen'can Sehokr, Atfred b z i n remarks that American ScKolar,
the journal of the Phi Beta Kappa Society, was never associated
with any particukr politics-until a newonservative began saving it from politin.2' The same might be said of Commentary.
It may have once been liberal and tolerant of radicals, but it was
never so relentlessly political until it became conservative.
This one-eyed definition of politics cripples the conservative
critique of the university. When conservatives see leftists in the
university, they cry "politics." However, they are silent about
the much more numerous conservatives. Why? Are they outside
politics! One radical law professor in a conservative department;
hvo Marxists economists in a Keynesian or monetarist discipline;
a group of left-wing literary critics in the vast literary entelprisethese issfated, and sametimes not-so-isolated, individuals cawe
conservatives ta announce the decline of the universib and civilization. Pditics has taken aver.
Yet it is not dificult to demonstrate that the active and committed conservatives far outnumkr the misceIlatneous radicals
and leftists. The emergence of left-wing literary theorists regulady occasions attacks in the conservative journals. But why not
attack the far more significant institutes of Russian studies or
international aeairs, even schools of business and managementt
With a few exceptions, consewatives not only man these outfits
but play much more important political and cultural roles than
the usually beleaguered left profeuors. Is the Haward Business
School or the UGtA Sehml of Management nonpolitical? Departments of political science and economics house untold numbers of scholars who advise the United States Government. This,
too, is "politicized" xholanhip. Why the fiction that the universities have been politicized by some left scholars!
A conservative symposium on the "politicization of scholar-

ship" "ckles '"the deformation of scholarship and teaching in
American hiversities by radical ideology.'' Professor Balch informs us that "the origin of virtually all of this is on the Left."
The situation is serious, perhaps terminal. "The prime concern
for alarm is the gradual conversion of many educational institutions from open forums . . . into organizations with established
ideological lines. . . ." The future looks bleak. "With tenure in
hand, and with control secured over many departments, schoah,
journals, and professional associations . . . the politicization of
the academy by the Left" is almost unstoppable."
Other contributors also raise the alarm: Mamism has daminated ""many kpartments and even some fields." Sholarsfiip
has been replaced by "ideology," "traditional discipline'? by
"radical attacks on Western culture," According to Stanley
Rothman, who is identified as the M a y Huggins Gamble Professor of Government at Smith College, radicals gain positions of
power and then '"press br hiring scholars who share their outlook." '~dlditna1 scholars are '3emoralized.'Tertain topics are
taboo; it is dificult to discuss the possibili~that '"ome group
differences in performance on IQ tegs might have a genetie
component" 'or that p o v e q is a "function of personal limitations
rather than simpIy the fault of the system." A~ceordingto Rathman, "American colleges and universities are very d i k e n t
places in the 1980s than they were in the 1 9 5 0 ~ . " ~ ~
The conservative critique of the univelsity lapses into conservative ideology. Politicized scholars and universities, we are to
believe, were unknown in the blissful 1950s-the years the government instigated the purge of leftists from colleges and schaab.
Why is this news to h e Mary Huggins Cambie Professor of
Government? From vague altusions we are to conclude that
Marxists "dominate""departments and fields, but nothing is said
of the conservatives who control most departmen&of economics
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or philosophy or political science or psychology. Radicals, we are
told, try to hire radicals-as if conservatives for years, decades,
or centuries have not staEed universities with eonsewatives, We
are to presume that conservative ideas have dificulty getting a
hearing--as if the entire structure of government, from the
American president to most college presidents, does not emphatically lean to the right.
For conservatives a criticd vision is itself evidence of personal
failings or foreign ideas. For instance, Lewis Mumford might
seem a conservative hero, an authentic man of letters, who has
stayed clear of big government, big univenities, and big grants.
The problem is that Mumford has mounted a withering critique
of American society. How can Edward Shills, a consernative, explain that! Easy.While Shils acknowledges Mumford's independence and intelligence, he concludes that he has not '"been
strong enough to withstand the force of misleading traditions."
What are these "misleading traditions"? "The dislike of contemporary American society and culture has been a postulate of
many American intellectuals. . . . They acquired the attituk
from Europe. . . . k w i s Mumford . . . has not been successful
in freeing himself from the fundamental antimonian pre~udices
that this tradition infused into him.""
The disbste, even contempt, for critical thinking--.it is not
onIy wrong, it is foreign-&comes even less innocent when
coupled with the conservative penchant to undermine freedom
of speech. They object to academic freedom not because it is too
feeble or narrow but because it is too strong and wide. William
Buckley's book on Yale, which inaugurated his career, is subtitled The Superstitions of "Academic Freedom." Like many
conservatives, Buckley believed the threat to academic freedom
was academic freedom itsdf.
"It is therefore an appalling yet indisputable fact that because

of the restraints of "academic freedom' . . scores of influential
professon . . . are allowed-in fact encouraged-to teach just as
they will, to traffic within loose limits, in whatever values they
choose," wrote Bu~kley.'~His roster of trafficking professors,
who should have been cashiered, was quite long; it included not
only socialists, Keynesians, and "eollectivists" but one Yale professor who at an Americm Social Hygiene Associatian conference ameked as "unrealistic" and "ouborn" h e ethical and
religious sanctions against premarital sexual intercourse. "As a
professor, Mr. Murdock has wide influence," Buckley noted
darlrly, "and it cannot be expected that his remarks and attitudes
will have no inftuence on his ~bdenk.'''~
Russelt Kirk adjFirrned his klief in academic Ereedomthen
Zook it back: "But when ceftain persons in the Academy abuse
their power and proceed to sneer at human dignity and the whole
fabric of order and justice and freedom, then the license of those
pcrsons justly may be ~urtailed."'~He cautioned not to impair
"the principle itself" when expelling professors who have "lost
their right to the benefits of academic freedom"; and he thoughtfully bestowed "some discretion" on university officials. "If they
decide that a professor despite being a Communist is no discredit
to the Academy, then they ought to be allowed to retain him." In
any event, for Kirk "much of the whimpering" about academic
freedom e o m s from bredom; this freedom is needed only by a
select few,2'
For decades conservativeslike Sidney Hook have sought to rid
educatianal institutions of communists and subversives, Hmkps
activities have not endeared him to liberals. William O'Neill suggests, however, that civil libertarians have "misread" Hook, who
was freedom's best friend. Not exactly.'@ Hooli's Heresy, Yes.
Conspiracy, No (195 3) argued it was reasonable, and desirable,
l
Moreover, his
to exclude communists from the ~ h o o system.
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language and approach were calculated to maximize the inquisition. He estimated a thousand communists were teaching in
NW York City alone.
Even if each teacher, an a conservative estimate, taught only a hundred
studenfcs in the coum of a year, this would mean that every year one
hundred thousand sbdents in New York City alone would be subject
to educatiomlly pemicicluf indtoctdnaiion, Of these . . . hundreds
wadd have been influenced by their teachers to join Carnmunilft youth
organizations frsm which the Communist movement draws its most
fanaGcd followers.'"
He concludes that nothing justifies exposing "growing minds"
This is the conservatives"
to the "dark mark"hf cornrn~nism,'~
leading philosopher calling for a purge-a thousand communist
teachers in New York City alone--far more terrible and extensive than that which actually occurred.
Hook's eagemess to define the limits of academic freedom did
not Me with the fifties. The student movement inspired him
persistently to distinguish bet7ween aeademic freedom and "anarchy."" The rights guarded in the First Amendment ("They are
first not because t h y are in the First Amendment, an historical
accident . . .'") are '\strategic.'"'Sometimes in the interest of
preserving the enCire dructure of our &sirable freedom$, we
may be compelled to abridge one or another of our strakgic
freed~nrs,'"~
The conservatives' critique of big universities and big bucks
is also more than a bit compromised by their embrace of big
universities and big bucks, Few hatre resigned like RusseH Kirk.
They attack the noxious impact of the dollar from cool corporate
offices. If left-wing academics appear sweaty, clamoring for positions and appointments, perhaps it is because they have traditionally been Macklisted, locked out in the street. It 1wb rather un-

seemly-from the tap lioofs where the conservativc;~
lament the
decline of scholarship. No academic left can tap funds of the
magnitude available to conservative intellectuals. No dick and
expensive left journal has ever appeared like The New Clite~on,
handsomely funded by a conservative foundation, an a m of the
Olin Corporation, which originaUy provided Park Avenue ofice
space for Kramer's periodical." Nor does the left include individuals like Richard Mellon Scaife, a great-grandson of the founder
of the Meilon bank fomne, with millions available to fund conservative projects and ~ournals.'~
American corporations increasingly spmad their political
views by supporting or paying conservative intellectuals. For instance, Smith mine Corporation, a major dntg company
allwates a generous share of its nationd media budget neither to promoting Gntac piEb nor Sine-M. . . . Instead, it buys spec: to pernit
featured inkflec-1~ to express them=lves on issues of moment The
title of one [bo-pee)advertisement appearing in N m w e e k and e h where is indicative: "To dord lasting gains in quality of life, we mwt
renew Amefiea5 s i n g industrial base, concludes distinguished sociologist Amitai ~tzioni.""

When was the last time such corporations paid for a two-page
spread by a radical professor?
Nor are there many-any?--left
professors who have been
appointed to funded chain at major universities. A single issue
of the earrsewative Public
identifiessome of its contributors as Henry Ford I1 Profesfor of Social Science, Haward University (Daniel Bell); John M. Olin Professor of Social Thought,
New York University (frving Kristal); Albert Schweitzer Professor of the Humanities (Emeritus), Columbia University (Robed
Nisbet); Shattuck Professor of Government, Warvard Unlversr~
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(James Q. Wilson). Are these people lamenting the impact of
money on scholarship?
Sometimes they do not. They objed, almost, to the opposite,
the effort to belittle or resist the reign of the dollar. This was
Buckley's position: the university should serve the money behind
it. No freedom is &ridged; freedom of the consumer, the rich
who fund Yale, is strengthened.
Let us examine the situation of Mr. John Smith, a. sscidist professor of
economics at Yale, and suwq his fate under my props4 plan. First
of all, let us bar him from teaching beau= he is incufcating values that
the governing b a r d at Yale considers to be yainst the public weifare,
. . . No ffeedom has yet been abri+ed in the c m of Prafessox Smith.
Rather, the freedom of the consumer has been upheld."
Buckley's "plan" anticipates all eventualities. Discharged from
Yale, Mr. Smith is free to find employment at a ciollege "interested in propagating socialism." No luck or no such college?
Then Mr. Smith should respond to the needs of the market and
try something else, such as carpentry.
The ethos here is simple, whoever pays the tab does the ordering. Culture and scholanhip should celebrate capitalism because
they are sustained by it. Many conservatives are driven to distraction by individuals who viahe this precept. Littfe irritdes them
more than left intellectuals who are not starving; sacial crities in
their view shouid be p a r , hungry, or sick, To denounce society
and live off it strikes them as an intolerable cantradietion.
This theme recurs throughout Epstein's Ambition, as well as
in Kenneth S. Lynn's The Air-Line to Seattle. The authon are
incensed by left intellectuals who dare criticize the system that
supports them--sometimes nicely-as if only recluse farmers
can be social critics. Epstein growls about the "revolutionary law-

yer quartered in the $250,000 Manhattan condominium, the
critic of American materialism with a Southampton summer
home, the publisher of radical b o k s who takes his me& in threestar restauran~s,"~
There is no need to toast such individuals, but the proposition
that well-heeled inte!lectuals must praise society substitutes accounting for thinking. Lynn reexamines Emerson's life and suggests he married for money, to gain an inheritance. If this is true,
it may be worth knowing, but Lynn concludes that Emerson
was a supreme hypocrite in his gentle attacks on a commerciai
civilization; instead of questioning vulgar prosperity, he should
commend all to do as he did. As Emerson was advising students
to spurn business and dedicate themselves to the fife of the mind,
he neglected to add that he himself was "an American scholar
who was living on a subsidy and that the source of that subsidy
was the business fowne of a Boston merchant."4'
A supreme irony lurh in these arguments: conservatives profess no love for economic determinism, which is their objection
to Manism; they prolest the subordination of mind to maHer, of
thought to economic power, Yet they are more determinist than
most Mamists. For conservatives the businefs sf cutbre is not
only a fact, it is an ethical comnzand; because American intellectuals live in and from a capitalist society, they shodd sing its
praises. Many conservatives want to tighten the noose, not cut
the rope.
The conservative critique of professionals-and professorsthat begins boldly concludes lamely. Of course, there is no
monolithic conservatism with a single position on academic freedom or culture, ft is well to rernemhr that H. L. Mencken,
much loved by conservatives for his blasts at professors and purveyors of nonsense, held a more complicated and heretical position. We was no friend of the left, but he shot in bath directions.

Ideas of the socialist Scott Nearing found no favor with
Mencken, "'ey
seemed to me to be hollow and of no
validity. . . . They have been chiefly accepted and celebrated by
men I regard as sses," Menckn lorcewty stated his credo: "1
am in fwor of hee competition in all human enterprises. . . .
I admire successful xoundrels, and shrink from Sscidists S I
shrink kom Methodists."""
However, when the University of Pennsylvania dixharged
Nearing, Mencken knew the story. Nearing was not packed off
because he was "honestly wrong." "He was thrown out because
his efforts to get at the truth disturbed the security and equanimity of the rich ignoranti who happened to control the university.
. . . In three words, he wm thrown out kcame he was not safe
and a n e and orthodox, Had his akrration gone in the other
direction, had he defenried child l a h r as ardently as he denounced it . . . he would have been quite . . . secure in his
Mencken closed his reflections on Nearing by reiterpost. . .
ating his disbste of socialism.
But X shodd be a great deal more comfo~blein those convictions and
Instincb if I were convinced that the learned profewrs were really in
fuff and a k l u t e pssessian of academic freediorn-it f could imagine
them hking the &her tack now and then urithout hmnatian to their
jobs, their lectures dates, their b k sales and their hfcSeseM

N. L. Mencken is to conservatives as C. W g h t Mills is to
radicals: honored and forgotten.

NOT ALL left and liberal academics have retreated to professional enclaves while the conservatives monopolize public discussians, Some on the left continue to address a wider audience,

If a disproportionate number are located in New York City, the
reasons are close at hirnd: the liwering tradition of the New York
intellectuals, the concentration of the remaining nonacademic
periodicals, the raw power of the city. Unlike large campuses in
smaller cities, an infular existence is less possible in New York,
A professor wraps up his lecture at the University of Michigan
in Ann Arbor or at the Universiw of Kansas in Lawrence and
encounters only students, researchers, and faculty on his way to
lunch. In New York he or she bumps into the city.
Richard Sennet-t (19+3- ) and Marshall Berman (1940- ) are
not only young New York professon (New York University and
City University of New York); they might represent the last hurrah, perhaps toot, of New York intellectuals. They write as urban
dwellers for urban dwellers. Like the fast generation, their talents
are broad, and their amroach is more literary and impressionistic
than coldly methodolagicd. Unlike standard monographs, their
bosh resist easy classifiation. Tfte Fafl ofPublic Man, Authority, and AIl That Is Solid Melts into Air range widely, drawing
on case studies, novels, m t r y , personal experience. The grit and
craziness of New York infuse their work, Most importantly, their
topics of urban life, public discourse, authority, and modernism
are vital issues which they address in a vilal way. AIt this sets
them apart from most academics.
Nor are they completely alone; the list of New York intellectuals might include Stanley Aronowitz, Morris Dichtein, and a
few others, who all write for general periodicals. Yet the strain
shows. The zeitgeist, if not armed, is watchful. Contemporary
New York professors may be dressed as yesterday's New York
intellectuals but they remain today's profeuors. The differences
tell. Compared to average academic fare, the writings of Sennett
and Berman shine; compared to the last generation's, theirs are
drab and pretentious, even sloppy.

"The idea for this b k , " Sennen tells us in the first sentence
'"came
of his Uses of Disarder: Personal Identity and C i t y
to me duEing a walk with Erik Erikson one morning in a New
England graveyard."4' Not the walk, but the sentence suggests
the distance travekd from the last generation. Humorless pretense replaces wit and irony. Berman modestly suggests that his
own work follows the lead of WaIter Benjamin's, but is "more
coherent,'"enjamin
""lurches," wwhi ""I try to recaiphtre the
most constant cumenb of metablic and di~lecticf'10w."~
The best work of last generation writers was acid, polemical,
deft. Book like fill and All That 1s Solid seem to be bsed on
the opposite principle: they are diffuse, vague. uncritical. Few
pages attain clarity; few seem crafted. Sheldon Wolin, himself a
maverick mdemic, called Fall "shoddy in execution" and almost incomprehensible in its method, repetitiousness, and fracWhile several brief sections are lucid, the whole
tured Engli~h.'~
seems almost deliberately vague.
If Fall seems murky, Sennett's Authority is opaque-or pedestrian*Sources are not identified; the argument is uncertain;
the book hardly written. "I think it is possible from an enquiry
into how people now feel authority, fraternity, solitude, and ritual to derive ideas of a more political and visionary sort."48The
style mkht be called degraded academism or degraded journalism. There are many allusions to scholarfy literature, with no
footnotes (which is fine), but there is also no punch or elegance;
dead language clots the text.
M a t I shall expiare in this chapter is how the occasions for this reading
might mcur, . . . My aim is to show how disrupting the c h i n of cornnand in these s p i a l ways does not create chaos, or destroy the scsnx
that sameone with strength is in charge, but rather offers the subjec-tsa
chance to nqatiate with their rulers and ta *c: mare clearly what their
d e r s can and cannot-shadd and shauld not-do:'

In his Fall and Authotr"V, Sennett. refers to scores sf authors
or commentators, but none is criticized or corrected. Sennen
writ@a b u t authority, but no authorities are challenged. In Senn e ~ ' sintellectual world eveyone adds a little piece to the story;
everyone points out, reminds, or discoven something that Sennett finds interesting. The pluralism and graciousness are estimable but also costly, resulting in a shapeless pastiche. Sennett is a
New Uorlt intellectual without the caustic intelligence that
marked the species; rather he nods to and compliments everyone
he encounkm, The warm collegidity that Bows through his
boolis douses the spark of ideas.
Marshall Berman is feistier. Yet his arguments about modemism make Hegel's night in which all cows are black look like high
noon; his terms and arguments are so wide and rfihse anything
and everyone can be included. Modernism is energetic, wonderful, tragic, painful, exhilarating, dialectical. So is Mam" thought,
So is Nietzsche's. So is everyone's. Who could disagree, but who
also can follow Berman's obviously vigorous arguments? These
continuously dilate into lax generalizationsand upbeat speeches.
He concludes his discussion of Marx with these words:
f have: been tfying in this emy to define a space in which Mamps
t h a ~ f i tand the mdernist tradition converge. First of all, b t h arc:
anempts to evoke and to grasp a distinctively modem exprience, Both
confront this realm with mixed emotions, awe and elation h d with a
sense of bo~or.Bdh see modem fife z3s shot through with cantratdiek r y Imputsions and patentialities, and both embrace a vision of ultimate or ultramdenxity .. . as the way through and kyond these
csnhdictians.

This may be true, but it is applicable to many nineteenth- and
tuventieth-century thinkers, R e ~ e a ~ etwenty
d
times in twenty
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forms, as Berman does, these vague thoughts lose all precision,
In Berman everything that is solid melts into air.
Even at his best, when discussing city life and streets, Berman
sprays all surfaees with his day-glo paint of contradictions, renewals, anguish. He waxes eloquent about Jane Jacobs, who, of
course, fought development and urban renewal; for Berman, her
Death and Life of GmafAmeriean Cities is a fundamental modemist text, which played "a crucial role in the development of
mderni~m."Yet he discovers ""tat beneath her modernist text
there is an anti-modemist subtext, a sort af undertow of nostalgia. . . Jacobs, like so many modernists, . . . moves in a twilight
zone where the line beheen the richest and most complex modernism and the rankest bad faith of nnahrnist anti-madernism is
very thin and elusive, if indeed there is a line at all.""
From here it is only a short step to deciding that Jacobs and
her historic opponent, Robert Moses, are both modernists. Of
course, this is difficult to swallow, since Berman poignantly describgs how Moses destroyed the Bronx. He introduces a distinction to explain this: "The evolution of Moses and his works in
the 1950s underscores another important fact about the postwar
evolution of c d b r e and society: the radical wlitting-ORof mademism and modemi~ation."'~What might this mean? Berman
employs his t w t y idiom of contradictions, renewal, dialectics to
show the way,

.

All this suaesb that mdernism contains its own inner contradictions
and dia1ectics; that forms of modernist thought and visian may congeal
into dogmatic o&hodoxi_esand hcorne archaic; that other forms of
mdemism may Be submerged, . . . Xf we learned through one modemism to construct hatom among our spaces and ourselves, we can learn
Erom another mdemism-me of the oldest but also, we can see now,
one of the n c w m t t a lose our b l w s and find ourwlves anewer"

Sennen and Berman have handoned a New York intellectual
style not only in their incorrigible diffuseness but also in their
pewtual good cheer, Lest they be accused of negativism, constructive ideas dot their books. Sennett's work teeters on the edge
of pop psychology with little tips on life and its problems. His
suggestionsat the end of Authority could be lifted, mangled English and all, from a primer about discontent on the job.
These, then, are Eve ways to disrupt the chin of command, all based
on the right and the power to revise through disewsion decisions which
come from higher up: the use af the active voice; discussion ofcategorization; prmitting a variety of obdienee responses to a directive; role
exchnge; face-to-face negotiation a b u t numrance. These disrup
tions are oppamnities to connect abstract economic and bureaucratic
forces into humn terms, . . .And it is by these disruptions that the fear
of omnipotent auttrority might be realisticalty lessened,"
Berman is more ambitious. He is an evangrrXist of the human
spirif; and an urban populist; wherever he turns he finds signs of
renewal, strength, community. His aim is to appropriate "modernism" so that "we will see that there is more depth in our lives
than we thought. We will feel our community with people all
over the world. . . . And we will get back in touch with a remarkably rich and vibrant modernist culture . . . a culture that contains vast resources of strength and health, if onfy we c m e to
know it as our own."" Berman hits all the buzzwords: roots,
community, strength, health. This is psychobabble for aging
Eeftists,
He concludes his book on an upbeat note with a suggestion
or more exactly with a "modernist dream" that might help salvage the Bronx. "I want to use modernism to generate a dialogue
with my own past. . my Bronx." A "modernist vision and imagination can give our maimed inner citief something to live for,

.
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can help or force our non-urban majority to see their stake in the
city's fate, can bring forth its abundance of life and beauty."'6
Berman dreams of the Bronx Mural. This would be painted on
the rebining wall that runs along the Gross-Elronx Expresswy,
which martally wounded the borough. "The mural would have
to be executed in a number of radically different styles. . . . Children of the Bronx would be encouraged to return and put themselves in the picture: the Expressway wall is big enough to hold
them all. . . . To drive past and through all this would be a rich
and strange experience. Drivers might feel captivated by the
figures, environments and fantasies. . . ."'?
As if shooting past the mural on the way to work or inching
past it in New York traEc, would not be a sufficiently rich and
strange experience, Berman caps it with an equally rich and
strange idea: a "gigantic ceremonial arch" would mark the end
of the highway.

misarch would be circubr and inflahble, sugcllsting b t h an automabile tire and a bagel. When fully pumped up, it would 1mk indigestibXy
hard as a hagd, but. ideal as a tire for fast gekway; when soft, it would
appear leaky and dangerous as a tire but, as a bagel, inviting to settle
down and eat."

So Berman's modernist-antimodernift dream. Qf course, not aifX
the details are worked out. When will the arch be pumped up or
deflated? What color will it Eve, tire color or bagel eobrt (There
is also an awkward question a b u t Professor Berman's familiarity
with bagels: he seems to think they change shape when stale.)
Obviously, this is fantasy, but as a vision it is as inspired as the
giant doughnuts and hot dogs of some fast food joints. As an idea,
it is half-baked.
As usual, Berman covers his ideas with a wordy icing:

1 could go on talking about more exciting modernist works of the past
decade. Instead, 1 thought to end up with the Bronx, . . . As I come to
the end of this book, I see how this project, which consumed so much
of my time, blenlls into the modernism of my times. X have been digging
up some of the buried madern spirits of the pat, trying to open up a
dialectic betvveen their exwrience and our own, hoping to hdp the
people of my time create a modernity of the future."

The sentences seem IiCted from an enderss lecture. The original New York intellectuals were known as big blkers--and spartan writers; they wrote graceful and finely tuned essays. The successors lost this talent. Sennelt and Berman are garrulous writers;
the elegant essay has become the sloppy b k . Sennett writes,
"Experience of diversity and experience in a region of society at
a distance from the intimate circle; the hediakcontravene b t h
these principles of publicness. Having said this, I am uncomfortabEe with it as a self-contained f~rnnula,"~
These are not stray examples. These books lack balance and
grace. While their styles are not the same-Beman's adopts the
personal, Sennett, the bureaucratic--their book seem only partiany written. They meander and poke around, and Che digressions do not hone the argument. It is here where form pwses
into content; both Faif and tilt That Is SoM are remarhbly
opaque book. They provide less light than a sense of generalized
urgency, perhaps a feeling.
For this reason many readers and critics are fond of these
books; the arguments or contents recede before the topic and
atmosphere. Even with a dash of originality few booh examine
broad social issues for a reading public; readers are gratified when
a bsok does. Xt hardly seems to mattex. how the b h praceed,
or if they do; whether after a chapter or two they are readable,
even coherent; h e t h e r anyone can 5gure out what Sennett has
argued; or whether by page 350 Berman is dreaming of inflatable
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bagels. None of this matters. These books live by virhre of their
titles, their subject matter, and the authors' general effort to write
for the public, Yet the achievements mark not a vital New Yark
cutture, in which ideas and language stilt count, but its ahedife.
One additianaj index of New York culhjtral life should be mentioned: The NW York Review of Book. The evolution of The
NW York Review is a short course on the fate of independent
writing, younger thinkers, and Jewish New York intellectuals.
From its beginnings during a 1963 newspaper strike, when The
NW York Times Book Review addicts began suffering withdrawal
symptoms, The New York Review has exuded the bravado of
New York cultural life,
Predictably it was Norman Podhoretz who boasted in "Book
Reviewing and Everyone I Know" (1963) that "iust about everyone I know has contributed" to the fint issue. He named Elizabeth Hardwick, Dwight Macdonald, Iwing Howe, Alfred Kazin,
Philip k h v , Norman Mailer, WiXliam Phillips, Mary McCaPthy,
and some others, induding one contributor "I never heard of
before.
A young critic, writing in I"he New Yorker blasted Pdhoretz
(and several other reviewers) for crude self- and group promotion. "There are severaf remarhbie things about this essay," Renata Adler wrote in 1964, with divine foresight of Podhoretz's
later career. ""E;irft,'everyone
f knw' ooccurs fouiteen times
(aside from its apparance in the title) . . . Mr. Podhoretz clearly
dws not consider himself a speaker in isolation. . . . Moreover,
such unembarrassed statemen&as "Arnong our most talented literary intellectuals (including just about everyone I know) reviewing is regarded as a ~ o bfor young men on the malre' . . . imply
that the New Reviewers regard criticism less as a sympathetic

response to literature than as an opportunity for an assertion of
personality.""
Adler glimpsed the future: she described this brand of reviewing as ". . . an elaborate system of cross-references that amounts
to mutual c ~ a i l - h a n g i n g ;a stale liberalism gone reactionary
. . . false intellectualism that is atonishhgly shabby in its arguments . .. a pastiche of attibdes and techniques vying to divert
the attention of the reader from the bsok ostensibly under review
to the personality of the reviewer. . .
M i l e these barbs were directed at Podhoretz (who edited
Commentary and much Eater ""broke" with Ths NW York Review), they were also aimed at the insular world of New York
intellectuals, whose favorite periodical-for a while--was the
Review. Some ten years later a book-length sludy argued that
The Meu, York Review was almost a closed shop. "If you are
young, gifted, and white, don't call the New York Review. And
they probably won't call you, either. . . . In general, the Review
has a wretched reputation when it comes to dealing with young
andjor 'unimportant' writers. . . ."6'
Yet these criticisms missed something. The New York Rmiew
buzzed with energW and excitement during its first decade-perhaps fueled by its intense crisscrossing relationships. Today,
however, it looks very different. Approaching its ben@-fifth anniversary, not only has it shifted from left to right but, more revealingly, it has refashioned its identity. For contributors the Review increasingly relies not on mere professors but on ivy League
professors, professors with titles and chairs, and especially professors from Oxford or Cambridge. Its few independent writers are
old contributors like Core Vidal and Theodore Draper. While
it continues to pubjish serious and sometimes provseative pieces,
reading The New York Review summons up Oxford teas rather
than New York delis,
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An unscientific check czf ten random issues from early I 9 8 5
confirms the transformation, Excluding poems and minor
pieces, out of 1 16 major reviews, over half were by British writes
and professors; of these, 20 were from Oxford and Cambridge.
The embrace of the English academics and Ivy League professors by The NW York Review confesses the demise of the freewheeling New York intellectual life it once championede6'
Of course, it may confess something more. The absence of
new and young writers at The N e w York Review has long been
noted. Does this simply reflect an absence in the culture or also
the Hindness of its editors? Richard Kostelanetz (1940- ), a
young writer who has carefully, perhaps obsessively, monitored
the state of his
concludes that not talent but an
interlocking directorate of New York intellectuals headquartered
at The New York Review keeps young writers out of the limelight. In a book-long tract Kostelanetz marshalled his evidence
that the New York brclkers dlowed no one younger than Susan
Sontag and Philip Roth, both born in 1933,to enter the big time.
For Kostelanetz, the missing younger writers are the suppressed
w~iters.6~
T o be sure, this argument can easily be denigrated as the consolation of talentless and re~ectedauthors. T o explain their lack
of success they hallucinate conspiracies directed against themselves and their friends, Kostelanetz may be his own worst enemy. Nevertheless, the rancor of its critics should not be a pretext
to avoid probing The New York Review.
The most serious of the charges against the Review lack substance. The absence of younger writers cannot be attributed to
the editorial policies of one journal, or even several journals.
Nevertheless, no periodical simply mirrors cultural currents, and
a doser look at The NW Yotk Review reveals a deplorable record.
It never nurtured or heeded younger American intellectuals. For

a quarter century it withdrew from the cultural bank without
making any investments. Today the operation must rely on imported intellectualcapital, mainly from England. A delayed political consequence even surfaces. Conservative journals, such as
The NW Criterion and Commentaty, assiduoudy, and wisely,
cultivate younger writen. The NW York Review, although it
now has abandoned radicalism, never did; prtly as a resdt kwer
writers on the left had the same chance to acquire a p d i c voice,
Yet the vagaries of The New York Reviov may signify little.
Editors do not control the sluice gates of culture. Cause and
effect inextricably mesh. While The New York Review has never
welcomed younger writers, intellectual generations do not wait
for hand-addressed invitations before emerging. The general absence of younger intellectuals, the particular absence of younger
New York intellectuals, is due not to a lockout but to a shutdown
of the old urban and culhxral centers.

TO IDEPtfTXFY intellecktals with academics and their fate almost capitulates to the historical juggernaut; it implies that to be
an intellectual requires a campus address. Othen are barred.
Why? Even apart from plumbers or carpenters who might be
intellectuals, some professions would seem to possess at least the
prerequisites, if not a claim, to join this group. For instance, of
the 136,000 full-time librarians in the United States:' might not
some or many be intellectuals? And what about booksellers and
editors, lawyers and doctors, journalists and foundation managers! Are they forever excluded from the ranh of intellectuals
simply for the lack of university letterhead!
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Obviously not. Yet the decisive category here is not intellectuals, those who cherish thinking and ideas, but public intellectuals,
those who contribute ~o open discussions. Evidently nothing or
no one says that carpenters or librarians or brain surgeons cannot
be public intellectuals; some are, but very few. The dearth points
to the everyday work circumstancesthat encourage or discourage
public interventions. Lawyers may often write, but unless they
also teach, only judges and other lmyers will read, or want CO
read, their briefs. Librarbns may love books but may be too exhausted to write any afer eight hours of sifting through those
already published.
One hundred years after Man: (perhaps a hundred years befare), the first or second question we ask of someone is, what
does he or she do? The question smacks of a repressive social
order, where work is life, The query also means, what can he or
she do lor me? Anyone who finds himself at the "wrong" social
gathering, where people are hustling-a carpenter among lawyers, a teacher among 61m people-receives a lesson in instrumentality, Interest dies when one's occupation cames up. "'A
high schaol teacher? . . . Very interesting . . hmmmm . . . I
think f need a refill. . . ." h a different social order, perhaps,
the question might be, what does he or she think or dream or
believet
However, stripped of its crassness, the question is not malicious. The social order is repressive. If we h a w a person's work
we know something about the individual. If people are interior
deeoratars or leathergoods i ~ r t e r s we
, have a clue to their
thoughts and concerns. We also assume, unless we are informed
othenvise, that they are not writers or public intellectmls, The
assumption may be wrong. People sometimes resent, with good
reason, being identified with their work. The assumption, however, is not a moral judgment; it is simply a generafiza~ionbased
*

on experiewe that work infuses life. The museum administrator
or dentist lacks the time or circumstances to write for the public.
Apart from the academics, the work situation of only one other
group requires public writing: journalists. Outside the university,
and partly against it, journalists keep alive a tradition of writing
on public issues in a public language. Although professors write
most nonfiction b o b , journalists weigh in with a considerable
number of titles." America's classic man of letters, Edmund
Wilson, calied himself a journalist. "When I speak of myself as
a journalist, I do not of course mean that I have always dealt with
current events. . . . I mean that I have made my living mainly by
writing in periodicals."70
Increasingly, journdists have sustained-more in their books
than in their daily writing-the general culture; society has responded, almost in gratitude, by mythologizing them. As academic life and writing have grown wan, journalism has expanded, appearing bigger than life: vigorous, cornmilted, public,
Journaliststhemselves have been romanticized in countless movies from AIl the Presidenr's: &n to The Elting Fields and Under
f i t , Journalis~sseareh for tnxth, lor which they risk their lives
or careers; they are unswwingly devoted to a public. They are
everything professors are not.
The reality is somewhat different. '"journalists" is a catch-atf
term; it includes those working in television and radio and those
in the "print" media, which further subdivide into staff (fulltime) writers and part-time= or free-lancers. Tekvision journalists of the major new& and opinion shows constitub their own
breed; few in numhr, they command high salaries and sometimes much akntion. Like everything about television, the sins
(and virtues) of its iournsllists spread across the land.
The lecture circuit has discovered television journalists. James
Fallows reports that nowadays even minor trade groups like to
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kick off their conventions with a speaker who will edify and
amuse them about life in Washington. Liberally bankrolled by
dues-paying members, these associations inevitably choose the
journalists they see on television, who have perfected its talkshow style. Fal'lows reflects on the deleterious consequences.
Conservative, combative, and shovvy individuak with a gifi for
"scholarly sounding epigrams" dominate the television opinion
shows and the lecture circuit. "Not everyone behaves this way,
but to young people the model of success is clear. Ten years
ago the models were Woodward and Bernstein, huenty years ago
Richard Rovere or Theodore H. White, thirty years ago James
Reston or Walter Lippmann. Now the model is George Will.
. , , This new model has helped make political debate more salty
and dismissive than at same other times."7'
Print journalists, tacking this clout, are a much larger group
whose contributions partake of more traditional intellectual
life?' Nevertheless, as the campus defines academics, the newspaper office defines journalists; they work under the constraints
of assignments and deadlines. These restrictions inhere to afl
newspager work, but they also reflect specific historical periods.
Currently, the shrinking number of newspapen and the intensifying egort to at.tract afffuent readers through "'soft" and "'lifestyle" coverage constrict journalists. While universities have
physically expanded, newspapers, have declined. One grim study
asks whether newspapers are surrendering their role as "transmitters of information, education, and c~lture."~'
The reasons for this are much discussed. One cause is familiar:
the same forces that gutted the city and shipped Americans out
to the suburbs eviscerated the big city newspapers, As individuals
abandoned, and were abandoned by, mass transit, they took to
cars. T o and from work they scanned the rwd, not the front
gayZe, "The decay of both central citim and mass transit meant

that the metropolitan papers no longer had customers pouring
out of downtown ofices and factories looking for a newspaper to
read on the bus or train ride home. New suburbs . . .and warkers
commuting by car have diminished the newspaper-reading W i t
of millions of
A singIe example: the N g w a r k News, easily the best newspaper
in New jersey, was a complete outht with five editorial writers, a
Washington correspndent, its own theater, arts, and bsok reviews, and a Sunday magazine; it was sometimes known as ""Ttre
New York Times of New jersey." It died in 1972. The reason?
Its downtouln delivery trucks mired in traffic did not reach the
new population centers. "It was a big city newspaper that refused
to follow its readers ta the suburbs."7'
Of course, this is not the whole story. Television viewing has
also slashed readership, especiaily of afternoon papers. Corporate
mergers diminish the number of dailies, or eliminate ditferences
among them. The days of the small family-owned mwspaper are
numbered. "'The daily newspapers of the United States are being
put in chains, newspaper chains. Of thirty-five dailies sold in
f 982, thirtly-two were absorbed by newspaper groups. . . .At the
current rate, there will be no single, family-owned dailies by the
year 2OOO.""
Buy-outs, sell-outs, and closings have sharply cut the number
of dailies, "'In 1920 there were 700 cities with competing dailies," Ben H. Bagdikian notes. "In 1982, though the country's
population had more than doubled, there were only 27 cities
with competing dailies."77 Not only the closings and mergers but
the purchase of small dailies by large newspaper corporations
usually restrict job openings. The big chains often cut staff and
utilize more syndicated and canned features. Almost identical
newspapers can be produced in far-f ung parts of the country.
These economic facts have taken their toll on journalists,

Fewer big city newspapers mean fewer opportunities for work
that broaches the large plitical, economic, or c u l t 4 issues;
and even the big newspapers relentlessly expand "soft" news,
spinning out sections on homes or kisure. A difiicult employment situation does not make the life of a reporter or an editorial
writer any better. The fight for assignments or for copy is dways
colored by the possibility of resigning and finding another job.
But if that possibility dwindles, journalistic backbone softens.
This may be a reason why in an era that cries out for articulate
and critical journalistic voices, there are virtually none.
A larger group of part-time and freelance writers dwarfs the
number of staff writers; here the term "iournalism" may mislead
since free-lance writers include any and all those who may write
professionally-children's books, coakbooks, how-to-lose-fiftypounds-by-eating-more boob. However, very few writers actually earn a living from writing; they are free-lance as much by
necewity-they must have other jobs--= from choice. This
means that the free-lance writing pool is perpetually in flux with
many entering and leaving, For those who are succehf, it generally requires spcialization in genres where there are expanding markets-cooking, travel, sports, movies,
One of the few detaiied studies discovered that in 19'76 half"
of American authors earned less than $5000 from their writings.
"The principal message conveyed by the data on hand is that
authors do not eam much from writing. If writers had to depend
on writing income, the majority would be in serious financial
trouble. This is so even for many winnen of the truly major
awards- such as the Nationaf Baok Award and Pmlitz;er Prizes."
These are average figures, and what these researchers label
"committed full-time" writers eam more, especially if they plow
the turf called "genre fiction," the most lucrative area. Nevertheless, career-long full-time writers constitute only 5 percent of

authors. Most authors shuttle between full-time and part-time
writing, depending on the economic situation."
All this indicates that writing is a difficult occupation. As an
exclusive means of economic support, kee-lance writing easily
drains an author. Proposing, researching, and completing projects that are economically viable-for which an editor will payallows little space for projects that might have less cash value.
The free-lance writer is at the mercy of a market, which, as
Mumford has noted, supports less and less serious and general
prose. To suggest a piece on the hobbies or exercising regime of
a celebrity might draw an editor's interest; to propose an arficle
on the urban crisis would draw a blank,
The obsessive interest of free-lance writers in The New Yarker
reflects this situation, For the unesbbfished The NW Yorker is
almost the only periodical that might support sustained, and serious, nonfiction (and fidion) with a living wage, The NW Yorker
to the free-lancer is not only the royal way but the only way;
&er rejection from The New Yorker-easily elicited-the next
choice is propsing a hundred projects to h e n & editors. That
The N;zw Yorker itself, amid repo&s of dclclining revenues, has
recently been sold to a large media company suggests the vulnerability of the last outlets.79
It takes an immense amount of talent, devotion, or plain luck
tr, overcome the usual lot of free-lance writers and contribute ta
the general culture. It can and is done. However, the oeuvre of
free-lance writers is simply too variegated to allow for sensible
generalizations; moreover, precisely because of their precarious
economic situation, those writing one year are gone the next.
They have either become staff writers with regular assignments
and salaries or have moved on to something else. For these reasons an emphatic journalistic voice of younger writers is difficult
to identify.
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In the 1960sthe emergence of "new joumalism" and a revitalized muckraking promised to transform the face of American
writing. New journalism arose on the hinges of the traditional
press or in the new "underground press." By their subied matter
or personal tone, the new journalists broke with the straitlaced
neutrality of the traditional press. New pumalism, wrote Morris
Dickstein, was marked by "atmosphere, personal feeling, intepretation, advocacy and opinion, novelist characterization and
description, touches of obscenity, concern with fashion and cultural change, and political
Tom Wolfe's manifesto and anthology, The New Ioumalism,
proposed a different justification and cast of characters. The new
journalists had nothing to do with an underground press or a
personal voice; they were younger members of the regular press,
who preferred the "third-person p i n t of view." The new journalists dixovered the "joys of detailed realism and its strange
powers," frightening the old men of letters and morals?'
These descriptions hardly bUy; both contain same tmth, overstated in the heat of the moment, as the whole tnath. Like most
"nw" "movements, ""new'"journalism was also old, a remembrance and a retrieval. The classic: of the genre, farnes Agee and
Walker Evans's exttaordinary Let Us Naw Praise Famous hlen,
a study of southern tenant farmers in the Depression, looms over
the new journalism; their book con~ainedequal measures of pure
fact and raw passion. Based on articles commissioned and rejected by Fortun@magazine, it ww published in f 941 and
ignored until its reissue in 1 MO,
"It is intended that this record and analysis be exhaustive, with
no detail, however kiviaf it may seem, kfi untouched," stated
Agee. This "record" included poems, photographs, curtain calls,
speeches, relentless descriptions of shoes and overalls, lyrical
writing, cries from the heart-all in the service of undermining

traditioml journalism. "'It seem to me curious," sstated Agee in
an opening rush of words,
not to say o k e n e and thoroughly terrifying, thal it could w u r to an
assaciation of human beings dram together thra-h need and chance
and for profit into a compny, an organ of bumlism, to pry intimately
into the lives of an unddended and apmllingly damaged group of human beings, an ignonmt and helpless m l famity, for the pu
parading the ndedness, dissdvanee and hurniiirtti~nof
before another group of h m a n beingcs, in the name of fcience, of "honest joumdkm'"(whatever that par*
may mean), of humanie, of
social fearlwness, for money, and for a republion for G
far unbbs which, when skahlly enough qualged, is exchangeable at
any bank for money. . . .'2

Today new journalism, not as a body of writing but as a generational presence, hardly exists. The writers Wolfe anthologized
have generally stayed with the craft but do not, and probably
never did, represent a coherent mo~ement.~'A recent suwey
identified a new species, "the literary journalists," graduates of
the new journalism but, like the times themselves, quieter and
more professional. "Now there has appeared a younger generation of witers wha don't necessarily think of themselves as New
Journalists, but do find immersion, voice, accuracy and symbolism to be the hallmarks of their work."" "The literary journalists" encompass some fine writers--among others, John
McPhee, joan Didion, Jane Kramer, Tracy Kidder, Sara Davidson-but it hardly adds up to either a new species of writing or
a cultural presence.
The left version of new journalism, which was more political
and more personal also undenuent dispersal and loss of identity.
At its height every small city, every sizable college, basted an
"underground" newspaper. Liberation News Service, a clearing
house for the underground press, had six hundred subscribers
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who regularly received packets of information. A small army of
journalists staffed these newspapers. What happened? The press
vanished; the mast successful publications transformed themselves into entertainment guides.
Of course, this is unfair. Like the sixties as a whole, success
was part of the undoing. The haditional preu incorporated elements of the underground press. A more personal feature writing
made its appearance in the established dailies; the coverage of
sexuality, drugs, and, for a moment, a left critique of official
America was allowed, Until The New Vark Times decided to risk
it, Daniel Ellsberg planned to publish the Pentagon Papers in
the underground p r e ~ . ~ '
The underground journalists themselves disbanded for a thousand destinations. Devoted and talented people stayed, but no
clear dominant voice or voices emerged. Abe Peck, in his account of the "underground press,'' closes with a survey of the
current whereabouts of its main figures. His own traj@ctoryis not
representative, but familiar. "From 1957 to 1971 . . . I wmk,
edited, typed, swept up, sold papers, and was arrested at the Seed,
Chicago's best-known underground press." He later free-lanced,
bcame a mmic colurnmist for the hsoeiated Press, and subsequently joined the staff at the Chicago Daily News and SunRmes "In 2980 I applied for a leave from the Sun-Times that
heante a resignation. . . . I felt caught up in the ked-themchine nabre of too much daily journalim,'Today he is a
professor of journalism at Northwestern U n i ~ e r s i t y . ~ ~
Peck reports on the whereabouts of seventy-five other participants. Those still writing include David Harris (Dreams Die
Hard); Greil Marcus, rock critic; Adam Hochschild, a founder/
contributor af lMothm b e e ; Warvey Waserman ( H a m y Wasseman's History of the United States); Dave Marsh (Roeb and
Roll Confidmtial);and a number of others, some active in televi-

sion news (Danny Schechter, Lowell Bergman).87Peck's cornplete list implies a conclusion by virtue of no conclusion. Where
once there was hope and a chance of a distind generational
voice, there are naw a number ofwiters,
The 1960s revitalized muckalring, the return to powerl and coverstructure research, and scathing attacks on ~ 6 c i alies
ups.8' For a while, during the period of Watergate, muckraking
journalists were cultural heroes. The revival has ebbed, if only
because the political atmosphere has changed. Ramparts, most
closely associated with left-wing muckraking, folded; one succes)
got off the ground; another (Mothm
sor ( k e n D ~ y s never
]ones) teeters-and is considering abandoning its name, that of
the great coalminer agitator, as too
For several reasons the ante has been raised; muckraking or
investigative reporting is expensive; it requires g& of time, aften with no results, T o research property ownership in downtown slums or American corporations in the Third World is a
protracted commitment that requires either a hefty publisher's
advanee or a clear audience; the first is very rare, the second
questionable. Moreover, the increasing use of litigation can stop
a free-lancer in his or her tracks. "Without the money and lawyen" available to major newspapers, comments a study of the
"new" muckraken, "free-lancers can be wiped out by the expense of fighting a libel suit."" The ma~ornewspapers that do
hire investigative reporters, of course, do not give them free
reign; they examine subjects that editors and management deem
proper?1
"I am," wrote X. F. Stone in 1963, "an anachronism. ., . . Xn
an age when young men, setting out on a career of journalism,
must find their niche in some huge newspaper or magazine combine, I am a wholly independent newspaperman, standing alone,
I. F. Stone
without organizational or party backing. . .
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(1907- ) exemplifies a last generation muckraker who seems to
have no successon. Stone, always a journalist, worked for a series
of left-wing newspapers, the last of which, the New York Daily
Composs, expired during the hrker days of the early fifties.
Without employment, Stone devised a plan to launch a fourpage weekly newsletter using the mailing lists of the defunct radical press. In 1953, Stone published the first I. F. Stone's Weekly
with some five thousand subscrikrs,
For nineteen years he lived for and from his Weekly, a oneman operation, which eventually reached a circulation of seventy
thousand, Deliberateiy severe in appearance, it tirelessly exposed
lies and contradictions of government and press, becoming an
indispensable source for radicals, "Xntellech_lal'may sound like
an incongruous word to describe a man who has devoted a working life of half a century to daily and weekly journalism," wrote
Robeit SHar in an intrduetion to a collection of Stone's pieces;
but "it is precisely because he is an intellectual that Stone's old
articles seem to grow in value. He is a historian, a philosopher, a
man of feuters. , .
Stone's rdirernent in 1971 left a hole difficult to plug; there
are numerous muckrakers and critics of government and press
but none with the penistence and scope of Stone. Many are
professors, with other obligations, who weigh in only occasionally; some are journalists who do not have the forum or means to
engage in full-time scrutiny of official malfeasance. The cultural
trajectory is familiar: where once there were few, now there are
many, but the many seem quieter.w
"

""Where are our intellectuals?" As a slagan of the sixties had it
(referring to revolutionaries): we are everywhere. When Harold
Rosenberg alluded to Berkeley as a refutation of reports of vanishing bohemias and rootless intellectuals, he was not all wrong.

There Is a lesson here: to apprehend the present as hltaory is
risky, perhaps impossible; it is easy to confuse the gasps of the
past and future. For conservatives it is sobering, for radicals, encouraging to realize that the sixties arrived almost unannounced.
Nevertheless, the temptation to view history in cycles should
be resisted. The long view suggests that intellectual work has
been recast; and this means intellechts: have Been recast in the
way they live and function. It is too simple to draw a direct line
connecting life and thought, matching professors who are preoccupied with resmrch or conference papers and their cultural contribution; it would also be foolish to deny a relationship. The
history of philosophy is also the history of philosophers. The history of journalism is also the history of journalists.
tion af the traditional intellec~ualhabitat is not
instantaneous; it parallels the decay of the cities, the growth of
the suburbs, and the expanskn of the univexsities. There is no
need to announce the &lapse of civilization when fast faod outlets nudge out greasy s p n s , vending machines replace newspaper stands, or green campuses supplant vandalized city prlrs; but
there is littie reason to ignore its irnpslct on the rhflhn? of cutbrat
life. It macters whether people grow up on city sireeb or in suburban malls; whether intellectuals obsess about a single editor who
judges their work or three "referees," ten calleagues, several
csmmigees, and various deans.
Universities encourage a definite intellectual form. They do
not shoot, they simply do not hire those who are unable or unwilling to fit in. Even Henry Luce of the Time magazine empire,
often denounced as a master propagandist, employed and even
liked mavericks and dissenters, Universities, on the other hand,
hire by committees: one needs degrees, references, the proper
deference, a pfeasant demeanor. T o win over a eomminee that
recornmen& to a department which counsels a chairman who

advises a dean who suggests to a coltege president takes a talent
very different from gaining the assent of a single individual. It
is almost ludicrous to imagine "Professor Edmund Wilson" or
"'Professor H..
L. Mencken."
It is even possible to chart a cultural shift in the unlikely quarter ofbook acknowledgments and dedications, Early Elizabethan
books were usually graced by flwery prefaces dedicated to a patron who supported the writer and who, it was hoped, would be
inshuded and edified by the work. In the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the reading and book-buying
public replaced the patron; and books frequently were dedicated
and directed to the gentle and interested reader. "The reading
group was no longer confined to court and gentry," expkins a
study of Elizabethan prefaces, and "writers could safely appeal
to a eircXe of readers of dl dasses.'"To the Gentlemen Readers7'
or ""To the Coueeow and Courtly Ladies of Engbn&' or "To
the right hanorable citizens of the citie of London" ran some
typical dedications?'
T a bmp to the present, agening serious nonfiction b k s is
like skimming penonal telephone books; often a dense list of
d l e q u e s , friends, institutionst and Zoundations precedes the
text, "F%e anonymous reader has lxrtcome named, addressed, saluted. This is a change in style, but it is more; it is the imprimatur
of a democratic age. It suggests that the author or book passed
the test, gaining the approval of a specific network, which filtered
out the unkempt and unacceptable. It is a notice of a serious and
reputable work. It serves to reassure as well as intimidate readen
and reviewers. Even with the requisite qualifier--the opinions
and mistakes are strictfy the author"-who wants to challenge a
book inspected by scores of scholan, published by a major university, and supported by several foundations?
These are tendencies, not laws of nature. The country is too

vast, the culture too contradictory, to neatly categorize. Nevertheless, this undeniable truth easily degenerates into aplogetics,
as if no generalization could be true and everything is possible.
Everything may be pssible, but not probable. InteHectuals may
be everywhere, but almost everywhere they face similar and limited options: the young especially are vulnerable, precisely because they emerge in a situation of dwindling intellectual
choices. Hence the historical witticism: intelllectuds of the irrational, far-out, hang-loose sixties mahured into a more buttonedup, professional, and invisible group than did preceding intellectual generations. One thousand radical sociologists, but no Mills;
three hundred critical literary theorists but no WiIson; $cads of
Mawist economists btlt no Sweezy or Braverman; urban critics
galore but no Mumford or Jacobs.
Private and public, invisible and visible, professional and amateur, these are toaded, difficult terms. They are not simply o p p sites. What is quiet and professional today may be open and public tomorrow. Younger intellectuals, if they mainly teach and
write far each other, have little immediate impact; but they have
students who pass through and on to other things. Everyone has
had influential teachers, unknown to a wider world, but cfeckive
in one's own deirelopment; these teachers inspired, caided,
taught. Isn't it possible that the entire transmission belt of culture
has shifted? That it is no longer public in the way it once was but
now takes place invisibly in univenity classrooms and reading
asignmenbl
This is the conservatives' nightmare: while radicals and Iibemfs
have been chased from public and visible psts, they acttually
staff the educational system, corroding the Republic from wrthin.
Conservatives frequently complain bitterly that they send their
children to elite universities, and during Chistmas vacation, discover them studying Manism. Of eourse, "studying Marxism"
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means one professor in a department of forty teaches Marxismone professor too many. Like Buckley, their faith in truth is limited; they Believe that conservative ideas are more convincing
when others have been excluded,
Yet it is only their nightmare; at least there seems liCtle reason
to posit an emerging gap between a university and a public culture, the former subversive, the iatter apslogetic. Studies of andergraduates generally show them to be more conservative than
in the past, more concerned with careers and money, and less
interested in what some graying New Left professors might
think. This too encourages a professionalization. a turning in
toward more receptive colleagues. Nevertheless, t d a y as in the
past, universities preserve a cultural breathing space where people do study Marx-and A&m Smith. This should not be dismissed nor mythologized as if left-wing literary critics threaten
anyone but each other.
"Public intellectual" is a category even more fraught with
difficulties. "Publicist," if it once connotated an engagement
with the skte and law, is almost obsolete, victimized by Hollywood and '"ublic r&tions7': it now signifies someone who handles and manipulates the media, an advance or front man (or
woman). A public intellectual or old-style publicist is something
else, perhaps the opgosite, an incorkgibly independent soul answering t s no one, Vet, this does nst su6ce; the definition must
include a commitment not simply to a professional or private
domain but to a public world-and a public language, the
vernacular,
The elaboration of national and vernacular languages, the
voice of new urban classes, in the face of an ouifying Latin, the
idiom of a scholastic elite, characterizes m d e m culture since
the Renaissance. "All over Europe," expkins Erich Auerbach,
while Latin turned brittle, "first in Italy, then in the Iberian pen-

insul, France, and England, an educated pubiic with a Hoeh8firache of its own now made its appearan~e."~
The adoption of
the vernacular was not always simple or peaceful, for it meant
that groups once excluded from religious and scientific conhoversy could now enter the fray.
The '"rime" of Galileo, for instance, was less what he discovered or said but how and where he a i d it, He renounced Latin
to write in Buid Italian for a new public. As the Florentine ambassador reported after a meeting of papal authorities with Calilea, "If he wanted to hold this Copernican opinion, he was told,
let him hold it quietly and not spend so much effort in trying to
have others share it.'47 This is precisely what Galileo rejected.
He had decided, states a modem account, "to by-pass the universities and address himself in the vernacufar to the inteUigent
public at large. This involved no doubt a sacrifice of the international value of Latin, but Galileo did not care to mark himseff
as an exclusive member of the light-shy and scattered republic of scholars. . . . He felt right at ease in the street, in the
square. . , 898
It would be unfair and overdramatie to charge younger intellectmls with abtaging this historical project--the commitment
to a wider educated world-which in any event hardly rides on
the shoulders of a single generation. Yet the danger of yielding
to a new Latin, a new scholasticism insulated from larger public
life, tints the future gray on gray. While professional and arcane
languages can be a refuge, and a necessity, they can also be an
excuse and a flight.
Is there a choice7 Any study that is both historical and critical
engenders a fundamental antinomy: it sketches major and minor
tendencies that might have shaped a world-and it protests
against them. There is no doubt that the demise of public intellectuals reflects the recampsition of the public itself; it coincides
8
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with the wild success of television, the expansion of the suburbs,
the corrosion of the cities, the kttening of the universities. The
eclipse of the big general magazines, such as Look and Life, itself
registers a prcelbtion of a once more homogeneous public; they
have been replaced by "special interest" magazines-tennis,
computer, travel, sports. In view of these developments, the disappearance of general intellectuals into professions seems completely understandabie, inevitable, and perhaps desirable.
And yet if this or any study were only to ratify what has been
and must be, it would be pintIess. Younger intellecbh have
responded to their times, as they must; they have also sunendered to them, as they need not. Humanity does not make history
just as it pleases, but it does mlke history. By the back door choice
enters the: historicd edifice,
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